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High Speed Railway ssessment
Phase 3 Corridor-specific analyses – corridor east

Foreword
Jernbaneverket has been assigned by the Ministry of Transport and Communications to investigate the issue of
high speed railways in Southern Norway. Through a mandate for this assignment, the Ministry has asked for a
basis for decision making to be presented that gives recommendations for what long‐term strategies should be
used as a basis for the development of long distance passenger transport in Southern Norway.
Jernbaneverkets investigations shall be performed in three phases. The purpose of this final third phase is to
devise specific analysis of various alternative routes and to make recommendations.
As part of phase 3, Jernbaneverket has appointed Norconsult to carry our corridor‐specific analysis in corridor
east. Corridor east consists of the following three routes.


Oslo – Stockholm, with a route search from Lillestrøm and Ski via Karlstad to Västerås



Oslo ‐ Göteborg, with a route search from Ski to Öxnered



Oslo ‐ Drammen

Jernbaneverket has indicated that Norconsult shall perform the corridor analysis on an independent basis and
be responsible for the evaluations, without any special guidelines or comments from Jernbaneverket. This
assessment shall provide route suggestions and input to various speed scenarios for different sections of the
corridor. Jernbaneverket will assemble sections to form continuous alternatives for the entire corridor.
Norconsult's activities have been set up as an ordinary investigative assignment with the work performed in
defined stages. Our original scope of work has however been adjusted and adapted to Jernbaneverket's need
to coordinate the four consultant teams performing the corridor‐specific analysis in each corridor.
Norconsult's activities and analysis result in specific route proposals for each section of the route and agreed
speed scenarios. A coarse‐meshed analysis has been used for a consequence assessment of the route
proposals. Norconsult has also carried out quantity calculations as input for the economic analysis.
Norconsult's main report is a partial report of phase 3. Our proposals for lines are described in the report and
shown in the attached drawings supplement. Norconsult believes that the proposed route alternatives are
feasible and realistic, given the degree of detail that it has been possible to achieve in this investigation. The
lines have also been judged to be acceptable in relation to the consequence topics that have been investigated.
The lines will almost certainly be altered in later phases of the project, since more information will be available
and other weightings may be imposed.

Sandvika, 25 November 2011

Svein Sørheim
Project Manager Norconsult
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1

Introduction

Figure 1: Overview Corridor East

Jernbaneverket is to evaluate and compare the different long term strategies for future expansion of the
railway network and how these strategies will fulfil the goals in Norwegian transport policy for the different
corridors. Strategies to be evaluated are:
A: Continuing the present rail policy (the reference alternative).
B: Dynamic development/expansion of existing railway infrastructure, including outside the Inter City (IC) area.
C: High speed concepts for passenger and freight traffic that are partly based on existing network and IC
strategy.
D: Separate high speed lines for passenger and freight traffic. Consider whether and how existing rail
infrastructure should be used.
Jernbaneverket will assemble sections to form continuous alternatives for the entire corridor based on
Norconsults input from various speed scenarios for different sections of the corridor.
For alternatives C and D, the route consultants have been instructed to use the alternative designations 2*, D1
and D2.
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Definition of the alternatives are:
Alternative B:


20 % reduction of current travel time for regional trains and todays stop pattern.

Alternative 2*:


A new line designed for 250 km/h and double track. Designed both for passenger trains and freight
trains.



A new line should replace the old line as much as possible

Alternative D1/D2:


A new line designed for 330 km/h and double track.



D1 will be designed for passenger trains and freight trains. D2 will be designed only for passenger
trains.



A new line will be in addition to the existing line.


For the corridor‐specific analysis in corridor east, Norconsult will prepare specific routes for different speed
scenarios on the route subsections in the corridor. The work is described in more detail in Jernbaneverket's
assignment specification, which has been further specified during the course of the project period. No plans are
to be prepared for alternative A, since it is assumed that these are Jernbaneverket's existing plans. For
alternative B, Norconsult has been instructed to limit the analysis to the Lillestrøm – Kongsvinger section.
It is also an assumption for the assessment that the sections Oslo – Lillestrøm and Oslo – Ski are, or will be,
built to a high speed standard and are therefore not included in this study. The route searches to the south and
east therefore start at either Lillestrøm or at Ski.
Political guidelines from Sweden have limited the assessment to Karlstad and Öxnered in the east. But we have
been instructed to design a line between Karlstad and Västerås based on earlier Swedish studies.
Jernbaneverket has decided that this line shall go via Örebro and Kolbäck. The sections Karlstad ‐ Stocholm and
Öxnered – Göteborg are assumed upgraded to an acceptable high speed standard. With these assumptions in
Sweden the project will be able to analyse a continuous line to Stockholm and to Göteborg . All lines in Sweden
shall have design criteria that correspond to alternative 2*.
The specific lines that have been analysed by Norconsult are:
Lines from Oslo to Stockholm
Alternative routes via Lillestrøm to Karlstad:






Alternative B: Lillestrøm ‐ Kongsvinger
Alternative 2*: Lillestrøm – Kongsvinger – Karlstad
Alternative D1: Lillestrøm – Arvika – Karlstad
Alternative D2: Lillestrøm – Arvika – Karlstad
Alternative 2*: Karlstad – Västerås
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Alternative routes via Ski to Karlstad:




Alternative 2*: Ski ‐ Askim – Arvika – Karlstad
Alternative D1: Ski – Arvika – Karlstad
Alternative 2*: Karlstad – Västerås

Lines from Oslo to Göteborg
Alternative routes via Ski to Öxnered:



Alternative 2*: Ski – Fredrikstad – Öxnered
Alternative D1: Ski – Sarpsborg – Öxnered

Oslo – Drammen


Alternative D1: Oslo – Drammen

These lines have been described and shown in drawings in Appendix 1.
In this assignment, Norconsult has not been responsible for evaluating and reporting the following:




Stopping patterns and running times
Costs and social economics
Energy and environmental effects

These topics have been handled by other consultants to Jernbaneverket during phase 3 and are described in
their respective reports. Norconsult has however provided input on some of these topics, but calculations,
comparisons and descriptions of results have been performed by others.
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Summary

General
The High Speed Railway Assessment has an overall intention to bring into focus the future railway system for
Norway. This involves investigating positive and negative effects, costs, sequence of development, how to
divide the routes into stages and consequences for the environment and surroundings.
The study shall recommend which long‐term strategies should form the basis for development of long distance
passenger transport in Southern Norway. The study shall also give answers as to whether the development of
high speed railway lines in one or more sections would be accepted by the sosiety. It is Jernbaneverket that will
be responsible for all these evaluations, based on the corridor‐specific analysis in each corridor.
Norcunsults main defined objective for the corridor‐specific analysis in corridor east is to find good, realistic
alternative routes. In this assignment, Norconsult has performed an analysis of possible railway lines in the
corridor and come up with specific route proposals for the sections in question and for the various speed
scenarios.
Norconsult has designed lines by means of an interdisciplinary collaboration within the company that has taken
ground conditions, existing settlements, the environment etc. into consideration to the extent allowed by
available data.
Norconsult believes that the proposed route alternatives are feasible and realistic, given the degree of detail
that it has been possible to achieve in this investigation. The lines have also been judged to be acceptable in
relation to the consequence topics that have been investigated.
Corridor east is special in that the scope of work involves lines located in both Norway and Sweden. The
political background to high speed lines in Sweden is that no new studies shall be made for high speed lines on
the relevant sections towards Stockholm and Göteborg. Lines towards Stockholm and Göteborg shall be based
on improving existing lines and shall not have a design speed higher than 250 km/h.
Assumptions and work program
Jernbaneverket's assignment specification has provided guidelines for work on the corridor‐specific analysis in
phase 3. Similarly, the reports from phase 2 have provided a basis for the work. It has also been necessary to
carry out a great deal of coordinating work among the other consultants involved in phase 3 so as to clarify the
specific and detailed assumptions for the work. Jernbaneverket has also provided further conditions and
assumptions for work on the corridors during the course of phase 3.
Norconsult has carried out the analysis during phase 3 by performing the work in defined stages. In general
terms, the sequence of work has been as follows:
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Review of the basis from phase 2
Determining design parameters and other assumptions
Creative phase/generating ideas
Coarse evaluation and sifting of alternatives
Detailing and optimising the routes and conducting the consequence assessment
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Norconsult has implemented a creative process in workshops inviting internal and external resources to
generate ideas. We believe that including external resources, also from the regions involved, has given
important participation in and local endorsement of the solutions.
Existing conditions in corridor east
The existing railway infrastructure in corridor east is characterised by a low geometric standard and is generally
poorly suited to high speed train traffic. The lines are mainly single track and there are large distances between
passing loops. The same is true of the relevant sections in Sweden, although the geometric standard is
somewhat higher there.
Only a very small part of the existing infrastructure could be used as part of a new high speed rail line. This
applies equally to alternatives 2*, D1 and D2. Also for alternative B there would be a need to build a great deal
of new line and/or upgrade a great deal of the existing rail infrastructure.
The cities of Oslo, Stockholm and Göteborg have the largest populations and therefore represent an important
customer potential. At the same time, calculations performed in other studies have shown that an upgraded
railway serving the towns of south‐east Norway could lead to a significant increase in local travel numbers and
in most cases would represent the largest group of travellers by train.
Lines from Oslo to Stockholm via Lillestrøm
The Lillestrøm – Kongsvinger line (alternative B):
In alternative B the travel time for today’s regional trains will be reduced by 20% and the stop pattern will be
retained. To achieve this it would be sufficient to build about 15 km of new double track on the 79 km section
between Lillestrøm and Kongsvinger and to upgrade technical infrastructure in some subsections, total 37 km.
The line therefore follows existing track to a much greater extent than in the other alternatives.
The Lillestrøm – Kongsvinger ‐ Karlstad line (alternative 2*)
The proposal for the line from Oslo to Stockholm via Lillestrøm in accordance with alternative 2* is via
Kongsvinger. This alternative is based on improving the existing line and would thus improve train services also
for local travels. The line has a design speed of 250 km/h for the entire section, with the exception of the entry
into the stations at Lillestrøm, Kongsvinger and Karlstad. The alignment between Arvika and Karlstad is the
same for all alternatives to Stockholm.
Existing built up areas at Blaker, Haga and Årnes, Åmotsfors and Eda in particular will be affected by this
alternative. There are also significant consequences for the natural environment and landscape by the Leira
waterway. Along the Glomma River there will be conflicts relating to connected agricultural communities,
cultural values in the form of farm buildings and existing station buildings and the natural environment at
Årnes and Galterud. The new line will also lead to intrusion in the water system and landscape from
Kongsvinger southward.
The Lillestrøm – Arvika ‐ Karlstad line (alternative D1 and D2)
The alignments for alternatives D1 and D2 are approximately identical on the section Lillestrøm – Arvika.
Alternative D2 may have a steeper gradient than D1, and also somewhat shorter radius curves and still keep
the same speed. To take advantage of the more flexible design parameters and hence the reduced share of
tunnels and bridges the alignment for D2 has been optimised on some sections compared to D1.
Alignment for alternatives D1 and D2 goes eastward from Lillestrøm and directly to Arvika. Among the studied
alignments to Sweden this will be the shortest. The line is about 62 km shorter than the present line via
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Kongsvinger. From Lillestrøm to Arvika, the line has a design speed of 330 km/h, while the continuation
towards Karlstad has a design speed of 250 km/h.
The major challenge with these alternatives would be considerations of landscape and the natural environment
along the route.
The Karlstad – Västerås line (alternative 2*)
The line between Karlstad and Västerås is designed for 250 km/h, apart from the sections through the towns.
This route follows the corridor of the existing line from Karlstad to Kristinehamn. From Kristinehamn to Örebro
it follows the planned Nobelbanan line. The existing line from Örebro to Jädersbruk is widened to double track
to increase capacity. From Jädersbruk the route bypasses Arboga and Köping and joins the existing line at
Kolbäck, 15 km west of Västerås. From Kolbäck to Stockholm the high speed trains will use the existing line.
Note that the section between Karlstad and Västerås has not been analysed to the same level as the other
sections.
Lines from Oslo to Stockholm via Ski
The Ski – Askim – Arvika ‐ Karlstad line (alternative 2*)
This alternative branches off south of Ski station and follows the present line to Askim. The design speed will be
200 km/h apart from the section through Askim. The new alignment will run close to the present communities
towards Askim and can therefore serve these areas as the present line. From Slitu, east of Askim, onwards to
Arvika the alignment is dimensioned according to criteria for strategy D2, speed 330 km/h. This section is
designed for passenger trains only and it is assumed that freight traffic to Sweden will continue to go via
Kongsvinger as it does today.
The greatest impact on existing built‐up areas is expected to be at Spydeberg and Askim. The consequences for
the landscape of this development are expected to be greatest at the bridge crossing at Østensjøvannet and
the open line between Stunner and Kråkstad. Some conflicts with cultural heritage sites may be expected on
the Ski and Askim section.
The Ski – Arvika ‐ Karlstad line (alternative D1)
The line between Ski and Karlstad is planned to have a design speed of 330 km/h on to Arvika and 250 km/h in
Sweden. The proposed line branches off the Follobanen line north of Ski, and then goes through a long tunnel
to Hobøl. Onwards to Arvika the line will pass to the north of the built‐up areas in inner Østfold and cannot
serve these areas.
The most vulnerable landscape is found when crossing an important landscape and cultural heritage
environment near Solbergfoss and through the open agricultural landscape from Solbergfoss to just north of
Mysen. Here too there is great potential for conflict with cultural heritage sites.
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Lines from Oslo to Göteborg
The Ski – Moss ‐ Öxnered line (alternative 2*)
The line between Oslo and Öxnered should be able to operate at the highest possible speed, while still serving
Moss, Råde, Fredrikstad, Sarpsborg and Halden. In order to minimise the impact on the towns, we have chosen
a lower design speed through the towns of Østfold. The alignment is identical to one of the alternatives from
the Intercity study to Halden, being one of the presumptions for this alternative.
The alignment between Sarpsborg and Öxnered is identical to that of alternative D1 except for a shorter
section at Halden. Between Öxnered and Göteborg a new line will be built to be used by the high speed trains.
Building new line on the section between Fredrikstad and Sarpsborg would be an issue with this alternative,
since the line has long sections with built‐up areas, existing roads and other infrastructure. The environmental
issues would be greatest in the area at Karlshus and Skinnerflo, with its important cultural heritage sites,
landscape and natural environment. There are also issues with important cultural heritage sites and natural
areas from Sarpsborg to Skjeberg and at Ed.
The Ski – Sarpsborg ‐ Öxnered line (alternative D1)
The line branches off north of Ski from the planned Follo line tunnel. From here, the line goes as directly as
possible to Sarpsborg through the municipalities of Ski, Hobøl and Våler. From Sarpsborg to Öxnered the
alignment will be the same as for alternative 2* except for at Halden where alternative D1 will be east of the
centre of town. The line is designed for 330 km/h in Norway and 250 km/h in Sweden. The requirement for
high speed and short travelling time has been a general assumption for this alternative and the line is about 50
km shorter than the present line via Fredrikstad. In this case it is assumed that the IC section in Østfold will be
served by a parallel train service.
The greatest consequences for cultural heritage sites will be in the areas south of Ski and near Sarpsborg and
Ed. Special consideration must be given to the natural environment at Trøskevannet and Bjørnlandevja.
The line from Oslo to Drammen
The line between Oslo and Drammen is 40 km long and is based on a separate 34 km long tunnel. The main
objective has been to reduce travel time for the line by building a direct connection for high speed trains. The
line is designed for 330 km/h apart from the sections at either end. The direct line has no stations between
Oslo S and Drammen. This solution however allows a possible connection to the existing tunnel
Bærumstunnelen. This will give flexibility with regard to reducing the traffic on the present tunnel towards
Oslo.
The main issues involved in building this line will be the construction work on a 1300 meter section out of Oslo
S and westward passing near by the station Nasjonalteateret.
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Line data and key figures

Section

Alter‐
native

Length
new line

Tunnel
(km)

Tunnel
(%)

Viaduct
(km)

Viaduct
(%)

Gradient
(o/oo)

Speed
(km/h)

Oslo – Kongsvinger

B

15

0

3

0

1

12,5

200

Lillestrøm ‐ Kongsvinger

2*

71

17

24

4

5

12,5

250

Kongsvinger ‐ Arvika

2*

73

9,9

14

1

2

12,5/10,0

250

Arvika ‐ Karlstad

2*

63

13

20

3

4

10,0

250

Lillestrøm ‐ Karlstad

2*

207

40

19

8

4

12,5/10,0

250

Lillestrøm – Arvika

D1

97

33

34

7

7

12,5

330

Arvika ‐ Karlstad

2*

63

13

20

3

4

10,0

330

Lillestrøm ‐ Karlstad

D1

160

46

28

10

6

12,5/10,0

250

Lillestrøm – Arvika

D2

97

27

28

7

7

35,0

330

Arvika ‐ Karlstad

2*

63

13

20

3

5

10,0

330

Lillestrøm ‐ Karlstad

D2

160

40

25

10

6

35,0/10,0

250

Ski ‐ Askim

2*

31

1

4

1

4

12,5

200

Askim ‐ Arvika

D2

78

30

39

3

4

35,0

330

Arvika ‐ Karlstad

2*

63

13

20

3

4

10,0

250

Ski ‐ Karlstad

2*

172

44

26

7

4

12,5/35,0/
10,0

200/330
/250

Ski nord ‐ Arvika

D1

111

60

54

5

5

12,5

330

Arvika ‐ Karlstad

2*

63

13

20

3

4

10,0

250

Ski nord ‐ Karlstad

D1

174

74

43

10

6

12,5/10,0

330/250

Karlstad ‐ Örebro

2*

108

12

11

5

5

10,0

250

Örebro ‐ Kolbäck

2*

75

0

0

5

7

10,0

250

Karlstad ‐ Kolbäck

2*

183

12

6

10

6

10,0

250

Moss (Sandbukta) – Halden

2*

67

19

29

2

3

12,5

250

Halden ‐ Öxnered

2*

117

28

24

0

0

12,5/10,0

250

Moss (Sandbukta) ‐ Öxnered

2*

184

47

25

2

1

12,5/10,0

250

Ski north – Sarpsborg

D1

55

19

35

2

4

12,5

330

Sarpsborg ‐ Ed

D1

62

32

52

1

1

12,5/10,0

330

Ed ‐ Öxnered

2*

77

7

8

0

0

10,0

250

Ski nord ‐ Öxnered

D1

195

58

30

3

2

12,5/10,0

330/250

Oslo ‐ Drammen

D1

40

34

85

1

3

12,5

330

Table 1: Summary of section lengths.
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Summary of consequences
For each subsection in corridor east, total consequences for each topic have been evaluated. Consequences are
given a negative mark according to the scale below





No or insignificant consequences (0)
Minor consequences (‐)
Moderate consequences (‐ ‐)
Major consequences (‐ ‐ ‐)

Landscape

Cultural
heritage

Natural
environment

Natural
resources

Local
environment
and outdoor
pursuits

Lillestrøm – Kongsvinger (B)

‐‐

‐‐

‐‐

‐‐

‐‐

Lillestrøm – Karlstad (2*)

‐‐

‐‐

‐‐

‐‐

‐‐

Lillestrøm – Karlstad (D1)

‐/‐ ‐

‐‐

‐‐

‐

0

Lillestrøm – Karlstad (D2)

‐/‐ ‐

‐‐

‐‐

0

0

Ski – Karlstad (2*)

‐‐

‐‐‐

‐

‐‐

‐‐

Ski – Karlstad (D1)

‐/‐ ‐

‐‐

‐‐

‐

‐

Ski – Öxnered (2*)

‐/‐ ‐

‐‐‐

‐‐

‐‐

‐‐‐

Ski – Öxnered (D1)

‐

‐‐‐

‐

‐‐

‐

0

‐

‐

‐

0

Alternative routes

Oslo ‐ Stockholm

Oslo – Göteborg

Oslo ‐ Drammen
Oslo – Drammen (D1)

Table 2: Summary of consequences of the different alternative routes. The route between Karlstad and
Västerås has not been assessed.
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3

Existing conditions in Corridor East

3.1

MARKET BASIS

3.1.1

Population basis

The cities of Oslo, Stockholm and Göteborg have the highest concentrations of population in corridor east and
therefore represent the important customer potential for high speed trains on new lines between the cities.
Calculations have been made however that indicates that an upgrade of the railway serving the towns of south
east Norway could lead to a significant increase in local travel in total, especially for people who travel daily. It
is of great significance therefore that the railway goes through these towns and that the trains have a high
frequency and acceptable travelling times.
In this way, trains could be an engine for regional development. There are also many journeys between Norway
and Sweden that can be characterised as local travel. A better train service and shorter travelling times
between regions on either side of the national border could also contribute to the growth and development of
settlement and the labour market in both countries.

Figure 2: Population concentrations in the influence areas of relevant rail routes.
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3.1.2

Development of towns and communities

More effective land development has been a politically formulated objective in a number of national and local
authority documents over the last 10 to 15 years. Tendencies towards centralisation, urbanisation and denser
population patterns have largely been the result of market trends. It is assumed that these tendencies will
continue, even though the development trends are more complex, and will influence the establishment of
various kinds of trading and commercial businesses. Large shopping centres and large concentrations of jobs
that can only be reached by car are examples of developments in the opposite direction.
It is essential for the desired regional development that the hubs work well, are accessible and are centrally
located in relation to jobs, central functions and housing. For those who commute to work by train, the
location of the work end of the journey is most important. Locating as many jobs as possible near stations
could be desirable in this context.

3.1.3

Local authority plans

Generally speaking, there is little specification of overall guidelines for land use in local authority planning. Even
though most local authorities describe overall guidelines as central objectives in their own plans, these are
hardly transferred into the objectives in planning maps and conditions. Most local authorities say that the
objective is to establish future development in connection with existing setlements and centres, but also
practice more widely distributed development. By better implementing the objectives for coordinated land use
and transport planning in their plans, the local authorities could more easily facilitate more effective public
transport.
A central goal for sustainable land use policy is to reduce overall transport needs and increase the proportion
of public transport use. This indicates that priority future growth should be in the cities and largest towns.
Here, there is a better basis for developing an effective public transport system and providing facilities for
pedestrians and cyclists.

3.1.4

Results of the feasibility study

The market analysis from the feasibility study for IC Østfoldbanen, (ref 1) showed that it is the shorter journeys
that increase by the greatest percentage when existing transport is improved. Establishing an attractive system
for shorter journeys within the regions will be a key to success for both rail development and a more dense
land use in towns and built‐up areas along the line.
Stronger regional development could be achieved if it were possible to increase the density of jobs and homes
near the stations. Such a development could have great significance for making the railway competitive and
increasing the value of the land and buildings with such a location.
The feasibility study calculated a considerable increase in train traffic in south east Norway in the years to
come, as the result of population growth, increased travel and a better train service. The study estimates that a
full development of the IC section would lead to an increase of more than 120% between 2008 and 2025.

3.1.5

Other studies

According to the report "Regional system analysis Värmland 2008‐09‐29" (ref 2) there are many commuters
between Värmland and Norway, 3,200 people a day, which is almost as many as commute eastward from
Värmland. A better east‐west train service would give shorter travelling times for this traffic and make it more
attractive to use the train than other means of transport. The regions would thereby be more closely linked
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and could represent a more integrated housing and jobs market. In the longer term, this could lead to a
regional development for all the areas around the stations on the new line, in both Sweden and Norway.

Figure 3: Commuting to and from Värmland in 2008. The figure is taken from "Regional system
analysis Värmland 2008-09-29".

This topic has also been investigated in the report "Market potential for high speed trains Oslo ‐ Copenhagen",
prepared by Urbanet Analyse 8 June 2011 for COINCO North (ref 4). The report primarily assesses end‐to‐end
journeys.

3.1.6

Potential for development

The Lillestrøm – Karlstad section
In alternative 2*, the new line by Kongsvinger uses the same corridor as the existing railway. All the present
towns and population centres could be served by this solution. Some of the stations will be relocated however.
The new line would give reduced travelling times for all types of train, which would contribute to regional
development along this section.
Similarly, two alternatives for high speed trains have been investigated between Lillestrøm and Karlstad, D1
and D2. These are lines that go directly from Lillestrøm to Arvika and on to Karlstad. The new line could serve
Bjørkelangen if desired. In this case there would be less regional development in the areas along the
Kongsvinger line.
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The Ski – Karlstad section
Between Ski and Karlstad, an alternative has been considered that goes directly from Oslo past Ski to Arvika
and on to Karlstad. Between Oslo and Arvika a station could be established in Østfold if desired in the vicinity of
Slitu. A new line runs between Arvika and Karlstad in the same corridor as the existing line and all the current
towns and built‐up areas could be served by the new line. In some cases however, the stations may need minor
changes in location. The new line would give reduced travelling times for all types of train and would contribute
to regional development along the new line. In this case there would be less regional development in the areas
along the existing Østre line between Ski and Mysen, which would not be developed.
In alternative 2* where the new line is in the same corridor as the existing line between Ski and Mysen, all the
present towns and built‐up areas could be served. Station locations could change in some cases, however. The
new line would give reduced travelling times for all types of train and would contribute to regional
development along the new line.

The Ski – Öxnered section
In alternative 2*, which goes through Moss, Fredrikstad and Sarpsborg, the towns and built‐up areas could be
served as they are now. Station locations could change in some cases, however. This alternative would give
reduced travelling times for all types of train and would thus contribute to regional development on the
sections included.
Between Ski and Öxnered, alternative D1 has also been considered, with the line going directly from Oslo to
Sarpsborg and on to Öxnered. Travellers on this line would have shorter journey times from Oslo to Sarpsborg
and further south than in alternative 2* where the route goes through Moss and Fredrikstad. Halden could be
served by the present line or a branch from the new line.

The Oslo – Drammen section
A high speed rail line between Oslo and Drammen could connect the market in this region even more closely
together and help encourage more people to live in Drammen and the other towns and districts in Vestfold and
Buskerud. Shorter travelling times would mean that more people would find it acceptable to travel further to
work and so choose to live further from their jobs.

3.2

EXISTING TRACK

3.2.1

Lillestrøm - Karlstad

The present railway between Lillestrøm and Karlstad is 223 km long and was opened in 1871. It was the first rail
connection between Norway and Sweden. The line was electrified on the Swedish side in 1937 and on the
Norwegian side in 1951. This section is single track with passing loops.
Speed limit on the Norwegian side is mainly between 90 and 130 km/h for conventional material. In general,
higher speeds are permitted on the Swedish side than the Norwegian. The speed limit between Charlottenberg
and Arvika is 85 to 130 km/h. The permitted speed for tilting trains is mainly 30 km/h higher.
Between Arvika and Karlstad the speed limit is 105 – 140 km/h except through Kil and the final kilometres into
Karlstad. Permitted speed for tilting trains on this section is up to 35 km/h higher than the speeds quoted
above. The Karlstad – Stockholm section is 327 km long.
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3.2.2

Ski - Mysen

Between Ski and Karlstad there is only existing line on the Ski – Mysen and Arvika – Karlstad sections. The
Arvika – Karlstad section is described in section 3.2.1.
The Ski – Mysen section is 40 km long and was opened in 1882. This section was electrified in 1958 and does
not have remote signaling/ATS. A new ERTMS signalling system is due to come into operation in 2014. Speed
limits in this section vary between 30 and 100 km/h, but are mainly between 60 and 80 km/h.
This section is single track with passing loops. There are five passing loops between Ski and Mysen, including
Mysen. Only one passing loop, at Askim, is more than 600 metres long. The other passing loops between Ski
and Mysen have an effective passing length of up to 350 metres.

3.2.3

Ski - Öxnered

The Ski – Öxnered section was opened in 1879 with a total length of 252 km. The Ski – Sandbukta (Moss)
section became double track in 1996 while the Såstad (Rygge) ‐ Haug (Råde) section became double track in
2000. The Sandbukta – Såstad and Haug – Öxnered sections are currently single track with passing loops.
On the Swedish side, 12 km of new single track line has been built between Dals Rostock and Skälebol
(Erikstad), called "Erikstadssvängen". This was opened in 1995 and shortened the line by 7 km. The section
between Oslo and Öxnered is currently 267 km long, while the onward section to Göteborg is 82 km long.
The speed limits in Norway vary between 35 and 160 km/h. The sections built in the 1990s are designed for 130
and 160 km/h. On parts of these sections (32 km), the track geometry allows a speed of 200 km/h according to
existing line requirements in JD530.
Between Såstad and Halden, maximum speeds are mainly between 80 and 130 km/h. Onward towards Kornsjø,
the speed limit are mainly between 70 and 90 km/h.
In Sweden, the speed limits are somewhat higher than on the Norwegian side. Between Kornsjø and Ed the
speed is generally between 80 and130 km/h, while the maximum speed between Ed and Dalskog is mainly
between 130 and 160 km/h. Further on towards Dals Rostock, track geometry is less good and the speed limit
is around 80 km/h.
From Dals Rostock to Skälebol the speed is 200 km/h. Onward towards Öxnered, speeds are between 130 and
160 km/h. Coming into Öxnered the maximum speed is somewhat lower. Maximum speeds for tilting trains in
Sweden are up to 30 km/h higher than the speeds quoted above.

3.2.4

Oslo - Drammen

The line between Oslo and Drammen opened in 1872 and was 53 km long. This section has been rebuilt several
times to reduce its length and increase capacity. The double track line between Oslo V and Asker via Lieråsen
tunnel was completed in 1958. New double track between Asker and Brakerøya was completed in1973, which
shorten the line about 12,4 km. Oslo tunnel between Oslo S and Skøyen was opened in 1980. Double track
between Brakerøya and Drammen opened in 1996.
The entire section has been double track since 1996. Capacity has been further increased since the turn of the
millennium by widening to 4 track on the Sandvika ‐ Asker section (2006) and Lysaker – Sandvika (2011). The
section with 4 tracks is about 15 km, while the entire Oslo – Drammen section is about 40 km. Intercity trains
between Oslo S and Drammen now run on routes completed in 1973 or later, apart from the section Skøyen ‐
Lysaker.
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Between Lysaker and Asker the maximum permitted speed is 160 km/h, except through the stations at Lysaker,
Sandvika and Asker. Between Asker and Brakerøya the highest permitted speed is 130 km/h. On the run in to
Oslo and Drammen, indicated speed limits are 40 – 80 km/h.
The section is electrified and has remote signaling /ATS.

3.3

EXISTING STRUCTURES

This section presents a short description of some existing bridge structures. Some of the bridges are included in
the routes in question, but most will not be used in any of the alternatives 2*, D1 or D2.
Fetsund Bridge over the Glomma dates from 1919. This steel truss bridge has seven 60 meter spans in all and a
total length of 420 metres. This is the third longest rail bridge in Norway.
Hobøl viaduct dates from 1910, is176 metres long and lies east of Tomter station in Hobøl . West of Tomter
station is Solberg viaduct, which is 146 metres long.
Rolvsøysund crosses Visterflo at Greåker in Sarpsborg and is 125 metres long. This bridge was built in 1882 and
has been renovated several times. There are poor ground conditions in the area, which is why so many repairs
have been necessary.
The rail bridge over the Glomma at Sarpsfossen dates from 1880. The bridge is of steel, the three main spans
being carried on trusses, while the side spans use steel girders. The columns are also of steel and stand on a
stone foundation. There are two power stations at the waterfall, one on the eastern side and one on the west.
The bridge is just downstream of the intakes for these two power stations.

Figure 4: Sarpsfossen with the railway above and the road to the side and at a lower level.

The oldest rail bridge in Drammen dates from 1930 and is single track. The new bridge was built beside the old
listed bridge in 1996, which meant that the whole of the Drammenbanen railway became double track. The
two parallel bridges over Strømsøløpet are 453 and 451 meters long. These are Norway's longest rail bridges.
The bridge over Bragernesløpet is double track and is 341 metres long.
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3.4

TODAY'S TRAIN TRAFFIC

3.4.1

Oslo - Stockholm

At present there are local trains every hour between Skøyen (Oslo) and Kongsvinger. Most trains turn around at
Årnes, while a few continue to Kongsvinger and turn around there. There are also local trains between
Kristinehamn and Charlottenberg. Some of these trains continue to Oslo, stopping at Kongsvinger, Skarnes,
Årnes, Sørumsand and Lillestrøm on the Norwegian side.
There are two direct trains a day between Oslo and Stockholm. The present journey time is about 6 hours,
which means an average speed of 95 km/h. Here is also a daily connection between Stockholm and Arvika using
the X‐2000 tilting train. The average speed of this train is 123 km/h.
The tilting train ran between Oslo and Stockholm in the early 2000s. Before this service was closed down, the
fastest journey time was in 2004, at 4 hours 35 minutes, with an average speed of 124 km/h. The non‐stop
journey time between Oslo and Kongsvinger was 1 hour.

3.4.2

Ski - Mysen

The Østre line is currently served by one local train an hour between Mysen and Oslo on weekdays, with an
extra train in the rush hour. Two departures are extended to and from Rakkestad. Altogether there are 39
departures a day between Mysen and Oslo, in total for both directions. The average speed for local trains on
the Ski ‐ Mysen section is 51 to 57 km/h. All the local trains stop at all stations ‐ 12 in all including Mysen.

3.4.3

Oslo - Göteborg

On the current timetable, trains between Oslo and Göteborg take about 4 hours. The average speed is about 77
km/h between Oslo and Ed and 112 km/h between Ed and Göteborg.
There are regional trains every hour in each direction between Oslo and Halden and three of these trains
continue to Göteborg. There are additional rush hour trains between Oslo and Halden. Local trains also run
once an hour on the Oslo ‐ Moss section. 6 regional trains on the Göteborg ‐ Karlstad section operate the
Skälebol – Öxnered section on weekdays.

3.4.4

Oslo - Drammen

The Oslo ‐ Drammen section is operated by the following:








Long‐distance trains from Oslo to Bergen and Stavanger
Intercity trains between Skien and Lillehammer
The airport express train Drammen – Oslo Airport Gardermoen
Local trains Kongsberg – Eidsvoll
Local trains Drammen – Dal
Local trains Spikkestad – Moss
Local trains Asker – Lillestrøm

On the Oslo S – Skøyen section there are more commuter trains, in addition to those mentioned above. The
journey time between Oslo and Drammen is between 35 and 40 minutes, for passenger trains on the present
timetable.
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3.4.5

Freight Traffic

Oslo ‐ Stockholm
In 2006 there were approximately 6 freight trains daily in each direction between Lillestrøm and Kongsvinger.
Some of them continued across the national border towards Karlstad. In addition there were separate freight
trains from Kongsvinger in direction Karlstad. Jernbaneverket is aiming to triple the freight traffic by 2040. To
achieve this growth the length of the trains will be increased to 750 m and the number of trains will be
increased to 13 daily trains in each direction.
Oslo ‐ Göteborg
In 2006 there were approximately 9 freight trains each direction per day from Oslo towards Halden. About 4 of
these trains continued across the national border to Göteborg. To achieve a triplication on this section the train
length will need to be increased and the number of trains must be increased to 19,5 trains per direction daily.
There are no freight trains on the section between Ski and Mysen except in case of deviations situations. On
the Vänern line there are freight train using the section between Skälebol (Erikstad) and Öxnered.
Oslo ‐ Drammen
In 2009 11 freight trains per direction and day were registered on the section between Oslo S and Drammen. In
addition there were some freight trains between Oslo S and Skøyen/Filipstad. Of the 11 trains from Oslo S to
Drammen only 5 continued to Sørlandsbanen. Tripling the volume by 2040 means that the number of trains per
direction and day must be increased to 24.

3.5

GROUND CONDITIONS

3.5.1

Loose deposits in corridor east

The description of ground conditions for the various corridors is based on maps of loose deposits. In Sweden,
maps from Sveriges Geologiska Undersökning (www.sgu.se) have been used, while in Norway, data has been
taken from Norges Geologiske Undersøkelse (www.ngu.no). Maps of a scale of 1:100,000 have been used. On
parts of the section, maps of a scale of 1:50,000 have also been used where available.
In open sections of the line where the ground consists of loose deposits, this is generally clay, while some
places have peat and marsh. In some sections at higher altitude, it is moraine material that dominates.
The nature of the clay varies along the sections, but the most common is a dry crust on the surface with softer
material beneath. There are pockets of quick clay in some places. The strength of the dry crust varies with local
conditions.
Geotechnical measures
In areas with clay, the extent of geotechnical measures will vary from straightforward to comprehensive. The
extent will depend on whether there are high cuttings, large embankments or combinations of cuttings and
embankments, as well as the solidity of the clay.
Where there is a need to reinforce the ground, geotechnical measures will usually consist of lime/cement
piling. Where it is important to relieve the load on the ground, replacing material with light aggregate will be
most relevant. This could be light clinker, aerated glass, EPS or similar.
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On stretches where the ground can bear little or no load without settlement, the use of concrete piling may be
necessary. This would typically be in marshland of such a depth that replacing with aggregate would not be
practical.
The extent of the geotechnical measures has been taken into account when estimating quantities. No detailed
decisions have been made about which geotechnical measures will be needed at each individual spot on the
proposed lines, but estimated measures, extent and associated costs have been considered when estimating
quantities.
One element that drives up costs for example is where the line runs close to buildings with foundations on clay.
Here there might be vibrations above permitted levels if measures are not taken. Reinforcements such as
cement piling or the like are required in order to counter vibrations caused by the trains.
Loose deposits in central Oslo
Ground conditions in central Oslo are demanding, partly because of the clay that occurs, but also because of
the number of existing buildings and what sort of foundations these have. Newer buildings normally have their
foundations on rock, but many older buildings have underground wooden rafts in the clay. Establishing
construction pits close to such buildings, or tunnelling beneath them could be a very demanding technical
exercise in order to prevent damage due to settlement or the like.
There also exist in central Oslo some areas of deep, soft clay. The proposed tunnel route westward out of Oslo
S would have to cross two such areas of clay between Oslo S and Nasjonalteateret station. The extent of loose
deposits in central Oslo is shown below.

Figure 5: Map of loose deposits in central Oslo, ref. Oslo commune, vann- og avløpsetaten
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3.5.2

Bedrock geology in corridor east

In this phase, information about ground conditions for the different corridors is based on overview maps of
bedrock geology from NGU (Norges Geologiske Undersøkelser) and SGU (Sveriges Geologiska Undersökning), at
a scale of 1: 250,000. Bedrock geology maps of this scale include information about the incidence of different
types of rock and larger weakness zones on a regional scale. The resolution of the maps and the detail level of
the information make a good basis for investigation at this planning level, but are not suitable for detailed
evaluation. For more detailed information about ground conditions, planning should be based on 1:50,000
maps, supplemented with field inspections.
The Oslofeltet
The corridors for this project will be located both in the geological formation known as the "Oslofeltet" and on
the bedrock to the east of this. The Oslofeltet is a special area in geological terms, originating in a subsidence
structure that was formed during the creation of a rift zone some 250 to 300 million years ago. The bedrock
geology in this area is characterised by alternating and extremely folded layers of clay shale and limestone,
plutons of magmatic rock (granite etc.), sills and dykes and lava. The Oslofeltet follows the Oslofjorden and
stretches as far north as Lillehammer, extending from around Drammen in the west to Ekebergskrenten in the
east.
Bedrock types
East of the Oslofeltet we find mainly older bedrock types dating from the Precambrian period: gneisses,
migmatites, folded granite and some other metamorphous rocks of volcanic or sedimentary origin. The same
type of geology continues into Sweden, both towards Karlstad in the east and southward to Göteborg.
The detailed fracture pattern of the rock will vary a good deal, but a repeated trend follows the regional
fracture lines, which normally run north‐south, or at a slight angle to this. In the Precambrian bedrocks, there
will often also be weakness planes that is oriented with the old fold axes, which lie N‐S or NNW‐SSE.
Engineering geology
Rock mass quality
The bedrock geology along the routes in question can be assessed on the basis of the available bedrock geology
maps. Such maps will also normally show the assumed location and orientation of major known regional fault
zones and large fracture zones. However these maps give no information about rock mass quality, which is
essential for evaluating the actual ground conditions with regard to the difficulty of tunnelling and particular
challenges. Even though one would normally expect reasonable good rock quality in hard rock types, the actual
rock quality will depend on local variations and detailed fracturing.
One would however generally expect lower rock quality and more disintegration in tunnels with little
overburden. Lower rock quality would also be expected in areas where the route crosses regional weakness
zones and fracture zones.
Rock mass quality, the degree of fracturing and the rocks drillability are vital factors when assessing the use of
tunnelling machines.
Rock tensions
Generally speaking, very low rock tension will represent a challenge with conventional tunnelling, since it can
lead to poor tensioning and a greater likelihood of stability problems in a tunnel, especially in the roof and the
upper part of the walls. Conditions like these can be expected in areas with a low rock overburden. Poor
tensioning as a result of low rock tension can also occur in other areas where the rock overburden would
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otherwise indicate no problem. Such cases are difficult to predict in advance however, especially in the absence
of thorough geological investigation.
Rock tension can also lead to stability problems if it is particularly high in relation to the strength of the rock.
Such conditions primarily arise in tunnels with very thick rock overburden and are not therefore expected to be
a problem for the tunnel routes in corridor east.
Proximity to buildings and other infrastructure
Nearby built‐up areas and infrastructure will normally require more careful blasting, out of consideration for
both the danger of eruption in the ground breaking area and vibrations from the blasting work. The risk of
damaging settlement will also be greater with tunnels that pass beneath built‐up areas where the buildings
have their foundations on loose deposits.
Generally speaking, tunnelling under built‐up areas will require a high degree of grouting in order to achieve an
adequate water tightness. Low rock overburden in these areas will present an even greater challenge to tunnel
blasting.
The environment and surroundings
Bearing in mind the natural environment, there is expected to be a need for moderate to comprehensive
grouting along large parts of the tunnel routes. This will be especially important in wetlands and other sensitive
natural areas.
For technical reasons, there will also probably be a greater need for sealing the rock around the tunnels when
passing under lakes and watercourses, especially where these may coincide with anticipated weakness zones in
the rock.
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3.6

LANDSCAPE, CULTURE, THE ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL
RESOURCES

The review of the present situation has been performed by gathering relevant and available basic data.
Primarily this has made use of the nationwide database Norge Digitalt. Additionally, searches have been made
in the county plans for Østfold and Akershus, as well as relevant local authority plans, for supplementary
information about plan status in special areas.
In addition to what is presented in this report, there is also more detailed data that does not appear here. It is
also important to realise that the quality of the material collected is varied and in some cases may be entirely
missing or out of date. Further work must therefore quality assure all the material used, and updating and
supplementary data will be needed in most areas and topics.
For Sweden, a local authority by local authority summary has been obtained of interests connected with land
use. The most important source in Sweden has been the "översiktsplaner", which correspond to the Norwegian
local authority plans, as well as some supplementary information used in local authority planning. These
sources show the status of the various areas with regard to natural areas, cultural landscape, outdoor pursuits,
development interests and other planned measures. Data has also been used from the Swedish directorate for
cultural heritage and environmental data from "Natura 2000" and the website "Skogens pärlor".
It has been made a rough review of all sites that are assumed to be paramount. It has been collected
information about the essential nature and landscape elements and important cultural environments.
Registrations and reviews have been concentrated in areas that are believed to be of such importance that it
attached great importance when selecting the corridor. We will take into account the costs or protective status
that says that the conflict level associated with the alignment will be very large.
More detailed information about the different topics will be avaleble for further works.
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4

Assumptions for the route searches

4.1

COORDINATION IN PHASE 3

4.1.1

The phase 2 studies

The following reports were prepared in phase 2 of the high speed rail investigation


Market analysis: Atkins (UK)



User surveys of the market Atkins (UK)



Technical and safety analysis: Pöyry Infra GmbH (DE)



Planning and development studies: WSP Samhällsbyggnad (SE)



Environmental analysis: Asplan Viak (NO)



Commercial and contract strategies: PriceWaterHouseCoopers (PWC, NO)

The studies were to form a common basis for performing route searches in all four corridors in phase 3.

4.1.2

Working groups in phase 3

In order to ensure that the four consultancy companies performing the route searches in phase 3 had a
common understanding of the recommendations of the reports from phase 2, it proved necessary to perform a
great deal of coordination work so as to clarify the specific and detailed assumptions for work on the routes.
This clarification work has been done in the form of group work among the advisers in phase 3, in which
common guidelines and criteria have been arrived at.
Working groups were set up on various topics with participants of all four consultants in phase 3. The following
working groups were established:








Mapping
Alignment
Civil Works
Stations
Construction Process
Cost and Quantities
Traffic Noise

Each of these working groups arrived at a common understanding of the recommendations of phase 2. The
groups also concluded common solutions as well as a number of issues that were not covered by the reports
from phase 2.
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4.2

GUIDELINES FOR CORRIDOR EAST

4.2.1

Route guidelines

In this project, Jernbaneverket will investigate different courses of action, as described in the
introduction. The figure below shows the line alternatives in corridor east that Jernbaneverket
wanted to study at the start of phase 3. Green is the upgraded lines, red is the new lines.

Figure 6: Route alternatives in corridor east to be studied at the start of phase 3.

The following route guidelines were also given by Jernbaneverket at the start of the exercise:
1)
2)
3)

All routes shall be double track
Routes shall be close to existing stations/built‐up areas
The Intercity triangle in the corridors:
-

Alternative 2*: The route shall be identical to the recommended route in the IC‐KVU
study. IC KVU is a parallel study covering the section Oslo – Halden.
Alternative D1/D2: Separate high speed rail line

During the course of the assignment, Jernbaneverket also gave guidelines for how the different high speed
alternatives should be investigated:
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Alternative B:

20 % reduction of current travel time for regional trains and todays stop pattern.

Alternative 2*:

New double track line designed for speeds of 200 ‐ 250 km/h. New lines replace
existing lines as far as possible and shall as far as possible have the same stops and
traffic pattern.

Alternative D1/D2:

New double track line designed for a speed of 330 km/h. Existing line to be retained.

4.2.2

Route guidelines for corridor east

In Sweden only one type of route alternative shall be investigated, alternative 2*. After the 18. August 2011,
however, it was permitted to develop lines in accordance with alternative D1/D2 in Sweden in areas where
there was no existing line.
At the start of the assignment, Norconsult developed its own route guidelines for work in corridor east, beyond
the guidelines from Jernbaneverket. Here we describe some general principles for the routes:

4.2.3



New lines should be built as much as possibly independent of existing lines. The minimum
distance between the centrelines of existing and new track should be about 10 metres. The
number of crossings between new and old lines should be minimised.



New lines should be as short as possible. Deviations from this should only be permitted where this
gives great positive effects such as significant reduction of tunnel or bridge length, or great
reduction in conflict level with existing agricultural land, buildings, cultural landscapes and other
areas of special value.



New lines should be located near existing stations in towns and built‐up areas. In alternative 2*,
new line replaces the present line and the new line should be designed to serve stations which it
is planned to serve in the future. In alternative D1/D2, new line shall serve important traffic hubs
such as Sarpsborg/Nedre Glomma. The route should also be designed so that it is possible to serve
smaller places such as Bjørkelangen.

Route limitations in corridor east

Lillestrøm - Karlstad
It is assumed to use Gardermoen line between Oslo S and Lillestrøm.
Between Lillestrøm and Åmotfors there are no limitations to the route search. From Åmotfors to Karlstad new
line shall be in the same corridor as existing line. The maximum design speed in Sweden is 250 km/h. The term
"same corridor" is here defined as up to about 2 km from the existing line.
Karlstad – Västerås
Between Karlstad and Västerås, existing line will be improved or new line shall be built in accordance with the
existing plans so that there will also be high speed rail standard between Karlstad and Västerås. Norconsult's
task on this section is to obtain earlier plans so that it is possible to design a route for this section that is based
on existing plans as far as possible. The maximum design speed shall be 250 km/h. Between Västerås and
Stockholm, it is assumed that the present line is of adequate standard to be used by high speed trains between
Oslo and Stockholm.
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Ski - Karlstad
It is assumed that the Follobanen line between Oslo and Ski will be completed.
Between Ski and the Swedish border, there are no limitations to the route search. Neither are there any
limitations to the route search from the border and until the new route joins existing line in Sweden. From the
point where the new route meets the existing line in Sweden and on to Karlstad, the new line shall follow the
same corridor as existing line. The maximum design speed between Arvika and Karlstad is 250 km/h.
Ski - Öxnered
It is assumed that the Follobanen line between Oslo and Ski will be completed and that a branch is established
in the tunnel north of Ski station. In this way, non‐stopping trains can avoid the speed constraint through Ski
station.
Between Ski and Ed, there are no limitations to the route search. From Ed to Öxnered, new line shall be in the
same corridor as existing line. The maximum design speed in Sweden is 250 km/h. Between Öxnered and
Göteborg, double track designed for up to 250 km/h is currently being built and will open in 2012‐13.
The term "same corridor" is here defined as meaning within about 2 km of existing line. The reason for this is
that it may be necessary to deviate up to 2 km from existing line in order to fulfil the strict geometric
requirements for new track designed for 250 km/h. Between Halden and Ed, a direct line can be looked at,
even though this may deviate significantly from the existing line.
Oslo – Drammen
New line will start from the present track at Oslo S or a new underground station at Oslo S. The present station
in Drammen shall be used. Beyond this there are no limitations in this section. The main objective for the new
line is to reduce the journey time substantially with a direct line for high speed trains between Oslo S and
Drammen.
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4.3

ALIGNMENT DESIGN

4.3.1

Design criteria

The enquiry for this assignment defined what journey times should be achieved in the various alternatives on
the various sections. This was changed during the assignment so that now only alternative B shall be planned
on the basis of a journey time goal.
Alternatives 2* and D1/D2 shall be planned in accordance with a maximum design speed, not a journey time
goal. The following design speeds have been determined for alternatives 2* and D1/D2:


Alternative 2*: 250 km/h



Alternative D1/D2: 330 km/h

Lower design speeds may be permitted over short sections if this leads to considerably reduced costs. In such
case, this must be described in each instance.
To begin with, it was designed for freight traffic on all lines. Maximum gradient is thus 12.5 ‰, which is the
design limit for lines with freight traffic. During the course of the assignment, it was decided to evaluate the
effect of not designing for freight traffic. The original alternative D should be evaluated both with and without
freight traffic, where

4.3.2



D1 is high speed line designed to allow freight traffic



D2 is high speed line not designed to allow freight traffic

Alignment design for all corridors

Design speed
Maximum design speed is 330 km/h. The recommended top speed in normal traffic is 300 km/h.
Horizontal Alignment design
Horizontal alignment conventional trains:
Speed:
Up to 250 km/h:
Above 250 km/h:

Design parameters:
Design according to Jernbaneverket's technical regulations JD530 (ref. 12)
Design according to Pöyry´s recommendation for Pure High Speed Traffic)
(conventional trains) in Technical and Safety Analysis) from phase 2.
Maximum cant is determined by the requirement of cant excess (E=100 mm)
and the design speed of freight trains at 120 km/h.

Table 3: Design parameters, horizontal alignment conventional trains

Horizontal alignment for high speed lines without freight trains (alternative D2):
Speed:
Above 250 km/h:

Design parameters:
Design according to Pöyry´s recommendation for Pure High Speed Traffic
(conventional trains) in Technical and Safety Analysis from phase 2
Maximum cant is 150 (180) mm, recommended(minimum) value

Table 4: Design parameters, horizontal alignment for high speed lines without freight trains
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Examples of horizontal radius for different speeds:
Speed:
Horizontal radius:
Recommended value:
Minimum
value:
All alternatives except alternative D2:
200 km/h
2400 m
250 km/h
4000 m
275 km/h
4100 m
300 km/h
5100 m
330 km/h
6300 m
Alternative D2:
275 km/h
3900
300 km/h
4700
330 km/h
5600

Cant:

1800 m
2900 m

105/135 mm
90/125 mm
140 mm
130 mm
125 mm

3500
4100
5000

150/180 mm
150/180 mm
150/180 mm

Table 5: Examples of horizontal radius for different speeds
Vertical alignment design:
All alternatives except D2 assume freight trains, maximum gradient G = 12.5 ‰ for new lines. Minimum vertical
curve Rv = 0.4*V2.
In alternative D2, high speed lines without freight trains, the maximum gradient is G = 25.0 ‰ over 10 km as
recommended value. As the minimum value G = 35.0 ‰ over 6 km is allowed, but the slope of the moving
average profile over 10 km must be less than or equal to 25.0 ‰. This is according to Pöyry´s recommendation
for Pure High Speed Traffic (conventional trains) in Technical and Safety Analysis (ref. Error! Reference source
not found.) and the TSI.
Recommendations from phase 2:
Pöyry´s recommendation for conventional trains in Technical and Safety Analysis from phase 2.

Figure 7: Pöyry´s recommendation for conventional trains (ref.Error! Reference source not found.)
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4.3.3

Alignment design in Sweden

The recommendations presented in the preceding section apply to all corridors. However corridor east also
evaluates routes in Sweden. The Swedish rules form the basis for planning in Sweden. In Sweden, Handbook
BVH 586.40 (ref 8), dated 1996‐12‐01 is used as a basis for alignment design. The table below shows the most
important geometry requirements in Sweden.
Speed:

Horizontal radius:

200 km/h
250 km/h
Speed:
200 km/h
250 km/h

Recommen
ded value:
3200 m
5000 m

Minimum
value:
1888 m
3280 m

Maximum gradient:
10.0 ‰
10.0 ‰

Cant:

90/150 mm
85/130 mm

Minimum length of
transition curve:

Minimum length of
alignment
elements:

283/218 m
354/286 m

82/63 m
103/83 m

Minimum vertical radius (Minimum value):
16900 m (10000 m)
26500 m (15700 m)

Table 6: Alignment design in Sweden, examples of horizontal and vertical radius

4.3.4

Single/double track

In phase 2 a study was made of the capacity of single track and double track with pure high speed lines and
lines with mixed traffic. The conclusion was that double track with uniform traffic would permit 12 trains an
hour, while mixed traffic would only allow 4 trains an hour in each direction.
It has not been part of the task of route consultants in phase 3 to assess whether the capacity of double track is
adequate on all sections and for all train types. Where high speed trains use existing lines, Oslo ‐ Lillestrøm for
example, it is assumed that there is adequate capacity on the section in question. Since considerations of
capacity have not been part of this assignment, neither has the need for or location of passing loops been
considered.
In alternative B between Lillestrøm and Kongsvinger however, rough assessments of capacity have been made
in order to determine the need for increased capacity.
Otherwise it has been an assumption in phase 3 that double track is built in alternatives 2* and D1/D2.
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4.4

STATIONS

Three standards have been taken as a basis for the new stations in the high speed rail study:

Figure 8: Different station types
Stations that will serve high speed trains will have a platform length of 400 metres. For other stations, refer to
Jernbaneverket's technical regulations, where the normal requirement is 250 metres.

Figure 9: Illustration of a new station between Öxnered and Göteborg, Copyright www.arcitec.se

Stations of type 1 comprise only double track and a two‐sided platform. This type can be used for smaller
stations. The intention is that this type of station would be used for small stations for alternative 2*. One
possible design is shown in Figure 8.
Stations of type 2 would have four tracks, with platforms to the outer two. This type can be used for smaller
stations. In this case there would not be the same need for a physical divide between people in the station and
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trains passing at high speed. This solution also provides an opportunity for non‐stopping trains to pass freight
trains, for example.
Stations of type 3 would be the largest stations and comprise four tracks with platforms. This type would apply
for example to the stations at Moss, Sarpsborg and Halden.
If passing trains have a speed over 200 km/h, a physical screen or other divide must probably be built between
the people in the station and trains passing at high speed.
The number of parking spaces at the stations will vary according to need. 200 parking spaces have been
stipulated for the smallest stations and up to 1,000 spaces for the stations with most travellers. The set up for
public transport, service functions and other facilities will also vary from station to station.

4.5

FOUNDATION BASE FOR THE RAILWAY

4.5.1

Foundation base in open sections

General
The working group for civil works has agreed to take the following as a basis for evaluating substructure in
open sections in the corridors:


For alternatives D1 and D2, slab track shall normally be used for open sections. An exception is where
there are longer continuous open sections (over 5 km) on loose deposits.



Frost protection shall be designed for a 100 year repeat interval. In this study we have assumed that
this means 30,000 hour degrees of frost.

As a basis for quantity calculations/costs estimate, as well as to have a common standard section to relate to, a
standard section has been devised with a track separation of 4.7 m. A typical standard section for ballasted
track would then appear as in the figure below.
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Figure 10: Standard cross section in open section for slab track.

The normal profile also includes a parallel maintenance road along the line. This could be an access road during
the construction period, and later to be reduced to a width of 4.5 metres for normal operation and
maintenance purposes. Standard‐section drawings F‐110, F‐112 and F‐120 in the attached drawings show the
proposed cross sections on open section.
Slab track
Various kinds of solutions for slab track were considered during phase 2, without any specific solution being
chosen. If slab track is used where the substructure is subject to settlement, any settlement in the ground
would be difficult or impossible to correct. This means in practice that the tracks must have a foundation on
rock or solid material in all areas where new track is constructed onto embankments in soft loose deposits.
The use of slab track for high speed rail lines in areas of clay is both technically challenging and costly. Piling to
rock is the safest solution, but this is such a costly solution that it has not been taken as a premise for
calculating quantities and costs for all the open sections.
Ballasted track
For long, continuous sections where the track is laid over clay of a certain thickness, we have chosen to take
ballasted track as an assumption for calculating quantities. There are also a number of geotechnical measures
incorporated into such sections however, but the assumption is for ballasted track with regular maintenance
being performed.
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Increased width at tunnel portals
For entering and leaving tunnel sections with separate tunnels for each track, there will be a gradual increase in
the width of the formation plane in the open section, and as the tracks become further away from each other,
two single tracks will be built. This transition zone may be long, depending on the track geometry in the tunnel
and open sections.

4.5.2

Tunnels

General
The working group for civil works has agreed to take the following as a basis for evaluating the tunnels in the
corridors:


Two‐bore tunnels, i.e. with one track in each tunnel, will be used for alternatives 2* and D1/D2.



Tunnels for alternatives 2* and D1/D2 shall be designed for a 100 year lifetime.



The tunnels shall be equipped with safety measures as described in the technical regulations and
TSI.



Protection against water and frost in drilled and blasted tunnels shall be done with a membrane
protected by concrete lining.



For alternatives 2* and D1/D2, slab track shall normally be used in tunnels. An exception is
sections where there are short tunnels in longer, continuous open sections.

Jernbaneverket's technical regulations are taken as a basis for alternative B.
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Tunnel cross section
Tunnels in alternatives 2* and D1/D2 are not covered by Jernbaneverket's technical regulations and have
therefore been considered in more detail in the project. Two types of tunnel cross sections are relevant for
high speed rail lines. These are drill & blasted cross sections, which are typically horseshoe shaped, and circular
cross sections, which are created when tunnel boring machines are used.
The size of the proposed tunnel cross sections is based on an assessment of several conditions. These are
parameters such as air resistance/energy consumption, comfort/pressure build up, safety, costs etc.
In order to reduce air resistance for trains in the tunnel and thereby reduce energy consumption when running
through tunnels, the largest possible cross section is desirable. It is also preferable to have smooth tunnel
walls. The tunnel cross section also needs to have sufficient space for the necessary safety requirements. This
includes such as requirements for walkways, hand rails, emergency lighting, fire ventilation etc. TSI also has
requirements for crossways between two single track tunnels. The maximum distance between crossways is
500 metres.
From the point of view of cost, it is desirable to have the smallest possible tunnel cross section, since tunnelling
costs increase with increasing cross section. From a summary of the various design parameters and comparison
with design parameters and tunnel cross sections used in other countries for similar high speed railway lines, it
is proposed that this project works on the basis of a free air volume in tunnels of around 65m2. In this
evaluation it is assumed that pressure equalisation shafts or similar solutions are built at both ends of the
tunnels.

Figure 11: Tunnel cross section for single tunnel constructed with conventional drilling and blasting.
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Standard‐section drawings F‐101 to F‐105 in the attached drawings show the proposed tunnel cross sections.
Drawings F‐101 to F‐104 show cross sections for two bore tunnels, while drawing F‐105 shows a cross section
with two tracks in the same tunnel. Cross sections as shown in drawing F‐105 may be used for alternative B.
This cross section may also be used for alternative 2* for short tunnels (less than 300‐500 m for example) and a
maximum speed of 250 km/h. This cross section may also be relevant in alternative D1/D2 on the way into
larger towns, where speeds will be lower.
Distance between tunnel bores
The distance between tunnel bores may be decided on the basis of the engineer's assessment of geological and
other conditions. For example, the design may need to be based on the need for space for technical
installations in the crossways between tunnel bores etc. For this project it is proposed to generally fix the
distance between tunnel bores at about 15 m (i.e. track separation 25 m), but that it is assumed that track
separation may be reduced at both ends of the tunnel so as to avoid long sections of unnecessary width in
open sections.

Figure 12: Tunnel cross section for double track.

Where there are many short tunnels (e.g. less than 300‐500 m) with short distances between tunnels, the use
of a large bore tunnel with double track should be considered as a possible solution, especially in alternative
2*.
Pressure increase in tunnels
For tunnels that are to be used by trains at high speed, it is necessary to handle the increase of air pressure
that is caused when a train enters the tunnel. In this connection, a maximum pressure increase per time
interval must be determined to safeguard the requirement for passenger comfort, since some people may be
sensitive to this. From the viewpoint of comfort, it is undesirable to have many tunnels with short distances
between them, since this will cause many pressure differences over a short period of time. Similarly there must
be requirements for the train design so that they can tolerate the pressure loads.
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Drilled and blasted tunnels
It is assumed that when tunnels are drilled and blasted there is an emphasis on careful blasting of the tunnel
contour and water and frost protection by means of a membrane solution protected by a cast‐in‐place
concrete lining. Drawing F‐101 shows details of the drilled and blasted cross section and the resulting air
volume after concreting.
Sealing tunnels
It is assumed for all tunnels that there will be control of water leaking out of the rock. Pregrouting will be
necessary and is assumed to a greater or lesser extent in all tunnels. The exact extent will depend on the
surroundings and other conditions. It is proposed to set a maximum limit for water seepage of 15 litres per
minute per 100 m of tunnel, for tunnels that have no special requirement due to the surroundings. In sensitive
areas a special evaluation of water seepage must be made. In particularly sensitive areas the sealing
requirement may need to be as low as 3 litres per minute per 100 m of tunnel. For tunnels below water the
corresponding requirement is set at 5 litres per minute per 100 m of tunnel.
Rock support
Al rock support must be designed for a 100 year lifetime. Rock support consists mainly of bolts and
shotconcrete, possibly supplemented with sprayed concrete arcs, anchor bolts etc. where more heavy rock
support is needed.
Water and frost protection
Water and frost protection shall also be designed for a 100 year lifetime. This can be achieved by using a
membrane solution that is protected by cast‐in‐place concrete lining. The membrane is fitted over a levelled
shotconcrete surface after rock support has been performed. The concrete lining is normally cast in place
without reinforcement. In niches and other widened areas however it may be better to reinforce the concrete
lining.
As the cross section shown in drawing F‐101 indicates, the aim is to achieve a vault effect without straight
walls, so that the concrete lining that protects the membrane also contributes to stability of the tunnel.
Tunnels through central Oslo
The tunnels below central Oslo just west of Oslo S will be special because they will be close to existing building.
Consideration must be given to reducing the tunnel cross section, especially in height, so that construction
implementation can be simplified.
Bored tunnels
For tunnels made with tunnel boring machines (TBMs), it is assumed that these are supported with
prefabricated element lining. The lining shall be designed for a minimum lifetime of 100 years.
Depending on the need for sealing the rock, bored tunnels must also be designed for control of any water
seepage, both while tunnelling and also in permanent situation.
Bored tunnel cross sections are shown in drawing F‐103 and F‐104. Note that the concrete lining must be
designed for each individual tunnel, depending on geological conditions, how groundwater is handled etc.
Bored cross sections may thus vary as the thickness of the lining needs to be increased or reduced.
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Figure 13: Tunnel cross section for double track tunnel made with a tunnel boring machine.

4.5.3

Structures

General
The working group for civil works has agreed to take the following as a basis for evaluating the bridges in the
corridors:


Bridges shall be built in accordance with technical regulations JD525.



Bridges shall be designed for a lifetime of 100 years.

Slab track shall be used on bridges where these form part of slab track sections and correspondingly bridges
shall have ballasted track where they are included in continuous sections of ballasted track.
Rail bridges
As a basis for quantity calculations/costs estimate, as well as to have a common standard section to relate to, a
standard section has been devised for double track on bridges with a track separation of 4.7 m. A typical
standard section for ballasted track would then appear as in Error! Reference source not found. below.
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Figure 14: Standard section for bridge with double track and a slab track solution.

Concrete tunnels, culverts etc.
There are concrete structures of various sizes along the new sections of rail line. These may for example be
concrete tunnels that must typically be built in sheet‐piled construction pits.
Smaller culverts and bridges for crossing roads are include in the evaluations for quantity calculation.
In corridor east there are many places where branches to and from existing track have been proposed and also
where crossings with overpasses are proposed. Such cases will involve major construction work with long
support walls, bridges and culverts.
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4.6

CONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION

General
The working group for civil works has agreed to take the following as a basis for evaluating the construction
implementation in the corridors:


A properly functioning civil engineering market is assumed, so that effective and efficient
construction work is possible for every single part of each section.



Each corridor (or route) is considered separately, without constraints caused by market situation
or development size.



The choice of solution shall not be affected by division into stages or contract sizes.



Financing and resources for construction implementation exist.



The choice of solution is not affected by construction time.

Any limitations caused by market situation, financing etc. shall not affect the choice of solution in the corridors.
This is important for the purpose of comparison between both corridors and routes.
As regards conditions during the construction period, it is assumed that Norwegian legislation and regulations
shall be followed. Similarly Jernbaneverket's normal requirements for development projects shall be complied
with, including requirements regarding the environment.
Construction implementation
In a rail project as large and complicated as this one, finding good solutions for the construction stage is vital.
Implementation of construction should be rational for the contractor, safe from a traffic viewpoint and cause
as little disturbance as possible of the environment. This applies in relation to existing railway, roads and other
infrastructure.
It is assumed that the amount of land area used during the construction period is adequate to ensure efficient
construction operations. This applies to rig areas, construction belts, landfill areas etc. Similarly there shall be
room for access roads to the construction sites and alongside the open sections of line.
Traffic on existing lines shall not be affected in any way other than by planned re‐routing etc. during
construction phases. Similarly, traffic on existing roads shall be maintained during the construction period. If
any lengthy diversions are needed during construction, the temporary road shall have a similar standard to the
existing road.
When new line is being built adjacent to existing line, the new line shall be sufficiently far from the existing line
as to permit efficient construction work and limit the effect on existing rail traffic.
Excess quantities of rock spoil from blasting and tunnelling shall generally be considered as a resource.
Generally, one should strive to achieve a balance by using loose rock materials in and along the line and as
filling and levelling material.
The amount of complicated construction anticipated has been taken into consideration when estimating
quantities.
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Phase plans
In many cases where a new line is being built close to an existing line or in the same corridor, it will be
necessary to cross existing line because of the rigid curvature of new line. It will then be necessary to divert
existing track so as to maintain rail traffic. This is costly and should be avoided as much as possible.
Even so there are many places in corridor east where existing track must be crossed. In most cases these
crossings will be at the same level and phased diversion cannot be avoided. As an alternative to this, and has
been chosen in some places, the existing line can be closed for a period of days or weeks in order to avoid a
costly diversion. This requires good planning and notification in good time beforehand.
Phase plans must be developed against the basis of an interdisciplinary understanding of the project. Phase
plans have not been devised in this assignment, but the need for phased diversions has been taken into
account when estimating quantities.
Staged development
The possibility of developing in stages has traditionally been an important criterion in choosing development
alternatives. In this study too, this is seen as an important point in the choice between route alternatives. This
study has been performed on the basis of major, lengthy development stages, typically 40 to 100 km, and not
the very short stages of a few kilometres at a time that have traditionally been associated with rail
development in Norway.
Dividing the routes into stages and separate contracts has not formed part of this study. Neither is it the task of
the route consultant to consider construction times.
Tunnelling methods
The choice of tunnelling methods depends on technical and economic conditions, where geology and tunnel
length are often decisive. Until now rail (and road) tunnels in Norway have normally been excavated by means
of conventional drilling and blasting. The reason is usually that the rock in Norway (unlike in many other
European countries) is hard and relatively unfractured, so that tunnel boring is not usually a technically or
financially attractive alternative. Thus all experience of tunnelling in Norway indicates that contractors will
choose blasting as the method for tunnels along high speed rail lines.
Considering and possibly using tunnel boring machines in Norway is assumed to be associated with the longest
tunnels and where access via crosscuts may be difficult.
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4.7

CONSEQUENCES FOR LANDSCAPE, CULTURE, THE ENVIRONMENT
AND NATURAL RESOURCES

The level of detail for this study has been more general than is normal in projects where a choice between
different solutions is to be made. The most important factor has been to obtain an adequate basis for avoiding
the greatest consequences. Work has therefore been limited to covering the most important and general
locations within the influence area for the routes. It is the nationally or regionally important types of incidence
or areas that are assumed to have great value. In many cases the various data sources grade values on a scale
of 1 to 5, where 5 is highest. Other sources, including those for cultural heritage, do not have such a grading. In
such cases, a value has been given on the basis of relevant criteria:






Nationally valuable cultural landscape
Collection of cultural heritage items of different periods and types
Areas of great value for several environmental aspects
Protected cultural heritage sites and churches
Areas with a high potential for new finds

An important objective of consequence assessment is being able to confirm that disadvantages are acceptable
in relation to the scope of a measure. In many cases mitigating measures will also be possible, so as to reduce
the negative consequences.

4.7.1

Landscape

We have focused on describing the main points with regard to landscape character, value, extent and
consequences.
The landscape picture for each alternative has been reviewed and described on the basis of plan drawings with
length profiles and the routes have been entered into Google Earth. In Norway, these assessments have been
supplemented with information from the NIJOS description of Norway's landscape regions.
Valuable landscape environments in Norway are based on registered national valuable cultural landscape, a
data base administered by the Norwegian Directorate for Nature Management, supplemented with landscape
registers in the counties. For the counties in question, Hedmark has no supplementary register for the areas
relevant to this report, while Østfold and Akershus have more detailed registers of locally and regionally
valuable landscape areas. The basic material for Buskerud has been the county authority's table of registered
valuable landscape areas.
Landscape values in Sweden have been based on the "Riksinteresse kulturmiljø" dataset. We have also used
data from the "Kulturmiljøprogrammet" of Värmlands county and Västra Götaland's register of valuable
growing landscape.
The extent of the planned route and conflict potential has been evaluated verbally and assumed consequences
have been described at a general level. Both directly and indirectly affected areas have been discussed where
consequences for these are anticipated. No estimates have been made with regard to amount of valuable land
area being affected by the railway line, since this was not considered appropriate to the topic. The
consequences for each alternative represent a comparative summary of the values and scope for each
alternative. The consequences have been evaluated on the basis of:
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How valuable landscape environments are affected



Scale



Extent of major impacts on the terrain



Conflict situations involving waterside zones/water elements and/or other special landscape
elements/cultural landscape.



Visibility/proximity to built‐up areas

4.7.2

Cultural heritage - cultural environment

In this aspect we have used a methodology devised by Asplan Viak, which is presented in the paper High speed
rail lines and cultural environment values, ref (9).
The method indicates that at an early stage it is possible to make a rough sifting of cultural heritage objects on
the basis of the registers. If we consider individual objects, we can basically say that all protected cultural
heritage sites, the pilgrims' way, listed buildings, "NB!" areas, land protection plans and cultural landscape
areas having national value and thereby automatically having a high value. Heritage objects such as buildings
older than 1900/1850, some highways and technical heritage items have medium value. The items with low
value are cultural heritage items of which there are many, that have been greatly altered or have been badly
damaged or are in poor technical condition.
This approach is a rough assessment that may contain incorrect assessments and that has not been entirely
consistently followed in our analysis. If cultural heritage objects of a certain category are collected together
into something unique, the value may be set higher. The value of automatically protected cultural heritage
objects may also vary even though they are protected due to their age. This is tied up with technical condition,
representativeness, authenticity, quantity, type of cultural heritage etc. The more valuable a cultural heritage
object is, the harder it is to get dispensation (pursuant to section 8 of the Cultural Heritage Act).
The Directorate for Cultural Heritage has also stated that cultural heritage objects have the greatest value
when they form part of a context of several items of various periods and types that, when viewed together,
show the historical development of a place. Hence the qualitative assessment.
In a rough sifting phase one can ignore everything that is of great value and rather make a qualitative
assessment in round two. It can be a good idea to make an assessment of potential as early as possible, since
previously unknown cultural heritage sites can be a source of problems at later stages.
The consequence of a measure is an assessment of the cultural historical value of a heritage object seen in
relation to the scope of the measure, that is to say what consequences the scope of the measure would have
for the heritage object and the extent to which the measure might lead to loss or strengthening of cultural
historical value.

4.7.3

The natural environment

There are a number of topics that are relevant to the concept of the natural environment, and these
represent information at various levels and locations that have been reviewed using varies
methodologies. The following topics are part of this analysis:




Priority nature types of high value (registered nature types of national and regional value)
River deltas
Protected areas
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Game areas (category 4 and 5)
Red list species
INON (influence‐free zone) areas with influence area
MIS data
Priority nature types of medium value (registered nature types of low value that have a high local
value)

Under each line description, a summary has been made of the present situation for the natural environment, in
which the most important locations and/or route sections are discussed. The extent of the planned route and
conflict potential have been evaluated verbally and assumed consequences have been described at a general
level. Both directly and indirectly affected areas have been discussed where consequences for these are
anticipated. No estimates have been made in respect of amount of valuable land area being affected by the
railway line for the individual topics. It is considered that for many of the topics an estimate of affected
valuable land is an inappropriate way of expressing consequence, since acquisition of relatively small areas may
have great consequences for the nature type or diversity of species in an area. Neither is it possible to express
amount of valuable land area being affected by the railway line in respect of red list species and to some extent
MIS data, since the points are small and associated with species that are not necessarily in exactly the same
place over a period of time.
Analysis in Sweden has primarily been based on the Swedish forestry commission's tool "Skogens pärlor"
(http://minasidor.skogsstyrelsen.se/skogensparlor/) and we have compared relevant information here with the
different routes. Locations are discussed to the extent that they are affected or could be expected to have
consequences as a result of the route.

4.7.4

Local environment and outdoor pursuits

Computation of affected buildings
Affected buildings in Norway are divided into three groups: homes, educational related buildings and health
related buildings. Computation of number of buildings is based on the following map data: Building data has
been obtained from the FKB map database. The following building numbers have been used:




Homes: byggtyp_NBR 100‐199
Educational related buildings: byggtyp_NBR 611‐630
Health related buildings: byggtyp_NBR 711‐790

For the purpose of calculation a corridor width of 25 metres has been assumed as the average width of the
new line. Within this corridor we have calculated the number of buildings that will have to be demolished. This
calculation does not include any detailed assessment and the actual width of the corridor may vary greatly.
Survey of buildings exposed to noise
A count has been made of homes lying within 75 metres of the line. These homes are deemed as being exposed
to noise. Buildings that will have to be demolished have not been included in this count.
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Walking paths and other local infrastructure
Østfold county council has made its own review of important natural and outdoor areas in its county plan. This
review is relevant to the line along the Lillestrøm‐Arvika‐Karlstad sections that go through Inner Østfold and
the Ski‐Öxnered section that goes through Outer part of Østfold. A similar review data has been taken as a
basis for the Lillestrøm‐Karlstad section via Kongsvinger. The same applies to the line via Bjørkelangen.
Computation of outdoor pursuits areas in Sweden
The lines in Sweden mainly go through forest landscape and have little effect on outdoor pursuits areas. There
has not been an adequate basis of data regarding walking paths and sports facilities in Sweden.
Natural resources
An estimate has been made of the amount of cultivated land that will be affected. A corridor width of 25
metres has been used for this purpose. This is assumed to be the average width where the line crosses
cultivated land. Any consequences for water sources and gravel deposits have also been estimated.

4.8

QUANTITIES/COSTS

As part of this assignment, Norconsult is responsible for stating quantities for each individual line that will then
be used in a costs model for estimating investment costs etc.
The costs model for the high speed rail line project has been developed by Atkins. Norconsult and the other
route consultants have commented on individual elements of the model and contributed to a process of
defining cost elements and provided input regarding unit prices.
A number of workshops have been held with the other consultants responsible for corridor‐specific analysis in
the other corridors, so as to ensure an agreed understanding of what is included in the individual cost elements
and ensure equal quantity estimation as input for the costs model.
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4.9

NOISE

Noise is partly treated as a cost in relation to building solutions that give satisfactory noise conditions and
partly as an environmental consequence where noise screening alone is not enough to achieve a complete
solution. This last applies to homes and institutions that will be in "yellow" or "red" zones after screening.
This will also be the case where the costs or other disadvantages of carrying out noise screening measures are
unreasonable in relation to the effect achieved and where redemption of property is not considered relevant.
One example of this would be where one would have to build such a high screen in order to achieve a
satisfactory result that the combination of costs and visual effect would make this unacceptable. It is also
sometime relevant to take mitigating measures such as placing the line high or low in the terrain or in some
cases running the line in a culvert. These measures cannot be designated as purely noise‐reducing but will be
included in an overall assessment when choosing solutions.
Maximum noise has been calculated with various screening heights and distances from the track. All the figures
give noise level at a point 3.6 metres above ground and we have here used the results for a speed of 250 km/h
on ballasted track. 250 km/h has been used because in many cases this will be a practical speed on a
considerable part of the section.
The regulations include provisions that all homes that will be left in a yellow zone shall be considered with
regard to façade insulation. The yellow zone is from LAmax = 75 dB to 90 dB. The red zone is over LAmax = 90
dB. Note that where screening is possible we can get below the red zone with screening. A few houses will
come within the red zone and purchase is then probable.
In the yellow zone, façades must be insulated so as to get below LAmax = 45 dB indoors. Noise reduction in the
façades of normal houses is around 30 dB. This means that noise levels in front of a house façade must not
exceed LAmax = 75 dB against the house wall, which corresponds to LAmax = 72 dB as a free‐space value. Free‐
space values are calculations that do not take reflections from walls into account. That is why the noise contour
LAmax = 72 dB is important to costs. All buildings within this contour must have noise insulation.
For a speed of 250 km/h, a 4 metre noise screen has been proposed where screening is needed. Houses with
noise levels higher than LAmax = 72 dB in free space are registered. These are houses within 75 metres of the
line. Houses further from the line are not deemed to be exposed to noise.
For a speed of 330 km/h, maximum noise lower than LAmax = 72 dB (better than yellow zone) can be achieved
with a 5 metre screen for buildings more than about 150 metres from the line.
In order to describe and quantify the environmental effects of noise, we have chosen to take as a basis the
consequences after screening, i.e. where many houses have higher maximum values than stated in the
guidelines. Where there is a need for screening in built‐up areas, a four metre high screen has been taken as a
general basis.
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5
5.1

Working structure for developing the routes
CREATIVE MEETING

As part of the assignment, a workshop was held on 3‐4 May 2011. The workshop allowed a creative and
innovative process with the following focus: "Find robust routes for the defined alternatives 2* and D1/D2
within corridor east"
The purpose of the workshop was to get input for the route assessments, and search for critical factors useful
in the later process of finding good, realistic route alternative for each of the alternatives in the defined
sections.
Before the workshop, a basic document (ref 3) was prepared to give the participants some background
information about the corridor, limitations, an overview map, a brief description of the situation and a
summary of some of the issues involved. Information was also provided about technical requirements and
evaluation criteria that would be later used for a rough screening.
The workshop has been an important part of the work of coming up with the best solutions. Participants had
the opportunity to put forward a wide range of thoughts, ideas, solutions and concepts. All the ideas were
systematically sorted, evaluated and graded in accordance with defined assessment criteria.
Such an innovation process is divided into several stages with the primary objective of allowing a wide search
of ideas and then rapidly sifting these ideas into a systematic and documentable process. This rough screening
gives basis for later work on detailing and optimising the best solutions. The stages of the innovation process
are presented in the figure below. The figure shows the stages from defining of focus to the final choice of
route.

Figure 15: Stages of the innovation process.
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5.2

EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

After the creative workshop, the ideas were further processed and evaluated in a systematic procedure in
relation to the predefined evaluation criteria. This evaluation was performed by an interdisciplinary group at
Norconsult and assessed in relation to the extent to which the most important established goals were
achieved. Each idea then comes out with a score in which achievement of goals is multiplied by a weighting
factor for the individual criteria.
Criteria used in the evaluation:


Shortest possible journey time between endpoints had the highest weighting (6) because it is a
vital success factor in the project and a guideline assumption.



Cost was assessed at a very general level and was given a medium to high weighting (4). A cost
element is also included in the following two criteria.



Nature and culture covers the unpriced consequences and includes the costs that would be linked
to mitigating measures. This has a medium weighting (3).



Towns and built‐up areas mainly cover impact on and inconvenience to the population, but also
has a cost element. This has a medium weighting (3).



Accessibility describes how well a train service can be provided other than for the end stations.
This can be presented as either stations along the route or the possibility of establishing stations
that could serve customer groups of a certain size. This topic has been given a low weighting of 2,
as regional traffic is considered less important for the choice of solution for a high speed railway.



Staged development is considered important in order to be able to use parts of each section as
they are completed over the course of a multi‐year development period. This criterion has been
given a weighting of 5.

Lillestrøm – Karlstad
For the section between Lillestrøm and Åmotfors a total of 28 alternatives were evaluated, and 11 of them
were presented in the sifting process. No conclusion were drawn as to which alternative was best, but it would
appear that the solutions that depart from the Gardermoenbanen line between Åråsen and Frogner scored
highest. Lines that go via Gardermoen scored poorly because of the long diversion and longer journey time.
Lines have been proposed that meet the present line at Charlottenberg or Åmotfors. These versions have
almost the same score, 97/98 points. We chose to go further with lines that go directly to Åmotsfors because
this gives about a 10 km shorter line to Stockholm than is the case when crossing the border around
Charlottenberg.
Ski – Karlstad
A total of 8 alternatives were evaluated. One of these received such a low score that it was not discussed
further. There is apparently little to differentiate between the seven alternatives that scored between 97 and
101 points and it was therefore difficult to decide which is best on the basis of such points scores.
Early on in phase 3 it was decided to investigate a line between Ski and Karlstad that follows a corridor along
the E18 and not past Arvika. We therefore started by evaluating routes that broadly followed the E18. A
suggestion came up at the workshop to take a more northerly route to Arvika. In subsequent evaluation the
line to Arvika was judged to be of equal value to the original line along the E18.
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The northern corridor, Ski north – Karlstad is around 174 km. This section can be developed in stages, with the
Ski north – Arvika section being around 110 km. The Arvika – Karlstad section is of a better standard than for
example Ski – Mysen and could be used in an interim stage before the Arvika – Karlstad section is built.
Routes along the E18 are around 5 km shorter than routes via Arvika, but those parts of the existing line that
could be used during a staged development, Ski – Mysen and Välberg – Karlstad, are of poor standard or
involve an unfortunate diversion. It is not therefore considered appropriate to build a route along the E18 in
stages. That is the reason why this section was set aside during the course of the investigation.
Ski – Öxnered
For the Ski – Öxnered section, only alternatives between Ski and the town of Ed in Dals‐Ed in Sweden were
evaluated. 9 solutions were evaluated and of these the alternative that goes directly from Ski to Sarpsborg
appeared to be best. We chose to work further on facilitating a new station in Sarpsborg at approximately the
same location as the present station. This gives a number of benefits in terms of building a line through
Sarpsborg and with a possible connection to the Østre line. Other proposals have also been made for locating a
new station is Sarpsborg, but these are considered to be more complicated to build and with conflicting
interests.
We also considered lines via Rolvsøy, either via Moss or directly from Ski. A station at Rolvsøy would not be
centrally located in relation to the customer base. It would be about 5 km from the centre of Fredrikstad and
about 8 km from Sarpsborg. Weighting was also been given to the fact that such a line would be less suitable as
part of a development of the complete rail service in Østfold. We discussed particularly here that the line in
question could not make use of the line between Halden and Sarpsborg that forms the basis of alternative 2*.
The line would also cross areas that are rich in cultural heritage. This alternative was discarded during the
course of the investigation.
South of Ed we assumed that the corridor of the existing line mainly should be followed.
Oslo – Drammen
This section is the shortest and in many ways the most complicated. A total of 14 alternatives for this section
were evaluated. Five of these stood out, with scores of 101 to 117 points.
The various proposals largely involve tunnels for the entire section, with the exception of the last part between
Lier and Drammen station, but some versions have a connection to existing lines in the area between Lysaker
and Asker.
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6

Lillestrøm – Kongsvinger line, alternative B

Figure 16: Overview map with the line for between Lillestrøm and Kongsvinger
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Main points
Lillestrøm – Kongsvinger alternative B is the least ambitious alternative for upgrading of the railway link
between Oslo and Stockholm. On the section between Oslo and Lillestrøm the Gardermobanen Line will be
used, while the section Kongsvinger – Stockholm is not studied in the development alternative B.
In alternative B, the travel time between Oslo and Kongsvinger would be reduced by 20 %, from the present
travel time of 75 minutes down to 60 minutes. The present patterns of stops for regional trains would be
retained. In other words, the train would stop at Lillestrøm, Sørumsand, Årnes and Skarnes in addition to
Oslo and Kongsvinger.
Construction of a new 15 km line between Sørumsand and Bodung is being proposed because this section is
of a poor standard today while also being a relatively simple expansion section to build. On the proposed
new section to be built, the proposed alignment would be identical with the alignment for Alternative 2*
except at the connection points to the existing line.
It is also proposed an minor upgrade of the railway installations at a section of 37 km which will include
optimization of the cant and the transition curve lengths, upgraded signalling and catenary (overhead lines)
in addition to the securing of level crossings.
Simplified travel time calculations have been performed for the proposed solution on the section between
Lillestrøm and Kongsvinger. The effective travel time is calculated to be 40 minutes. With additions for the
time for stopping at stations and an driving time addition, the total running time is 48 minutes. This would
make the total travel time between Oslo and Kongsvinger 60 minutes.

6.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE LINE

General background and principal data
Alternative B is the high speed study's least ambitious expansion alternative. In alternative B, the travel time
between Oslo and Kongsvinger would be reduced by 20 %, from the present travel time of 75 minutes down to
60 minutes. The present pattern of stops for regional trains would be retained. In other words, the train would
stop at Lillestrøm, Sørumsand, Årnes and Skarnes in addition to Oslo and Kongsvinger.
Establishment of a new 15 km double track line between Sørumsand and Bodung is being proposed. It is also
proposed an minor upgrade of the railway installations at a section of 37 km.
The new route is shown in drawing B‐111 in appendix 1. On the section where it is proposed new railway, this
is designed by the same rules as the alternative 2 * except in the connection points to existing line, see chapter
4.3. Upgrading of the existing line would be dimensioned in accordance with the rules for plussmateriell (plus
rolling stock) for existing lines in Jernbaneverket's Technical Regulations JD530 (ref. 12).
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The table below shows the principal data for the Sørumsand – Bodung expansion section.

Section

Alternative

Oslo – Kongsvinger

B

Length
new
line
15

Tunnel
(km)

Tunnel
(%)

Viaduct
(km)

Viaduct
(%)

Gradient
(o/oo)

Speed
(km/h)

0

3

0

1

12,5

200

Table 7: Principal data for the line
Lillestrøm - Kongsvinger
Between Oslo S and Lillestrøm, the Gardermobanen Line would be used and it is assumed that the travel time
between Oslo and Lillestrøm remains unchanged. From Lillestrøm to Sørumsand, large parts of the present line
have a signed plus speed of 130 km/h. Through Fetsund, however, the signed plus speed is 80 km/h. As
assessment was made of potentially building a new line through Fetsund in order to increase the speed, but
this would have come into conflict with the Nordre Øyeren Nature Preserve and the urbanised Fetsund area.
This was deemed to be contentious and expensive and hence was not pursued. No measures have thus been
proposed between Lillestrøm and Sørumsand.
Between Sørumsand and Bodung, 15 km, the proposal is to establish a new double track dimensioned for a
speed of 250 km/h. In the calculations for the travel times, a maximum speed of 200 km/h was used however
since the section is short and an increase in the speed above 200 km/h would only result in marginal time
savings. The existing line here has a variable standard with a signed plus speed of between 85 and 125 km/h.
From Bodung to Årnes, the geometry of the present line is better and the speed on this section can be
increased to 160 km/h with some simple measures. By building a new line on the section Sørumsand – Bodung,
a maximum speed of 160 – 200 km/h between Sørumsand and Årnes (19,5 km) can be obtained.
The Sørumsand – Bodung section would be simpler to build than a section through, for example, Fetsund. On
the proposed new section to be built, the proposed alignment would be identical with the alignment for
alternative 2* except at the points of connection to the existing line. Along the new double track, new local
train stations must be established at Blaker, Rånåsfoss, Auli and Haga adapted to the new alignment.
By expanding a section south of Årnes, all the types of trains that are running on the Kongsvinger Line today
would also be able to benefit from the investment. Large investments north of Årnes would for example not
provide any travel time savings or capacity increases for the local trains between Skøyen (Oslo) and Årnes.
Between Bodung and Kongsvinger, upgrades for a total of 37 km of the existing line are being proposed. The
measure consists of an minor upgrade of the railway installations, which will include optimization of the cant
and the transition curve lengths, upgraded signaling and catenary (overhead lines). The only substructure
measure would be the establishment of grade‐separated crossings to enable all unprotected level crossings to
be eliminated.
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6.2

ALIGNMENT DESIGN

Speed profile
The figure below shows the maximum speed between Lillestrøm and Kongsvinger with the
proposed measures.

Figure 17: Speed profile for existing and proposed new line line between Lillestrøm and
Kongsvinger.

Figure 17 shows the speed profile for the section Lillestrøm – Kongsvinger with the proposed measures..
Current maximum speed is between 90 and 130 km/h. The travel time reduction in alternative B must be
carried out with stops at Sørumsand, Årnes and Skarnes, and these locations are marked in the figure. The
acceleration and deceleration sections into the stations are significant at high speeds and line improvements
ought thus to be done to sections of the line located outside the stations.
From Lillestrøm to Kongsvinger the signed speed is 130 km/h except for a short section through Fetsund with a
speed of 80 km/h. The section between km 27 and km 30 stands out with its low speed. This is at Fetsund, and
includes the bridge that crosses the Glomma River. The costs associated with an improved curvature on this
section can be presumed to be high in comparison with improvements to other parts of the line, and
improvements to the line are thus not being proposed in this area.
The longest section with a low speed is from km 37,5 at Sørumsand to km 50,0, which is at Bodung, this section
is therefore proposed for development. The improvement of this section with a double track would provide
effective time savings due to a number of reasons. In addition to the speed increase having the largest effect
when the line's worst section is replaced, the Kongsvinger Line has good curvature from km 50 to km 57. This
section can, with minor investment measures, be upgraded to a speed of 160 km/h. In this way, a continuous
stretch of 19.5 km between Sørumsand and Årnes will get a maximum speed of 160 to 200 km/h.
The curvature on this new section permits a speed of 250 km/h excepting the connection points to the existing
line. Speeds in excess of 200 km/h on the section are not particularly relevant because the trains would hardly
have the possibility to attain the higher speeds due to the length of the acceleration section. The calculation of
travel time is therefore based on maximum speed of 200 km/h.
For the sections between km 50 and km 57 and between km 68 and km 98, the speed can be increased by up
to 30 km/h by investing in new railway installations. Such measures can be new signalling systems as well as
new catenary (overhead lines).. It is presumed that this will be the case for these sections.
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The stretches where the speed is to be increased consist in general of many straight lines, in addition there are
a number of curves that in the current situation have cant and curve radius which permit an increased speed. It
will be necessary to optimise the cant for somewhat less than 10 curves.
At Galterud Station, at km 92, the speed must be reduced from 160 km/h to 90 km/h. With optimised cant the
speed here would be able to be increased to 125 km/h. The cant today is limited by two turn outs and a bridge
with fixed track. It is presumed that the costs of rebuilding the station area, including moving the switches and
a new bridge, will be high and thus no improvements are being proposed for Galterud.
The length of the transition curves can also be a design condition for the speed. When the design criteria for
plus speed are utilised, the transition curves will in most cases be long enough for the speed increase. In those
cases where there is a need for longer transition curves, there is for the most part a need for extensions of less
than 15 m. This must be presumed to be possible within the current foundation base. In S‐curves, the
possibilities for extending the transition curve to the adjoining curve are limited, but for the S‐curves at the
upgraded track sections this is not a problem.
In addition, level crossings can pose a limitation to the operating speed. Jernbaneverkets’s technical regulations
states that unprotected level crossings may exist for line sections with speeds of up to 130 km/h, however the
speed permitted depends on the visibility conditions. For speeds of between 130 km/h and 160 km/h, there is a
requirement for safeguarded level crossings, whereas for speeds above 160 km/h there would be a
requirement for grade separation. On the relevant sections where it is being proposed that the speed will be
increased, there are 28 level crossings. It is proposed to replace these level crossings by 14 new grade
separated crossings. In some instances, older bridges with fixed track will also be a limiting factor for the speed;
this has not been studied in detail.
Travel times
Simplified travel time calculations for long‐distance trains have been performed for the section between
Lillestrøm and Kongsvinger. The acceleration values are based upon values from “Reisetidsreduksjoner på
eksisterende infrastruktur. Bruk av krengemateriell og forslag til nye hastighetsprofiler for alle typer materiell,
Hovedrapport”, reference 11. Acceleration parameters are valid for rolling stock with power of 12 kW/t. In
comparison, NSB with its new BM 74 Stadler Flirt train set has a power of 21 kW/t, whereas the BM 71 Airport
express train has 16 kW/t. The line sections between Lillestrøm and Kongsvinger are relatively flat, and
considerations have not been made in the calculations for the increase in elevation along the line. Retardation
has been set to 0,7 m/s2 It is a precondition that train crossings occur on the new double track section or by
local trains or freight trains waiting on the passing loops.
The effective travel time is calculated to be 40 minutes. In addition, there are stopping times at the stations of
Sørumsand, Årnes and Skarnes. The stopping time can be set to 1 minute and added to an operating schedule
supplement of 10 %, giving a total travel time on the section between Lillestrøm and Kongsvinger of 48
minutes. The total travel time from Oslo S to Kongsvinger thus becomes 60 minutes.
Vertical geometry
With respect to the normal requirements for new lines in JD 530, the maximum gradient is 12.5 ‰. Neither the
existing line, nor the proposed double track stretch has a gradient that exceeds 10.0 ‰.
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Existing line/connection to other lines
Alternative B makes use of the existing line, except on the new section between Sørumsand and Bodung. The
present branch to the Kongsvinger Line at Lillestrøm Station will be retained in this alternative. In Kongsvinger,
the present connection with the Solør Line will also be maintained.
Operating concept and operating schedule
In the operating schedule as many train crossings should be added ass possible to the new double track section
between Sørumsand and Bodung. In the preconditions for alternative B, the underlying basis is that regional
trains and freight trains will run every other hour in both directions on the Kongsvinger Line. Moreover, it is
being assumed that the current local train to Årnes will continue
The operating schedule diagram in Figure 18 is an example of what an operating plan could look like. The
diagram illustrates local trains in set routes with one departure every hour between Oslo S and Årnes. The
regional trains depart every other hour from Oslo S and Kongsvinger respectively. The freight trains operate
with departures every other hour, in an alternating cycle with the regional trains.
The operating schedule diagram shows that most of the crossings between Lillestrøm and Årnes have been
placed on the new double track. Cost for the extension of five existing passing loops have been included in the
cost for alternative B. Which five existing passing loops that should be extended will depend on the chosen
operating schedule, this has not been studied in detail beyond what is shown in Figure 18: Operating schedule
diagram for the Kongsvinger Line under Alternative B.. A detailed study must be performed to determine the
five passing loops that should be extended.
On the single track sections between Lillestrøm and Årnes there will be 4 trains per hour. This is close to the
limit in terms of the capacity for a single track section. However, this may be feasible if the emphasis is on the
punctuality of rail traffic during operation, so that the crossings and train paths should not be postponed.
The regional trains between Oslo and Kongsvinger will according to the assumptions have a travel time of one
hour and a frequency of one train every second hour. If the trains will only operate between Oslo and
Kongsvinger they will have a turnaround time of one hour in each end. As the recommended turnaround time
is minimum 15 minutes, the one hour turnaround will give an inefficient use of the rolling stock. It should
therefore be considered to extend the operation either westwards from Oslo or past Kongsvinger in the east to
get a better utilization of the trains.
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Kongsvinger
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Årnes

Lillestrøm

Oslo S
Regional train

Local train

Freight train

Figure 18: Operating schedule diagram for the Kongsvinger Line under Alternative B.

One hour frequency to Kongsvinger
In the new basic schedule from NSB (grunnrutemodell), there will be local train between Asker and Kongsvinger
with a one‐hour frequency. In the schedule above the stations on the section Årnes – Kongsvinger will only be
served by trains every two hours.
In order to be able to maintain hourly schedules to Kongsvinger, while at the same time also letting the
regional train run on the section, a possible operating concept could be to extend every other local train from
Årnes to Kongsvinger. This will give different departure and arrival times at Kongsvinger depending upon
precisely which train is running at the given point in time.
The extension of the local train out to Kongsvinger would involve more train crossings on the single track
section. There will be a need to extend one or more passing tracks on the single track sections of the
Kongsvinger line.
The section between Bodung and Kongsvinger is single track. With the operating concept shown above there
will be 4 trains per hour. This is close to the limit in terms of the capacity for a single track section
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6.3

FOUNDATION BASE, TUNNELS AND STRUCTURES

The open sections
Soil conditions and geotechnical measures
From Sørumsand and further up along the Glomma River to Bodung, the line is located in areas
with clay. Some areas are specified as quick clay, such as south of Sørumsand, at Blaker, Haga and
Årnes.
The proposed line will primarily be situated on a level with the existing terrain and there will in general be a
reduced need for geotechnical measures. Some sections have more undulating terrain, ravine areas, etc.,
where it will be necessary to have larger cuttings and/or embankments. In these areas, there will be a need for
more comprehensive geotechnical measures in order to ensure that the track is sufficiently stable and free of
settlement.
Other conditions in the open sections
Along the open sections, there are many level crossings with roads of different sizes. It is being proposed that
these should be replaced by grade‐separated crossings above or below the new line. On the agricultural
sections along the Glomma River and as well as elsewhere, many of the present level crossings continue to be
gathered together into fewer grade‐separated crossings by building parallel collector roads.
The tunnel section
The tunnel south of Blaker is the only tunnel on the section. This tunnel is expected to be demanding due to
the low overburden. The alignment must be studied in further detail to verify that there actually is sufficient
rock overburden to permit it to be built as a tunnel in rock.
Structures
On the section, there are only smaller structures such as railway bridges, culverts for roads, culverts for the
railway and footpath overpasses and underpasses. It is being assumed that there will be a larger concrete
tunnel at Årnes.

6.4

CONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAFFIC-RELATED
CONSEQUENCES

For the tunnel at Blaker, there is substantial uncertainty as regards the depth of the loose deposits. In the next
stages the viability of a rock tunnel should be studied.
On the section further up along the Glomma River, there are only minor construction‐related challenges. For
example, at some locations there will be crossings of the existing line because the new line is significantly more
rigid.
At those locations where the line runs in parallel with the existing line, the line will be laid sufficiently far away
from the existing one that the construction would not or to only a slight degree impede rail traffic or,
conversely, the rail traffic have a negative effect on the execution of the construction. Where the new line
crosses over and back again, the new line will be laid at grade in order to ease the staged construction that this
would involve.
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The double track section between Sørumsand and Bodung, pursuant to Alternative B, has a possibility for
staged expansion in that it is situated nearby the existing line, however the section ought to be expanded
contiguously in order to achieve the effects that the expansion is intended to provide.
Along the new line, it is easy to find suitable areas for construction equipment and supplies. There are also easy
access conditions to by far most of the construction sites because it is only a short distance to the new line
from public roads.
In summary, the section has its largest construction‐related challenges at Blaker. The rest of the section has
some moderate construction‐related challenges, but by far the most of the problems associated with the
execution of the construction will be minor.
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6.5

CONSEQUENCES

Landscape
From Sørumsand to Bodung the railway line runs through an open large‐scale agricultural landscape with the
Glomma River as an important landscape element. In several places the line runs close to the riverbank, along
the existing railway line. In the municipalities of Sørum and Nes the line traverses lush ravine valleys. The main
part of the line will be visible from surrounding roads and settlements.
Through the continuous cultural landskapes of local value in Sørum and Nes planned and existing line layouts
will be mostly corresponding. The already existing barrier is reinforced with a less beneficial result. Residential
areas in the towns of Haga, Årnes and in part Blaker are traversed by the new railway line, and the
consequences are substantial due to the visibility of the line and a great barrier effect.
The consequences for landscape are assessed as being medium negativ. (‐ ‐)
Cultural monuments and cultural environment
The cultural monuments are broadly distributed and found on both sides of the Glomma River, with the
greatest density on the northern and western sides of the river. In particular, the urbanised areas of
Sørumsand and Blaker can be mentioned in this respect. On the Kongsvinger Line there are also several fine
station buildings in the Swiss style.
In the municipality of Nes in the county of Akershus, there are five areas that stand out. These are large
surfaces of cultivated fields in the Grønndalen and at Drognes, Runni, Folberg and Eie, where the potential for
finds of automatically heritage‐protected cultural monuments underneath the present‐day surface is relatively
high. At Drognes, this is a previously known settlement/activity area from the Iron Age.
The consequences for cultural monuments are assessed as being medium negative. (‐ ‐).
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Natural environment
The most important localities found along the railway line are some areas associated with the Glomma River
and the ravine landscapes in the municipalities of Nes and Sørum.
Along the Glomma River, there are some important localities associated with ravine valleys, shoreline zones for
rivers and tributaries (vegetation‐rich backwaters and smaller watercourses). The conflict with a partially new
railway line can be substantial in some places, however for most of the sections it will go through a more
typical and normal natural environment. There can be substantial negative effects where the enterprise
involves intervention into noteworthy natural locations in important watercourses and backwaters, in the
fertile habitats associated with a ravine landscape and where there are red‐listed species associated with
vegetation (botanical, fungi, lichen, mosses and insects associated with rare types of vegetation).
The consequences for the natural environment are assessed as being medium negative (‐ ‐).
Natural resources
The alignment will be built on currently cultivated fields for most of the new section. The consequences are
assessed as being medium negative ( ‐ ‐).
Local environment and outdoor recreation
There are no special cross‐country skiing trails or other local environment features that would be impacted.
There will be extensive intervention in existing urbanised areas along the new line through Haga.
The consequences are assessed as being medium negative (‐ ‐).
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7

Lillestrøm – Karlstad Line, alternative 2*

Figure 19: Overview map with the line for between Lillestrøm and Karlstad
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Main points
The Lillestrøm – Karlstad alternative 2* is part of the high speed line between Oslo and Stockholm. On the
section from Oslo to Lillestrøm the Gardermoen line will be used. The section Karlstad – Västerås is
described in chapter 15. From Västerås to Stockholm the high speed service will use the existing track.
The line between Lillestrøm and Karlstad is 207 km in length. It is planned as double‐track and 250 km/h, but
with lower speeds close to Lillestrøm, Kongsvinger and Karlstad. The projected route for the new railway line
between Lillestrøm and Karlstad follows the same corridor as the existing line apart from at Fetsund, Skarnes
and Kil.
The greatest challenges on the section will be showing consideration for the natural environment and the
landscape beside the Leira watercourse and the relationship to the Glomma River. Along the Glomma there
will be conflicts in relation to open countryside with unbroken agricultural land, cultural values in the form
of farm buildings and existing station buildings, and the natural environment at Årnes and Galterud.
In particular, the built‐up areas at Blaker, Haga and Åmes, Åmotsfors and Eda will be affected, during both
the construction period and later. The new track will lead to encroachments in the water course and
landscape from Kongsvinger southwards.
There will be a number of technical challenges in building tunnels under built‐up areas and areas of
particular natural importance.
The greatest construction challenges are expected to be between Lillestrøm and Blaker, since it is uncertain
whether it will be possible to build tunnels in the rock south of Sørumsand and south of Blaker. On the rest
of the route there are some moderate construction challenges, whereas the problems linked to
implementing the construction are mostly minor.

7.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE LINE

General and principal data
The planned route for Alternative 2* between Lillestrøm and Karlstad essentially follows the same corridor as
today's railway line. The section between Arvika and Karlstad is the same in all routes for alternatives 2*, C1
and D1 towards Karlstad.
The new route is shown in drawing B‐121 ‐ B‐123 in appendix 1. See chapter 4.3 for design criteria for
alternative 2*.
The table below shows principal data for the new line between Lillestrøm and Karlstad. The table only shows
sections that will have to be built new.
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Section

Length
(km)

Tunnel
(km)

Tunnel
(%)

Viaduct
(km)

Viaduct
(%)

Gradient
(o/oo)

Speed
(km/h)

Lillestrøm Kongsvinger

71

17

24

4

5

12,5

250

Kongsvinger
- Arvika

73

9,9

14

1

2

12,5/10,0

250

Arvika Karlstad

63

13

20

3

4

10,0

250

Lillestrøm Karlstad

207

40

19

8

4

12,5/10,0

250

Table 8: Principal data for the line

The distance from Oslo to the branch‐off from the Gardermoen Line north of Lillestrøm is 20 km. New track
between Karlstad and Västerås will be 202 km. The existing line from Västerås to Stockholm is 107 km; giving a
total length of 536 km for the new high speed line between Oslo and Stockholm. Compared to the existing line
of 570 km. the new line will be 34 km shorter, a shortening of about 6%.
Lillestrøm - Kongsvinger
The new route will branch off the Gardermoen Line approx. 2.0 km north of Lillestrøm and turn eastwards
towards Sørumsand. The Kongsvinger line currently branches off from the Hovedbanen Line/ Gardermoen Line
at Lillestrøm station. This branch line will now be moved over to the Gardermoen Line as this avoids building a
new line in the area of natural importance at the Nordre Øyeren nature reserve.

Figure 20: Proposed route from Lillestrøm to Blaker
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For the capacity station capacity it will also be an advantage if trains using the Gardermoen line through
Romeriksporten can also use the tracks/platforms linked to the Gardermoen line at Lillestrøm station.
The selected branch line just north of Lillestrøm requires a minor rearrangement of the Hovedbanen Line.. The
route turns east and will go on a bridge over the River Leira before the line enters a tunnel 5.7 km in length.
After the tunnel the line changes to a bridge approx. 1 km long over the Glomma, passing just south of the
centre of Sørumsand in a short tunnel.
To be able to serve Fetsund with local trains the current line Lillestrøm – Fetsund – Sørumsand must be
maintained. It is also recommended that freight trains to and from Alnabru should also use the existing line
between Lillestrøm and Sørumsand.
Further from Sørumsand to Kongsvinger and on to Karlstad the existing line will be replaced by the planned
new double‐track route in Alternative 2*. The new double track will thereby be used by local trains, freight
trains and long‐distance trains/high speed trains.
The link between the existing Kongsvinger Line and the new double track can be located either east or west of
Sørumsand. The planned option is with the link located east of Sørumsand and to maintain the existing station.
This solution will allow Sørumsand to be served by local trains to Oslo via the old line by Fetsund. From Fetsund
the northbound local train may use the new double track.
Alternatively the link between existing line and new double track may be west of Sørumsand with a new
Sørumsand station on the new alignment. The station will then most likely be underground. In this option local
trains from Sørumsand to Oslo may use either the new line or the existing line via Fetsund.
North from Sørumsand to Årnes the new double track will run in the same corridor as the existing track. The
new line will therefore pass close to all of the built‐up areas that currently have local train stops. It will
therefore be possible to maintain today's pattern of local trains.
The existing line through the center of Årnes has poor geometry and so it has been proposed that a new line
should be laid south‐east of the center. The new route will come into conflict with existing built‐up areas and
the proposal has been made that there should be a longer environmental tunnel south‐east of the current
centre. A new local train station can be established around 500 m from the current station. In the construction
phase the building of the new double track will involve major encroachments in the populated area.
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Figure 21: Proposed route south of Skarnes

Towards Seterstøa the new line will run further to the east than the line does today, a tunnel of around 1 km
must be established under Folbergåsen. From Seterstøa to Disenå the line follows the same corridor as today.
The new double track will go south of central Skarnes as the geometric requirements will make it impossible to
serve Skarnes by the new line. Existing track through Skarnes may be kept at the existing station. As an
alternatively a new local station can be located on the new double track about 3 km south of the existing
station.
A tunnel of around 1 km in length must be established under Dalsrudberget before the line turns eastwards
and runs close to the existing line up to Galterud. From Galterud a tunnel of around 5 km in length must be
established up to Kongsvinger.
Kongsvinger - Arvika
The existing line will be followed through the centre of Kongsvinger. The current station location will be
retained, but some alterations to the existing station area must be taken into account. On towards Skotterud
the new line follows in the same corridor as the existing line. Two tunnels are to be established, each around 2
km long – one under Rastaberget and one under Malmer.
It is proposed that the new route should run east of the village of Skotterud, with the line carrying on towards
Magnor, passing through the village almost where the existing line is.
Due to right‐hand operation on the double track in Norway while it is left‐hand operation in Sweden will need a
grade separated crossing close to the border in order to avoid an at‐grade crossing. The location and design of
such a grade separated crossing has not been studied in detail.
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Towards Eda the new
double track lies close to
the current line. Because
of the strict geometric
requirements for a line
designed for 250 km/h the
new route does not come
to the current station in
Charlottenberg. It has
therefore been proposed
that a new station should
be established east of the
town.

Figure 22: Proposed route through Kongsvinger city

Different solutions have been assessed for retaining the current station while at the same time maintaining the
design speed. Then the line on the north side of Charlottenberg would have to be moved to the west, either at
the expense of the built‐up area at Eda and important landscape around the river or it would come into conflict
with a large area with important cultural heritages that are located to the north‐west of Charlottenberg. Both
of these variants were therefore set aside in an earlier phase. This has led to it not being regarded as possible
to retain today's station location with the present geometric requirements.
Towards Åmotsfors the new double track is located up to 1 km east of the existing line. The existing route is
followed through the centre of Åmotfors as far as possible and the current station location can be retained.
Towards Arvika the line runs largely south‐west of the existing line. A tunnel of around 3 km in length will have
to be established under Tannerudshöjden, with the new line carrying on through Ottebol approximately on the
same route as the existing line.
Arvika - Karlstad
The new double track will follow the existing line through Arvika. The current location of the station can be
retained but some reconstruction of the existing station area must be expected. In the eastern part of Arvika
the new double track will lead to some encroachments on existing roads and built‐up areas.
Eastwards from Arvika the same corridor will be followed as applies to the current line on to Edane. A tunnel of
1 km or so must be established due west of Edane, which will have a local train station in the same area as the
existing station. After Edane the line goes into a tunnel of around 4 km in length before crossing Lake Värmeln
on a bridge of approx. 900 metres in length.
On towards Karlstad the proposed route is up to 3 km further to the north‐east than the existing line. The new
planned route is located north of Lake Sävaln, in contrast to the current line which runs south of the lake. This
has been done to minimise the conflicts with the existing line, national road 61 and the village of Högboda.
Between Brunsberg and Lene there will be four tunnels totalling around 7.5 km. On a section at Lene the new
line will follow the existing planned high‐tension route for approx. 10 km.
In addition the proposed route passes through Fagerås along the same route as the existing line. The current
location of the station in Fagerås can be retained. Further on the new line runs south of Kil station and town. It
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would not be possible to establish a potential new line within Kil station with a design speed of 250 km/h.
South of Kil the new route is located south of and parallel to national road 61 up to Hynboholm.
From Hynboholm to Skåre the new double track will be positioned close to the current line. From Skåre to
Råtorp the geometric requirements will lead to the new line deviating from the existing line. From Råtorp in to
Karlstad the current line will be expanded from single track to double track.

7.2

ALIGNMENT DESIGN

Speed profile
The figure below shows the maximum speed between Lillestrøm and Karlstad based on proposed
track geometry.

Figure 23: Speed profile Lillestrøm - Karlstad

Alternative C should be designed for a speed of 250 km/h. The proposed route has been designed for 250 km/h
except for three locations: Lillestrøm, Kongsvinger and Karlstad. Around 95 % of the route fulfills the design
speed of 250 km/h.
From Lillestrøm the Gardermoen Line is used 2.0 km to the north before the new line branches off. The speed
of the Gardermoen Line on this section will be 160 km/h. The grade separated branch line has been designed
for a maximum speed of 140 km/h. After the branch line the design speed will be 250 km/h up to Kongsvinger.
Through Kongsvinger arrangements will be made for a lower design speed since it is assumed that most of the
trains will stop here and to avoid excessive encroachments on existing buildings and infrastructure. Through
Kongsvinger a 3.3 km section will have a maximum speed of 140 km/h. Up to Karlstad the design speed is then
250 km/h.
For the last 1.5 km in to Karlstad the new double track follows the existing line and is given a maximum speed
of 110 km/h on the basis of track geometry requirements.
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Vertical alignment
The greatest gradient complies with the requirements for Alternative C, 12.5 ‰ in Norway, 10.0 ‰ in Sweden.
The longest section with a 12.5 ‰ gradient in Norway will be around 2 km, in Sweden the longest section with
10 ‰ will be around 5 km.
Existing line/connections to other lines

Figure 24: Schematic track plan Lillestrøm – Karlstad with existing and new line

Use of existing line
The new route between Lillestrøm and Karlstad will generally replace the existing line. However certain
sections of the existing line will be retained in order to maintain the current demand for passenger and freight
traffic.
The section Lillestrøm – Fetsund – Sørumsand (approx. 15 km) must be retained in order to provide Fetsund
with a local train service. It is also recommended that freight trains from Alnabru to Kongsvinger will use the
Kongsvinger Line between Lillestrøm and Sørumsand as this will give the best total system capacity. In the
future new operating schedules for local traffic in Oslo it is suggested to operate two passenger trains an hour
on the Kongsvinger Line in adition to the freight trains to Kongsvinger. Assuming one freight train per hour in
each direction, the total for both directions will be four trains per hour. This will be an acceptable utilization of
the capacity.
Alternatively freight trains would have to be routed via the Hovedbanen line between Lillestrøm and the
branch‐off to the new double track 2 km north of Lillestrøm. The future new operating schedules suggest
operating four passenger trains per hour on the Hovedbanen line in addition to freight trains towards Eidsvoll.
The total will be around five trains per hour on a single track line. To increase traffic on this line further cannot
be recommended. The suggested model means that the connection between the Hovedbanen Line and the
new double track at Leira will not be needed. However, this connection must be established if freight trains are
to use the new double track between Lillestrøm and Sørumsand, see Figure 25 on the next page.
The new line will be located south of the centre of Skarnes since geometry requirements make it
impossible to serve the current centre with the new line. Existing track of about 8 km may be
retained in order to keep the current localization Skarnes station. Alternatively the existing line
through Skarnes can be closed and a new Skarnes station will be established around 3 km further
south. These options need to be addressed in the later planning phases.
The new double track runs outside Kil station and town. The existing line (approx. 10 km) through Kil must
therefore be maintained in order to be able to serve Kil with passenger and freight trains.
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Connections to other existing lines
The new route branches off from the Gardermoen Line 2.0 km north of Lillestrøm. Here it will also be possible
to establish a connection between the Hovedbanen Line and the new line, (see previous section); however, no
arrangements have been made to establish this connection.
In Sørumsand a connection will be established between today's Kongsvinger Line and the new double track.
At Kongsvinger the current connection with the Solør Line will be maintained.
The new double track will run outside Kil station, so the existing line through Kil must be maintained in order to
be able to serve Kil with passenger and Freight Trains. Therefore a connection between the existing line (the
Värmland Line) and the new double track will have to be established to both the north‐west and south‐east of
Kil.
In addition a connection may be established between the new double track and the line between Kil and
Öxnered (the Vänern Line). In this way it will be possible to run direct Kongsvinger – Gothenburg trains without
reversing the train in Kil.. Alternatively, trains can be operated between Karlstad and Gothenburg without
passing within Kil station; this option will slightly shorten the line compared to if it passes through Kil. A
connection of this type has not been included in the projected solution however.

Figure 25: Branch from the Gardermoen Line north of Åråsen
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Necessary measures at the stations
Stations at Lillestrøm and Karlstad are assumed to have sufficient capacity to accommodate high speed trains.
No alteration is therefore proposed.
Kongsvinger and Arvika stations will keep the present location, but some upgrades need to be anticipated to
have established a functional operation schedule both technically and to the public.
At Arvika the track geometry tolerate trains to pass at 250 km/t. For safety reasons there must probably be
built a physical separator between passengers at the platform and the trains passing at high speed.
It is proposed to move Charlottenberg station to the East of the village. Relocation is required as a
consequence of the rigid track geometry that does not comply with existing location.
However, it will be possible to utilize existing station if one reduces the requirement for speed and thereby the
geometric design criteria. Today some local trains stop and turn around at Charlottenberg station. Should this
also be the future situation the station must be designed to allow reversing trains in the most efficient manner.
All other smaller stations along the new line must be rebuilt or moved. There will be a common standard with
two tracks and two outside platforms. If passing trains have speeds of 200 km/h or more, it must probably be
built a physical wall, or other separator between passengers at the station and trains passing at high speed.
Stations between Lillestrøm and Blaker along the existing track is retained unchanged. Sørumsand station may
alternatively be built new along the new double track, the station will then most likely be underground.

Figure 26: Kongsvinger station today (source: Trond Strandsberg)
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7.3

FOUNDATION BASE, TUNNELS AND STRUCTURES

The open sections
Ground conditions and geotechnical measures
North of Lillestrøm the ground consists of deep marine clay deposits. In this area extensive geotechnical
measures will be required when a level‐free crossing between the Hovedbanen Line and the branch line
to/from the Gardermoen Line is to be built.
At the crossing of the Leira watercourse there are river deposits which to a large extent make a good
foundation for building. The river deposits change to marine deposits with little depth eastwards towards the
tunnel entrance at Asak Vestre.
At the crossing of the Glomma there are also river deposits, while further up along the Glomma there are areas
with clay, which on the whole stretch right up to Skarnes. Some areas are stated as quick clay, south of
Sørumsand, at Blaker, Haga and Årnes.
Between Skarnes and Galterud there are large areas of river deposits. Between Lake Vinger and Riksgrensen
there are considerable quantities of glacier stream deposits and river deposits, but also some rock and peat. In
addition, there are veins of clay.
The ground conditions between Riksgrensen and Fagerås consists primarily of surface rock or rock partially
covered with clay or moraine. In the vicinity of Charlottenberg there is rather more clay and peat. A
southbound ridge of friction materials is located on the west side of Charlottenberg.
The ground consists of silt or clay that then changes to friction materials from Fagerås to the south‐east of Kil.
When the line approaches Karlstad the rock is located close to or on the surface and is partially covered by clay,
silt or moraine.
The proposed line is located mainly on a level with the existing terrain and there will be less of a requirement
for geotechnical measures. Some sections have more undulating terrain, ravine areas etc. in which it is
necessary to have fairly large cuts and/or embankments. In these areas there will be a need for further
geotechnical measures to guarantee that the track is sufficiently stable and settlement‐free, in particular this
applies where there is slab track.
On marshy sections soil must be replaced, ground reinforcement or piles must be undertaken to ensure
sufficient stability for the railway. It is estimated that there would be a need for extensive ground
reinforcement or piling on approx. 9 km of the line's length.
Other conditions in the surface sections
The line between Lillestrøm and Karlstad runs through several towns and villages in which there will be conflict
with existing built‐up areas. This cannot be avoided since it is important to maintain existing stations or build
new ones where people live. The rigid curvature, and the fact that the line is expanded to double track, makes
it difficult/impossible to adhere to the existing line.
Along the surface sections there are level crossings in several places with roads of varying size. These will be
replaced by level‐free crossings above or below the new line. On the agricultural sections along the Glomma
and otherwise it is assumed that many of today's level crossings will be combined into fewer level‐free
crossings since parallel connecting roads will be built.
In individual surface sections there are horizontal and vertical cuts into the rock. This can produce a large
surplus of blasted rock spoil together with excavation residues from tunnels. The residues can be used as
embankment masses, but disposal areas must also be found alongside the planned route.
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Where there are short distances between the tunnels the tracks will be located a certain distance from one
another before/after the tunnel entrance because the line has a rigid curvature. This occupies larger areas than
a normal double‐track section. This is the case at several places on the section, in particular on the section
between Arvika and Kil.
The tunnel sections
Ground conditions
The planned routes will go through bedrock consisting of older basement rock, granitic and mica rich gneisses
on the Norwegian side of the border, and gneisses and older sandstone formations on the Swedish side of the
border. The quality of the rock mass is generally expected to be good, but there may be areas with a higher
degree of weathering and surface rock zones, in addition to local and regional weakness zones.
The first long tunnel after Lillestrøm will probably cross some fairly large regional dislocation zones, and some
challenging rock mass conditions can be expected at these crossings. The rock covering along this tunnel will be
good, however, and the challenges at the pertinent cross‐sections for the tunnels are expected to be resolved
by conventional rock support measures.
The tunnel at Sørumsand goes under a densely populated area generally with little covering. This tunnel is
expected generally to have a high degree of difficulty, because of the low covering below a built‐up area. The
planned route must be studied in more detail to verify that there is actually sufficient rock cover to ensure that
this is suitable for construction without affecting the buildings.
The planned route to Kongsvinger and on towards the Swedish border largely follows existing artery roads and
watercourses. Normally it could be expected in this type of terrain that there might be significant volumes of
loose soils, and on going past fairly small elevations in the terrain, some uncertainty would be linked to the
actual rock covering.
From the Swedish border towards Karlstad the planned route goes into areas that are generally less populated
and in terrain where relatively good rock conditions could be expected and where it is possible normally to
achieve a good covering. With the exception of passing some individual locations and regional dislocation
zones, the tunnels along this section are expected to have average to low degrees of difficulty. However the
focus must be on grouting, particularly when passing waterways and wetland areas, and plans ought to be
made for a high degree of compactness along most of the tunnel sections.
Other conditions at the tunnels
The most important conditions with regard to the degree of difficulty and costs are linked to the ground
conditions, but largely also to the location of the tunnel. Shallow tunnels often have poorer rock masses than
tunnels which go deeper. Similarly closeness to built‐up areas will involve restrictions in relation to the time of
day when work can be carried out and may therefore be expensive. Strict specifications for compactness
require time and are therefore also expensive.
The most demanding tunnels are under Sørumsand because there is little cover, uncertain rock overburden and
closeness to built‐up areas and the tunnel at Blaker which has little cover. This tunnel may prove to be a
concrete tunnel built in an open construction excavation. The tunnel closest to Lillestrøm is demanding
because of strict specifications for compactness.
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Structures
On the section between Lillestrøm and Karlstad there are a few larger structures, but mostly smaller structures
such as railway bridges, road culverts, railway culverts and pedestrian under‐ and overpasses. The biggest
railway bridges will be when crossing the Leira (950 m), the Glomma (850 m) and Lake Värmeln (950 m).
Among the heavier concrete structures are the buried concrete culvert past Årnes, approximately 700 m.
Across the Leira and Glomma the bridges cross at places where the water is shallow. The natural thing will be
to limit the bridge spans to 40 ‐ 50 metres. An assessment ought to be made as to whether the underlying
supporting structure should be built as a steel or concrete box bridge. Another relevant type of bridge would
be a steel truss bridge. Across Lake Värmeln the right thing would probably be to choose a concrete beam
bridge with small spans, a maximum of 20 metres. The bridge will be close to an existing embankment and
relatively low over the surface of the water.
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7.4

CONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAFFIC-RELATED
CONSEQUENCES

Lillestrøm - Blaker
The line from Lillestrøm to Karlstad branches off from the Gardermobanen Line north of Lillestrøm and
continues eastwards on a bridge over the River Leira. A grade‐separated crossing has been proposed in which
the line branches off from the Gardermobanen Line, which means that the Hovedbanen Line will have to be
moved eastwards to make room for the new tracks, cuttings, embankments and necessary concrete structures.
The construction work in this area will have to be executed in stages and stage and phase plans will have to be
drawn up for the traffic diversions that this will involve. It is assumed that the traffic on the Hovedbanen Line
and the Gardermobanen Line will not be obstructed except for a few minor connections.
The crossing of the Leira will primarily be a challenge in that the minimum possible area has to be used in the
construction period and that the construction and rigging sites are secured against emissions and pollution
during the construction period.
For the tunnel between Asak Vestre and Glomma there must be assurance that the ground water table is
maintained in relation to vulnerable areas above the tunnel. Normally this should not present any special
difficulties.
The crossing of the Glomma represents a construction challenge because the construction work will have to be
done in and beside the river. The construction challenges must however be viewed as being moderate.
For the tunnel under and past Sørumsand there are uncertainties linked to whether there is rock along the
entire section or whether there is a good deal of loose soil. If there is great depth to the rock here, an
assessment must be made as to whether to move the tunnel in a bigger arc into the ridge. In the quantity
calculations, it has been assumed that the tunnel will go into rock.
At Blaker there is corresponding uncertainty as regards the thickness of the loose deposits.
Blaker – National border
On the section further up alongside the Glomma there are fewer construction challenges until Årnes is
approached. Here the line goes through part of the built‐up area, where space is tight and the ground
conditions unclear. There are also a number of road junctions here, intersecting streams and municipal
infrastructure. Past the built‐up area it is assumed that a 700 m concrete tunnel will have to be established,
built in an open construction excavation and covered over afterwards.
At several places on the section along the Glomma from Sørumsand and on to Kongsvinger the line is located
close to long straight sections alongside the existing line. At some places, there are also crossings of existing
lines because the new line is considerably more rigid.
At those places where the line is parallel to the existing line, the line is positioned so far from the existing one
that the construction will only obstruct rail traffic to a minor extent, or not at all, or that the train traffic will
have a negative effect on the construction work. Where the new line crosses backwards and forwards, the new
line will be on the same level, facilitating the staged construction that this will involve.
Through Kongsvinger there are challenges with traffic management on existing roads west of the station. On
the whole however the challenges are minor to moderate.
Between Kongsvinger and Riksgrensen the structural challenges are similar to those alongside the Glomma. The
line runs in relatively light terrain in the vicinity of the existing line and where this is crossed in places. This
section mostly avoids affecting existing built‐up areas.
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National border - Karlstad
From the border on to Arvika there are few or no particular construction challenges apart from building in the
vicinity of the existing line. The exception is the line through Åmotfors where new and more rigid curvature
requires phased line reorganisation to take existing train traffic into account. The road traffic too will have
staged reorganisation to enable a new double track to be built.
On the section onward from Arvika to Kil the new double track is located in largely uninhabited areas and also a
good distance away from the existing line. This implies easy performance of the construction work since the
ground conditions are not particularly poor and no special consideration must be given to the external
environment. Of the challenges that can be mentioned in this subsection there are some marshy areas and a
fairly large bridge over Lake Värmeln.
At Kil there is a new line alongside the motorway, which crosses it twice. One road intersection is also affected.
Both the traffic at the junction and the crossing of the motorway will be fairly easily resolved in the provisional
phase.
The last section into Karlstad follows the existing route where moderate challenges are assumed although the
new line is to be built close to the existing line.
Summary
The section between Lillestrøm and Karlstad in accordance with Alternative 2* is well‐suited to staged
development. The longest stages that will have to be built in one session are one approx. 14 km long section
between Värmeln and Lene, and the section between Lillestrøm and Sørumsand which is approx. 10 km long.
A large number of combinations of subsections could be constructed in stages because the new line is located
close to the existing line. It will be correspondingly simple to split the section into large and small contracts
depending on what would be desirable.
Along the new line it is easy to find suitable rigging and construction sites. There are also simple access
conditions for most of the construction sites since it is a short distance from public roads to the new line. None
of the tunnels are so long as to use construction methods other than drilling and blasting relevant.
In summary the section between Lillestrøm and Karlstad has the greatest construction challenges from
Lillestrøm to Blaker. On the rest of the route there are some moderate construction challenges, whereas the
problems linked to implementing the construction are mostly minor.
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7.5

CONSEQUENCES

Landscape
Description
Close to Lillestrøm the planned railway crosses open agricultural land and the meandering river Leira, an
important landscape feature. In Sørum and Nes municipalities the railway affects large areas of continuous
cultural landscape of local importance. The Asak farms at the planned tunnel entrance in Skedsmo represent a
historic landscape of local and regional value.
From Sørumsand to Kongsvinger the railway line runs through an open large‐scale agricultural landscape with
the Glomma River as an important landscape element. In several places the line runs close to the riverbank,
along the existing railway line. In the municipalities of Sørum and Nes the line traverses lush ravine valleys.
Between Kongsvinger and the national border the landscape narrows, first to a semi‐open agricultural land and
gradually to more closed woodland. The planned line runs alongside several long, narrow lakes, including Lake
Vinger.
From the national border southwards the landscape character alternates between closed, hilly forest landscape
to semi‐open agricultural land. Along the planned line there are large areas of marshland and medium‐sized
lakes. Between Lene and Karlstad the landscape opens again, characterised by large areas of open agricultural
land and a gentle terrain.

Figur 1: Landscape impacts along the Glomma, Lillestrøm - Kongsvinger
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Consequences
In Norway the majority of the planned railway runs close to existing tracks or existing roads. Long stretches go
through open landscape and are highly visible from nearby settlements and roads. In Sweden the main part of
the proposed line runs through woodland with low visibility. Large sections are new, but some stretches also
coincide with the existing tracks.
The crossing of the river Leira will divide the continous landscape and become a visual barrier. The historic
landscape around the Asak farms will lose some of its value due to its closeness to the new railway. The
crossing of the river Glomma traverses a protected area with timber booms at Bingen and will have a major
impact on the overall impression of this historic landscape.
Through the continuous cultural landscapes of local value in Sørum and Nes planned and existing line layouts
will be mostly corresponding. The already existing barrier is reinforced with a less beneficial result.
Residential areas in the towns of Haga, Årnes and in part Blaker are traversed by the new railway line, and the
consequences are substantial due to the visibility of the line and a great barrier effect.
Between Sørum and Kongsvinger the railway involves encroachment.in ravine valleys and possibly major
encroachment in the river bank along the Glomma. The strict curvature requirements could result in
embankments along the river and the impact is assessed as moderately negative. At Galterud a new raiway
bridge will constitute a visual barrier dividing the landscape. Both the bridge and tunnel portal are highly visible
with a less beneficial result.
Between Kongsvinger and the national border the planned line could result in moderately visible measures,
most importantly embankments in shore zones and a bridge crossing over Lake Vinger and Nordre Åklangen.
The consequences are assessed as moderately negative.
Through the small scale, hilly terrain from the national border to Lene there will be several large cuttings and
bridges. The railway line also touches on many large and small lakes which results in embankments in the shore
zone. This implies a moderately negative consequence.
Through the open, flat agricultural landscape between Lene and Karlstad the line will mainly follow the existing
track with minimal impacts when it comes to cut and fill. The exception is a major cutting at Skåre. The line
layout is wider compared to existing tracks and will constitute a more substantial barrier, but the negative
consequences are assessed as minor.
The new railway line is considered to have a moderately negative impact on landscape qualities. (- -)
Cultural heritage and cultural environments
Known cultural places
The cultural places are widespread and on both sides of the Glomma with their greatest density on the north
and west side of the river. Places to be mentioned in particular include Fetsund, Sørumsand, Blaker village and
at the downlead south of Årnes. There have also been some finds between Skarnes and Kongsvinger, and here
too their greatest density is on the north side of the Glomma. On the Norwegian side, there are numerous fine
station buildings in the Swiss style, of which the finest is possibly Kongsvinger station and which can probably
be included in a new facility.
Between Kongsvinger and National border there is information about hunting pits, areas of early iron
extraction, coal extraction works and traces of habitation. In particular there is conflict with locations at
Grasmo. In the border area between Norway and Sweden is Morokulien, including the peace monument from
1914.
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In Sweden there are widespread cultural artefact locations, such as hunting pits, miscellaneous prehistoric sites
associated with iron extraction, in addition to traces of habitation. Approx. 2‐3 km north‐west of
Charlottenberg there are numerous defence works, probably from 1905. Overall this is a collection of high‐
value cultural sites.
Assessed potential
In Nes municipality in the county of Akershus, there are four areas that stick out. These are large flat areas of
cultivated land at Grøndalen, Drognes, Runni, Folberg and Eie, where the potential for finding automatically
protected prehistoric sites below the present surface is relatively high. At Drognes there is a site that is already
known to be an Iron Age habitation/activity site.
In Hedmark there are nine areas that stand out in particular as sites with the potential for finds of
automatically protected prehistoric sites: Lilleset, Mangset, Sander, Galterud, Grasmo, Midtskog,
Hesbøl/Skotterud, Ilag and Magnor. These are areas in which it can be expected to find traces of prehistoric
habitation, hunting and iron extraction.
In Sweden there is the potential for finds of prehistoric sites in areas including that north of Charlottenberg in
the municipality of Eda. The areas around Lilla and Stora Hög in the municipality of Eda and south of Åmotfors
in the municipality of Arvika also have the potential for finds of prehistoric sites.
Consequences on cultural places and cultural environments
The consequences are assessed as being moderately high (- -).

Figure 27: Consequences on cultural heritages, Lillestrøm – Magnor
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Natural environment
Existing situation
In particular the southern parts of the railway corridor in Noway contain very many localities of national
importance. Today's railway route from Lillestrøm and eastwards also affects many of these to some
extent. Otherwise there are widespread recorded localities and species of high importance in the
corridor. The most important locations present are:
-

Some areas and localities linked to the rivers Leira, Nitelva, Jølsenbekken, Evja, Sæteråa, Mangåa
and Glomma.
Lake Vinger, municipality of Kongsvinger.
The ravine landscape particularly in the municipalities of Fet, Nes and Sørum.

In Sweden only a few, smaller locations are recorded as important in the most northerly part. These are key
biotopes consisting of some deciduous woodland, a lot of dead wood, and forest on a thin soil layer. Between
Arvika and Karlstad are the Kil Ravines nature reserve and ravine forest south of the town of Kil south of
national road 61 and the power line. Kärrsmossen, a marshland area with tarns of high value, is situated due
west of Arvika.

Figure 28: Consequences for the natural environment Lillestrøm – Border
Consequences on the natural environment
The bank zones for Leira and Tomtestilla are recorded as high‐value. At the point of crossing the river, Leira
creates a well‐developed meander system with the remnants of old river course and oxbow lakes, with
peatland forest vegetation and contiguous belts of rich vegetation. Due east of Leira the planned route enters
into a tunnel, going under sites of several types of natural environments which are evaluated as being high‐
value, including the Kongsrudtjern nature reserve. It will be of major importance that the tunnel does not
involve any draining of the wetland areas or any lowering of the groundwater level. The consequences of this
could be major.
The route crosses the Glomma by a bridge at the Bingen timber booms, south of Sørumsand. Here the river is
assessed as being of high importance based on the locality’s function as a grazing, resting and breeding area for
a number of birds, such as the whooper swan, ducks and gulls listed on the red‐list. The west side of the
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Glomma at the crossing is called Søhammeren, which is a high‐value location. A bridge project may constitute a
moderately large conflict with the valuable natural features here.
Along the Glomma some important localities are linked to ravine valleys, shore zones of rivers and tributaries.
The railway line affects important areas south of Årnes (greater density of red listed species) and at Galterud
(backwaters and streams rich in vegetation). The conflict with a partially new railway line can be large in places,
but for most sections the line will go through more typical and normal natural landscape. The negative effects
can be major, where the construction involves encroachment on types of natural localities in important
streams and backwaters, in rich habitats linked to the ravine landscape and where there are red list species
linked to vegetation (botanicals, fungi, lichens, mosses and insects linked to rare types of vegetation).
Around Kongsvinger the railway cuts across Lake Vinger and the river delta of the Glomma on the surface. It is
assumed that the route will run at a certain distance from these important areas, and that remedial measures
can be implemented in relation to the necessary construction work, ensuring that the consequences will be
minor.
Between Kongsvinger and the national border the railway partly goes along the current route, and partly in
new areas. It intersects and cuts through individual localities of natural importance, but the potential for
conflict is assessed as being small.
On the national border‐Arvika section fairly small concentrations of key biotopes have been registered right at
the national boundary, north of Charlottenberg, and due south of Åmotfors. In both areas individual locations
will be cut through. The Kil Ravines will not be affected. Neither will the Kärrsmossen marshland be affected.
Consequences for the natural environment are assessed as being moderately high (- -).
Natural resources
The line will be located close to Kongsvinger waterworks to the south of Lake Vinger and a water source at
Åbogen. It has not been clarified whether the railway will have any consequences on the water supply for these
locations. No corresponding entries have been retrieved in Sweden. The consequence is assessed as being a
little negative.
The line affects two gravel resources a little to the south of Lake Vinger, at Granli and an area west of the
Langtjennet. Those two areas today are only utilised to a minor extent. The consequence is assessed as being a
little negative. No corresponding data have been retrieved in Sweden.
The line goes along large, unbroken agricultural areas on the east side of the Glomma. In addition a number of
areas up to the national border are affected. In Sweden there are also many agricultural areas, particularly in
the eastern part. Of the agricultural acreage a rough estimate has been made that 560,000 m2 will then be
used up for the new construction project.
The consequence on agriculture is assessed as being moderately high (- -).
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Figure 29: Consequences on natural resources Lillestrøm - Border
Local environment and outdoor activities
Walking tracks and other local environment facilities
The planned route will affect local outdoor activity areas around several of the conurbations on the section and
will intersect with a small number of footpaths. The line will not come into conflict with the established walking
tracks of the Norwegian Trekking Association (DNT). There is no registered sports facility or illuminated jogging
track in the proposed routes.
Affected buildings
For Alternative C a total of approx. 270 buildings will be affected. There are approx. 100 homes in Akershus and
approx. 80 in Hedmark. In addition a healthcare building will be directly affected by the measure. In Sweden it
has been calculated that approx. 90 homes will be directly affected by the new railway.
Buildings in noise zones
There is a total of approx. 1090 homes that will be affected. Approx. 370 of these are in Akershus while approx.
420 homes are located in Hedmark. 2 school buildings in Hedmark are located in the noise zone, while one
healthcare building is located in Akershus and one in Hedmark. In Sweden it has been calculated that approx.
300 homes will be exposed to noise.
Consequences
Consequences on the local environment and outdoor activities are assessed as being moderately high (‐ ‐).
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8

Lillestrøm – Karlstad Line, alternative D1

Figure 30: Overview map with the line for between Lillestrøm and Karlstad
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Main points
The Lillestrøm – Karlstad alternative D1 is part of the high speed line between Oslo and Stockholm. On the
section from Oslo to Lillestrøm the Gardermoen line will be used. The section Karlstad – Västerås is
described in chapter 15. From Västerås to Stockholm the high speed service will use the existing track.
Between Lillestrøm and Karlstad alignments for the two alternatives D1 and D2 have been studied. D1 is the
high speed line arranged for freight traffic, with a maximum gradient of 12.5 ‰. D2 has a maximum gradient
of 25 ‰ and has not been arranged for freight traffic. This chapter describes the alignment for alternative
D1.
The line between Lillestrøm and Karlstad is 160 km in length. It is planned to be double track and 330 km/h
in Norway and 250 km/h in Sweden, but with lower speeds in the vicinity of Lillestrøm and Karlstad. An
important assumption for this alternative has been to find the most direct line possible to Arvika.
On the Swedish side the new line will be in the existing railway corridor on sections served by the current
railway system. To arrange for staged development, the line has been positioned close to the existing line
south of Åmotsfors. From Arvika to Karlstad the route therefore runs in almost the same corridor as the
existing line, with the exception of the section past Kil, in which the route has been run south of the centre
because of the requirements for track‐layout, but also to avoid altering the existing railway hub which Kil
station constitutes today. Between Arvika and Karlstad the route is identical to the proposed route for
alternative C between Arvika and Karlstad.
The greatest construction challenges come immediately after Lillestrøm and between Bjørkelangen and
Edssjön. On the rest of the section there are some moderate construction challenges, whereas the problems
linked to implementing the construction are minor on the whole.
The greatest challenges with regard to the landscape and natural environment on the section will be at the
crossings of the rivers Leira and Glomma, and Bjørkelangen. In addition there are landscape challenges
linked to major terrain encroachments and encroachments along lakes and rivers. In particular this is the
case for a high bridge crossing over the valuable countryside at Skillingsfors. Consequences on the cultural
environment are linked in particular to the locations of Skillingmark, Adolfsfors, Brunsberg and Skåre.

8.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE LINE

General and principal data
The route for alternative D1 between Lillestrøm and Karlstad runs straight from Lillestrøm to Arvika. From
Arvika to Karlstad the route runs along the same corridor as the existing line. Between Arvika and Karlstad the
route is identical to the proposed route for alternative C between Arvika and Karlstad.
Between Lillestrøm and Arvika alignments for the two alternative D1 and D2 have been studied. The route for
alternative D2 is described in a separate chapter. Since the route for D2 may have a greater vertical gradient
than D1 this route will have fewer tunnels and bridges than the route for alternative D1.
A new route for alternative D1 is shown in drawing B‐131 ‐ B‐133, see appendix 1. See chapter 4.3 for design
criteria for alternative D1.
The table below shows principal data for the new line between Lillestrøm and Karlstad. The table shows only
sections that have to be built new, the existing line between Lillestrøm and Åråsen has not been included.
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Section

Length
(km)

Tunnel
(km)

Tunnel
(%)

Viaduct
(km)

Viaduct
(%)

Gradient
(o/oo)

Speed
(km/h)

Lillestrøm –
Arvika

97

33

34

7

7

12,5

330

Arvika Karlstad

63

13

20

3

4

10,0

330

Lillestrøm Karlstad

160

46

28

10

6

12,5/10,0

250

Table 9: Principal data for the line

The distance from Oslo to the branch‐off from the Gardermoen Line north of Lillestrøm is 20 km. New line
between Karlstad and Västerås will be 202 km. The existing line from Västerås to Stockholm is 107 km; giving a
total length of 536 km for the new high speed line between Oslo and Stockholm. Compared to the existing line
of 589 km. the new line will be 81 km shorter, a shortening of about 14%.
Lillestrøm - Arvika
The new route will branch off the Gardermoen Line 2.0 km north of Lillestrøm and turn south‐eastwards
towards Arvika. The Kongsvinger Line currently branches off from the Hovedbanen Line/ Gardermoen Line at
Lillestrøm station.
The branch line just north of Åråsen also requires a minor realignment of the Hovedbanen Line, see Figure 25.
The route continues directly south‐east and runs on a long bridge across the River Leira before the route enters
a tunnel 4.3 km in length. After the tunnel the line runs on a bridge approx. 1100 metres in length over the
Glomma and passes the Kongsvinger Line approx. midway between Fetsund and Sørumsand. A connection will
be built between the existing Kongsvinger Line and the route for alternative D1 to enable freight trains to
operate between Lillestrøm and the new double track.
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Figur 2: Illustration - bridge over river Glomma and Kongsvingerbanen north of Fetsund

After having passed the Glomma, the line runs on in the direction of Bjørkelangen, first through a tunnel of
approx. 5.2 km under the northern part of Fetsund and then a 2.7 km tunnel under Våråsen. After that the line
has an 8 km surface zone south of Aurskog continuing in a 4.8 km long tunnel up to Bjørkelangen.
The line passes just north of the built‐up area at Bjørkelangen. It will be possible to establish a station here
close to the town centre if there proves to be a reason for stopping some of the trains here.
Just east of Bjørkelangen the line enters two tunnels of 5.3 km and 3.6 km, coming out onto the surface and
crossing over road Fv 21. After a further 5 km the national border is passed before the line moves in the
direction of Skillingmark. The new route is proposed for just south of Skillingmark, where the line runs across
the valley and Edssjøn lake on a 2 km long bridge that will be positioned at up to 70 m above the terrain.
Due to right‐hand operation on the double track in Norway while it is left‐hand operation in Sweden will need a
grade separated crossing close to the border in order to avoid an at‐grade crossing. As tunnels will be separate
for each direction, there are several tunnel sections where this grade separated crossing can be established
relatively easy.
East of Skillingfors the line runs into a short tunnel before being given a surface section of around 10 km in the
direction of Åmotsfors. After a tunnel of just under 3 km under Hallebergen the line will emerge onto the
surface just east of Skarbøl. Then the track passes to the west of Lake Askesjön and will not enter the built‐up
area of Åmotfors.
The line continues into a tunnel around 3 km long under Tannerudshöjden before coming to Ottebol. Here the
new line enters the same corridor as the existing line and the standard thereby changes from alternative D1 to
alternative 2* according to the design criteria. It may however be possible to increase design speed up to
Arvika to 330 km/h. From Ottebol to Karlstad the surface line is replaced by a new double track, and the design
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speed will be 250 km/h. At Ottebol the existing line from Charlottenberg will link up with the new double track.
On to Arvika the new line follows the same corridor as the existing line.

Figure 31: Arvika station
Arvika - Karlstad
The new double track will follow the existing line through Arvika. Arvika station can be retained but some
reconstruction on existing station will be needed. In the eastern part of Arvika the new double track will lead to
some encroachments on existing roads and built‐up areas.
Westwards from Arvika the same corridor will be followed as does the current line up to Edane. A tunnel of 1
km or so must be established due west of Edane, which will have a local train station in the same area as the
existing station. After Edane the line goes into a tunnel of around 4 km before crossing Lake Värmeln on a
bridge of approx. 900 m.
On towards Karlstad the proposed route is up to 3 km further to the north‐east than the existing line. The new
planned route is located north of Lake Sävaln, in contrast to the current line which runs south of the lake. This
has been chosen to minimise the conflicts with the existing line, national road 61 and the village of Högboda.
Between Brunsberg and Lene there will be four tunnels totalling around 7.5 km. On a section of around 10 km
in length in the area around Lene the new route will run parallel to a high‐tension route.
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Figure 32: Proposed aIignment south of Kil

In addition the proposed route passes through Fagerås along the same route as the existing line. The current
location of the station in Fagerås can be retained. In addition it has been proposed that the new line should be
located south of Kil station and town. It would not be possible to establish a route within Kil station today with
a design speed of 250 km/h. South of Kil the new route is located south of and parallel to national road 61 up
to Hynboholm.
From Hynboholm to Skåre the new double track will be located positioned close to the current line. From Skåre
to Råtorp the geometric requirements will lead to the new line deviating from the existing line. From Råtorp in
to Karlstad the current line will be expanded from single track to double track.
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8.2

ALIGNMENT DESIGN

Speed profile
The figure below shows the maximum speed between Lillestrøm and Karlstad based on proposed track
geometry.

Figure 33: Speed profile Lillestrøm - Karlstad

Alternative D will be designed for a speed of 330 km/h in Norway and 250 km/h from the meeting with the
existing line in Sweden. Around 96 % of the route fulfils the design speed requirement.
From Lillestrøm the Gardermoen Line is used 2.0 km to the north before the new line branches off. The speed
on the Gardermoen Line on this section will be 160 km/h, the grade separated branch line has been designed
for a maximum speed of 140 km/h. After the branch line the design speed is 330 km/h up to where the new
line meets the existing line just north of Arvika. From here the design speed is 250 km/h up to Karlstad. The last
1.5 km in to Karlstad follows the existing line and will have a maximum speed of 110 km/h on the basis of track
geometry requirements.
Vertical alignment
The gradient will be as per the requirements for alternative D1, 12.5 ‰ in Norway, 10.0‰ in Sweden. The
longest section with a 12.5 ‰ gradient in Norway will be around 12 km, in Sweden the longest section with 10
‰ will be around 5 km.
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Existing line/connections to other lines

Figure 34: Schematic track plan Lillestrøm – Karlstad with existing and new line

Use of existing line
In alternative D the new line will not replace the existing line, but will be in addition to it. The Kongsvinger Line
is retained from Lillestrøm up to Ottebol, approx. 10 km before coming to Arvika. Between Arvika and Karlstad
the existing line will be replaced with a new line whenever possible. The existing line between Lillestrøm and
Ottebol is 147 km.
It is recommended that freight trains from Alnabru to Karlstad will use the Kongsvinger Line from Lillestrøm to
the crossing between the new double track and the existing Kongsvinger Line north of Fetsund as this will give
the best total system capacity. In the future new operating schedules for local traffic in Oslo it is suggested to
operate two passenger trains an hour on the Kongsvinger Line in adition to the freight trains to Kongsvinger.
Assuming one freight train per hour in each direction, the total for both directions will be four trains per hour.
This will be an acceptable utilization of the capacity.
Alternatively freight trains would have to be routed via the Hovedbanen line between Lillestrøm and the
branch‐off to the new double track further north. The future new operating schedule suggests operating four
passenger trains per hour on the Hovedbanen line in addition to freight trains towards Eidsvoll. The total will
be around five trains per hour on a single track line. To increase traffic on this line further cannot be
recommended.
The suggested model means that the connection between the Hovedbanen Line and the new double track at
Leira will not be needed. However, this connection must be established if freight trains are to use the new
double track between Lillestrøm and Sørumsand, see Figure 28.
The new double track runs outside Kil station and town. The existing line (approx. 10 km) through Kil must
therefore be maintained in order to be able to serve Kil with passenger and freight trains.
Connections to other existing lines
At the branch line from the Gardermobanen Line it would also be possible to establish a link to the
Hovedbanen Line, but this link has not been included here. It is assumed that operating freight trains on the
Gardermobanen Line will not be pertinent and so as a replacement it has been proposed that a link between
the new and old lines should be established approx. 3 km north of Fetsund.
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Routing the freight trains from Alnabru to Sweden via Fetsund will benefit capacity on the Hovedbanen Line
meaning that it is unnecessary to establish the link between the Hovedbanen Line and the new double track
north of Åråsen.
The new double track will run outside Kil station. The existing line through Kil must therefore be retained in
order to serve Kil with passenger and freight trains and a connection has been proposed between the existing
line (Värmland Line) and the new double track north‐west and south‐east of Kil.
In addition a connection may be established between the new double track and the line between Kil and
Öxnered (the Vänern Line). In this way it will be possible to run direct Kongsvinger – Gothenburg trains without
reversing the train in Kil. Alternatively, trains can be operated between Karlstad and Gothenburg without
passing within Kil station; this option will slightly shorten the line compared to if it passes through Kil. A
connection of this type has not been included in the projected solution however.

Necessary measures at stations
Stations at Lillestrøm and Karlstad are assumed to have sufficient capacity to accommodate high speed trains.
No alteration is therefore proposed.
Arvika station will keep the present location, but some upgrades need to be anticipated to get a functional
operating schedule both technically and to the public. At Arvika the track geometry tolerate trains to pass at
250 km/h. For safety reasons there must probably be built a physical separator between passengers at the
platform and the trains passing at high speed.
All other smaller stations along the new line must be rebuilt or moved. There will be a common standard with
two tracks and two outside platforms. If passing trains have speeds of 200 km/h or more, it must probably be
built a physical wall, or other separator between passengers at the station and trains passing at high speed.
It will be possible to build a station at Bjørkelangen in order to serve local traffic.

8.3

FOUNDATION BASE, TUNNELS AND STRUCTURES

The open sections
Ground conditions and geotechnical measures
North of Lillestrøm the ground consists of deep marine clay deposits. In this area extensive geotechnical
measures will be required when a level‐free crossing between the Hovedbanen Line and the branch line
to/from the Gardermoen Line is built.
At the crossing of the Leira watercourse there are river deposits which largely make a good foundation for
building. The river deposits change to marine deposits with little deapth eastwards towards the tunnel
entrance at Asak Vestre. At the crossing over the Glomma there are river deposits on the west side, while there
are also clay deposits on the east side.
The surface zone south and west of Aursmoen runs through clay areas between the mountain ridges.
Eastwards towards Bjørkelangen the line enters a tunnel that is covered to a certain extent by thin moraine.
The valley stretch north of Bjørkelangen consists of clay and in places marshland in a flat area where a high
groundwater table can be expected. Here extensive geotechnical measures must be expected in parts of the
open section because the line has slab track.
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Further east towards the national border there is rock to a large extent with little loose soil. From the national
border the track runs mainly on bare rock, with elements of moraine and peat. West of Lake Hugn it passes
some fairly large areas of clay deposits.
The ground conditions between Åmotfors and Fagerås consist primarily either of surface rock or rock partially
covered with clay or moraine. The ground consists of silt or clay with transition then to friction materials from
Fagerås to the south‐east of Kil. When the line approaches Karlstad the rock is located close to or on the
surface and is partially covered by clay, silt or moraine.
The proposed line is located in some places on a level with the existing terrain and there will be less of a
requirement here for geotechnical measures. Some sections have more undulating terrain, ravine areas etc. in
which it is necessary to have fairly large cuttings and/or embankments. In these areas there will be a need for
further geotechnical measures to guarantee that the track is sufficiently stable and settlement‐free ‐ this
applies in particular where there is slab track. On marshy sections soil must be replaced, ground reinforcement
or piling must be undertaken to ensure sufficient stability for the railway.
In Norway the open line sections largely run through undulating mountain areas where the majority of the
section runs in rock tunnels or rock cuttings. In Sweden bare rock is also dominant, but with a flatter
topography. It is estimated that there would be a need for extensive ground reinforcement or piling on approx.
6 km of the line's length.
Other conditions in the surface sections
On the Norwegian side the line runs between Lillestrøm and Karlstad largely outside villages and built‐up areas,
while on the Swedish side the line runs largely through towns and villages where there will be conflict with
existing buildings. This cannot be avoided since it will be important to maintain existing stations or build new
ones where people live. The rigid curvature and the fact that the line is expanded to double track, makes it
difficult/impossible to adhere to the existing line.
Along the surface sections in several places there are level crossings with roads of varying size. These will be
replaced by level‐free crossings above or below the new line. On the agricultural sections and otherwise it is
assumed that many of today's level crossings will be gathered into fewer level‐free crossings since parallel
connecting roads will be built.
In some open sections there are long and deep cuttings into the rock. These may produce a large surplus of
blasted rock spoil together with surplus spoil from tunnels. The spoil can be used as embankment mass, but
disposal areas must also be found alongside the planned route. In particular there will be a great surplus of
spoil on the Norwegian side of the national border.
Where there are short distances between the tunnels the tracks will be located a certain distance from one
another before/after the tunnel entrance because the line has a rigid curvature. This occupies larger areas than
a normal double‐track section. This is the case at several points on the section, in particular on the section
between Arvika and Kil.
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The tunnel sections
Ground conditions
The planned routes go through bedrock consisting of older basement rock, granitic and mica rich gneisses on
the Norwegian side of the border, and gneisses and older sandstone formations on the Swedish side of the
border. The quality of the rock mass is generally expected to be good, but there may be areas with a higher
degree of weathering and surface rock zones, in addition to local and regional weakness zones.
The first long tunnel after Lillestrøm will probably cross some fairly large regional weakness zones, and some
challenging rock mass conditions can be expected at these crossings. The rock overburden along this tunnel will
be good, however, and the challenges at the pertinent cross‐sections for the tunnels are expected to be
resolved by conventional means.
After crossing the Glomma, south of Sørumsand, the route follows a relatively straight line towards the
Swedish border, and on to Karlstad. In general little loose soil is to be expected in the areas that the route
follows, while in general the route will also avoid built‐up areas. For the tunnels along this part of the section
relatively good rock conditions may be expected, and to a large extent it will be possible to establish the
tunnels normally with good overburden. With the exception of passing some individual locations and regional
weakness zones, the tunnels along this section are expected to have average to low degrees of difficulty.
Along the proposed route no particularly unfavourable tunnel sections have been identified. Nevertheless
focus ought to be directed mainly on making tunnels watertight, in order to avoid environmental problems
linked to surface water drainage.
Other conditions at the tunnels
The most important conditions with regard to the degree of difficulty and costs are linked to the ground
conditions, but largely also to the location of the tunnel. Shallow tunnels often have poorer rock masses than
tunnels which go deeper. Similarly proximity to built‐up areas will involve restrictions in respect of operating
hours and will therefore be cost demanding. Strict specifications for watertightness require time and are
therefore also expensive.
On the Lillestrøm – Karlstad section according to alternative D few or none of the tunnels will be particularly
demanding in that respect. The most demanding thing at any of the tunnels will be the strict requirement for
watertightness such as that for the tunnel closest to Lillestrøm.
Structures
On the section between Lillestrøm and Karlstad there are some larger structures, but it is mainly a matter of
fairly small structures such as railway bridges, road culverts, railway culverts and pedestrian under‐ and
overpasses.
The biggest railway bridges will be those crossing the Leira (950 m), the Glomma (1300 m), the lakes of Edssjön
(2000 m) and Värmeln (950 m). The bridge at Edssjön will be especially challenging since it will be built up to 70
m over the surface of the water. Among the other slightly heavier concrete structures are several medium‐
length bridges west of Åmotsfors. The crossing over the river Noreelven can be expected to be approx. 500
metres long.
Over the Leira and Glomma the bridges cross at places where the water is shallow. The natural solution would
be to limit the bridge spans to 40 ‐ 50 metres. An assessment ought to be made as to whether the underlying
supporting structure ought to be built as a steel or concrete box bridge. Another relevant type of bridge would
be a steel truss bridge.
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The bridge beside lake Edssjön ought to be made with relatively large spans because it is located high above
the terrain. At the same time it is important to select a type of bridge that does not stand out as a heavy and
dominant structure. For that reason it would be pertinent to evaluate types of bridge other than beam bridges;
for example arch or underlying truss bridges.
Across Lake Värmeln the right solution would probably be to choose a concrete beam bridge with small spans,
a maximum of 20 metres. The bridge will be close to an existing embankment, relatively low over the surface of
the water.

8.4

CONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAFFIC-RELATED
CONSEQUENCES

Lillestrøm - National Border
The line from Lillestrøm to Karlstad branches off from the Gardermoen Line north of Lillestrøm and continues
eastwards on a bridge over the River Leira. A grade separated crossing has been proposed in which the line
branches off from the Gardermoen Line, which means that the Hovedbanen Line will have to be moved
eastwards to make room for the new tracks, cuttings, embankments and necessary concrete structures.
The construction work in this area will have to be executed in stages and stage and phase plans will have to be
drawn up for the traffic reorganisation that this will involve. It is assumed that the traffic on the Hovedbanen
Line and the Gardermoen Line will not be obstructed except for a few minor connections.
The crossing of the Leira will primarily be a challenge in that minimum possible area will have to be used in the
construction period and the construction and rigging sites secured against emissions and pollution during the
construction period.
For the tunnel between Asak Vestre and Glomma there must be ensured that the ground water table is
maintained in relation to vulnerable areas above the tunnel. Normally this should not present any special
difficulties.
The crossing of the Glomma represents a construction challenge because the construction work will have to be
done in and beside the river. The construction challenges must however be viewed as moderate.
On the section further east towards Aurskog and Bjørkelangen the line enters tunnels and open sections in
sparsely populated areas. The tunnels are not particularly long and neither are there many areas of particular
natural importance above the tunnels to which extra consideration must be given. That means few restrictions
on construction operations and reasonable construction implementation. Past Bjørkelangen the line runs partly
across marshland, where geotechnical measures with known technology will be necessary.
National Border - Karlstad
Eastward from Bjørkelangen towards the national boundary and on to Edsjön the line runs through more
unpopulated areas. On this section it will be necessary to build some long construction roads in to the new
double track which will be located far from the nearest public road. Construction performance must therefore
take into account the fact that the contractors must have all of their materials, equipment and spare parts
stored and available at the site since deliveries to site will take time. It will be possible for construction
operations to be rationalised, but that requires the contractor to make arrangements for good soil logistics
since there will be few approach points in to the line.
Perhaps the greatest challenge on this entire section will be an approx. 2000 m long bridge that will cross high
above Edssjön lake. The bridge will tower approx. 70 m above the surface of the water at the most. At Edssjön
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and eastwards to Åmotfors access conditions will be significantly better. In places the line will run close to or
intersect with local roads. The construction works to be performed are simple and familiar tasks and there are
few external conditions to take into consideration, which means that construction performance will be fairly
uncomplicated. The exception is in a couple of places with fairly deep loose deposits and where there will be a
need for geotechnical measures.
From Åmotfors up to Arvika there are few or no particular construction challenges apart from those revolving
around the proximity to the existing line where new and more rigid curvature requires a staged realignment of
the track in order to take care of existing rail traffic.
On the section from Arvika to Kil the new double track is located largely in virgin terrain and in places a good
distance away from the existing line. This implies easy performance of the construction work since the ground
conditions are not particularly poor or that no consideration has to be given to the external environment. Of
the challenges that can be mentioned in this subsection there are some marshy areas and a fairly large bridge
over Lake Värmeln.
At Kil there is a new line alongside the motorway, which crosses it twice. One road intersection is also affected.
Both the traffic at the junction and the crossing of the motorway will be fairly easily resolved in the provisional
phase.
The last section in to Karlstad follows the existing route where moderate challenges are assumed although the
line is to be built close to the existing line.
Summary
The section between Lillestrøm and Åmotfors is not suitable for staged development and must be developed as
a whole in order to utilise the development. The section between Åmotfors and Karlstad however is very
suitable for staged development. A large number of combinations of subsections are possible because the new
line is located close to the existing line.
Along the new line it is easy to find suitable rigging and construction sites. There are also simple access
conditions for most of the construction sites since it is a short distance from public roads to the new line. The
exception is a section east of Bjørkelangen where as previously mentioned there are few good access options.
None of the tunnels are so long as to make it seem relevant for construction methods other than drilling and
blasting to be used.
In summary the section between Lillestrøm and Karlstad in compliance with alternative D1 will have the biggest
construction challenges immediately after Lillestrøm and between Bjørkelangen and Edssjön. On the rest of the
route there are some moderate construction challenges, whereas the problems linked to implementing the
construction are mostly minor.
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8.5

CONSEQUENCES

Landscape
Description
Close to Lillestrøm the planned railway crosses open agricultural land and the meandering river Leira, an
important landscape feature. The river Glomma will be crossed in an open agricultural area. Eastwards towards
the national border the line goes through undulating, sparsely populated woodland, interrupted by agricultural
land at Bjørkelangen.
From the national border eastwards the landscape character alternates between closed, hilly forest landscape
and semi‐open agricultural land. Along the planned line there are large areas of marshland and medium‐sized
lakes. Between Lene and Karlstad the landscape opens again, characterised by large areas of open agricultural
land and a gentle terrain.

Figure 35: Landscape impacts, Lillestrøm - Bjørkelangen
Consequences
In Norway the entire railway line will go through new terrain with the exception of a short section close to
Lillestrøm. Large parts of the line will run through woodland with low visibility. In Sweden large sections will be
a new line, but some will also coincide with the existing line.
The crossing of the river Leira will divide the continous landscape and become a visual barrier. The historic
landscape around the Asak farms will lose some of its value due to its closeness to the new railway. The
crossing of the river Glomma could have a dominant and negative impact on the river landscape at Skårersand.
The agricultural landscape in this area has local value.
At Bjørkelangen the line is located outside the centre, but will nevertheless be highly visible and become a
visual barrier in the continuous and open cultivated landscape.
Through the small scale, hilly terrain from the national border to Lene there will be several large cuttings and
bridges. The railway line also touches on many large and small lakes which results in embankments in the shore
zone. This implies a moderately negative consequence.
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At Skillingsfors the landscape is moderately open. The bridge crossing over the valley and watercourse will be
both very long and tall. It will constitute a dominant landscape feature and a great visual barrier, which has
considerable effects on the landscape.
Through the open, flat agricultural landscape between Lene and Karlstad the line will mainly follow the existing
track with minimal impacts when it comes to cut and fill. The exception is a major cutting at Skåre. The line
layout is wider compared to existing tracks and will constitute a more substantial barrier, but the negative
consequences are assessed as minor.
The line is considered to have a small to moderately negative impact on landscape qualities. (‐/‐ ‐)
Cultural heritage and cultural environments
Known cultural places
Only a small number of cultural environments are registered on this section. There are some older, Sefrak‐
registered farm settlements / farm environments that will be affected to a larger or smaller extent by the
project.
Just east of Bjørkelangen is the industrial site of Eidsverket from 1765, with its principal building preserved
from approx. 1760 and the remains of a garden from the mid‐1800s. The line will run just north of this cultural
environment.
In Sweden the three most important cultural environments have been chosen for discussion. One is in the
parish of Skillingsmark, in the municipality of Eda in Värmland. Here there are collections of both prehistoric
and historic cultural heritage, and the area's value in terms of cultural history lies in its entirety and in the
interplay between the various cultural elements. Elsewhere there are two important cultural environments in
the parish of Köla, municipality of Eda.

Figure 36: Consequences on cultural heritages, Lillestrøm – National Border
Assessed potential
In the county of Akershus there are five particular areas that stand out as having the potential for finds of
cultural heritages for which automatic protection applies. These are at Skårer, Krokstad and Kinn in the
municipality of Fet, and Lomsnes and Aurskog in the municipality of Aurskog‐Høland. There have not
previously been any known automatically protected cultural heritages at any of these farms, but on the basis of
the countryside's topography it finds indicating traces of prehistoric culture might be expected here.
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In Sweden there are two areas with the potential for finds. Both of these are in the parish of Köla, in the
municipality of Eda in Värmland. Protected cultural heritages have been known in these areas before.
Consequences on cultural heritage and the cultural environment
Consequences on cultural heritage are assessed as being moderately negative (- -).

Natural environment
Existing situation
The bank zones for Leira and Tomtestilla are recorded as high‐value. At the point of crossing the river, Leira
creates a well‐developed meander system with the remnants of old river courses and oxbow lakes, with
peatland forest vegetation and contiguous belts of rich vegetation. Due east of the Leira the planned route
enters into a tunnel, going under sites of several types of natural environment which are evaluated as being
high‐value. The Kongsrudtjern nature reserve is located in the Municipalities of Skedsmo and Fet.
Kongsrudtjern is nutrient rich, with well‐developed vegetation. The area otherwise has a great diversity of
different types of vegetation and plants and very valuable amphibian and insect fauna including several
threatened and vulnerable species.
In the areas east of Glomma there are scattered localities for high‐value nature, a number of high‐value wildlife
areas and a few registrations of red‐listed species. East of Bjørkelangen is an INON area, i.e. intervention‐free
zone. Near the national border, where the planned route runs on a surface line, is Kutjernmosen, a large (more
than 50 decares) intact lowland raised bog.
The section from the national border to Karlstad via Arvika contains a number of small key biotopes, and
several localities mentioned as being of natural value (having value as natural areas, in a classification system
locations will be subdivided into categories of natural value) and nature protection agreements (a time‐limited
agreement between land owners and the Swedish Forest Agency concerning the conservation of valuable
localities). The key biotopes are mostly ancient deciduous and coniferous woodland with some dead wood.
Some are peatland forest and marshland, some coniferous forest on shallow soil. There are two nature
reserves on the section, Gullrosa's Mountain in the municipality of Eda, consisting of coniferous forest on
shallow soil, coniferous forest with a lot of old trees, and the Kil Ravines nature reserve, ravine forest south of
the town of Kil, south of national road 61 and the power line. There are two areas of high‐value marshland on
the section: Vida Slett immediately after passing the national border in the municipality of Eda, and
Kärrsmossen, mentioned under alternative 2*.
Consequences on the natural environment
The railway on a surface line over the Leira and Tomtestilla will probably mean encroachment on a
considerable scale in the river/oxbow lake system. The consequence is expected to be major. East of the Leira
the line enters a tunnel under the Kongsrudtjern nature reserve. The central parts of the area consist of tarns
and marsh, and it will be very important that the tunnel does not involve any drainage of the wetland areas or
any lowering of the groundwater table. The consequence can be major.
In parts, the bridge over the Glomma will affect localities of local importance (streams, natural pastureland).
The encroachment involves bridge piers and construction work, and the consequence may be minor or
moderate.
Between Glomma and Bjørkelangen there are several wildlife habitats, such as Vanakleivdalen in the
municipality of Sørum, Delingsrud‐Tævsjøen in Aurskog‐Høland as breeding areas for the black throated diver,
and the river Lierelva, north of Bjørkelangen where there is a stopover point for migrating whooper swans. All
of these areas are affected by the surface zones of the route. The route will go through natural areas, which are
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in part perceived as intact and relatively untouched. The scope of a railway line through the important wildlife
areas can be of major significance, particularly for Vanakleivdalen, where the surface line of the route is
relatively short between two tunnels. A lot of construction traffic may be involved, and disruption connected
with blasting.
The route enters a tunnel under an important location, Kanamåsan in Sørum, intact, open raised bog (probably
concentric) with registered black grouse lekking sites and green sandpiper. It is important that the tunnel does
not involve any drainage of the wetland areas.
East of Bjørkelangen there is a marshland area, Kutjernmosen, which will probably be reduced considerably as
a consequence of the railway.
In Sweden the route does not affect many localities of high importance, but some key biotopes and other
important habitats will be affected to a certain extent. The marshland area of Vida Slett in Eda, located near
the national border will be affected. The locality is assessed as Class 1 in the Swedish National Wetland
Inventory (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency), and is therefore of high importance. There may be
major negative conflict. No other major areas of natural importance will be affected.
The route will, for large sections, be a new element in a relatively natural landscape, and will therefore be
perceived as and form a barrier for small and large wildlife.
Consequences for the natural environment are assessed as being moderately negative (‐ ‐).
Natural resources
There is no information about waterworks in the planned route in Norway. No corresponding entries have
been retrieved in Sweden. The line does not affect any registered gravel resources in Norway. The
consequence is assessed as not being very negative. No corresponding data have been retrieved in Sweden.
The line affects some areas of cultivated land at Aursmoen and Bjørkelangen. In addition some fairly small
areas are affected in Sweden. Of the agricultural acreage a rough estimate has been made that 170,000 m2 will
be used up for the new construction project.
The consequences on natural resources are expected to be minor (‐).
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Local environment and outdoor activities
Walking tracks and other local environment facilities
In Norway the route will affect local outdoor pursuit areas around the conurbations along this section. The line
intersects a small number of paths. There are no registered sports facilities or illuminated jogging tracks in the
proposed routes. No corresponding entries have been retrieved in Sweden.
Affected buildings
For alternative D1 a total of 8 buildings will be affected. Of these six are houses and two are school buildings.
Korterud sawmill in Eda must give up parts of its property. Approved plans for expanding the business to the
south also exist.

Buildings in noise zones
For alternative D1 a total of 17 buildings in Akershus are within the noise zone. Of these 14 are homes, two are
school buildings and one a healthcare building.
The consequences on the local environment and outdoor pursuits are expected to be small/insignificant. (0)
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9

Lillestrøm – Karlstad Line, alternative D2

Figure 37: Overview map with the line for between Lillestrøm and Karlstad
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Main points
The Lillestrøm – Karlstad alternative D2 is part of the high speed line between Oslo and Stockholm. On the
section from Oslo to Lillestrøm the Gardermoen line will be used. The section Karlstad – Västerås is
described in chapter 15. From Västerås to Stockholm the high speed service will use the existing track.
Between Lillestrøm and Karlstad alignments for the two alternatives D1 and D2 have been studied. D1 is the
high speed line arranged for freight traffic, with a maximum gradient of 12.5 ‰. D2 has a maximum gradient
of 25 ‰ and has not been arranged for freight traffic. This chapter describes the alignment for alternative
D2.
As it is not designed for freight trains the alternative D2 can achieve the same speed even with steeper
gradients and somewhat sharper horizontal curvature compared to D1. Hence the alternative D2 may have a
more flexible alignment and therefore a lesser percentage of tunnels and bridges. To benefit from the more
flexible curvature D2 has been optimised on some sections. The maximum deviation however between the
two alignments is 200 m.
The line is 160 km long between Lillestrøm and Karlstad. It is planned to be double track and 330 km/h in
Norway and 250 km/h in Sweden, but with lower speeds in the vicinity of Lillestrøm, Arvika and Karlstad.
An important assumption for this alternative has been to find the most direct line possible to Arvika.
On the Swedish side the new line will be in the existing railway corridor on sections served by the current
railway system. To arrange for staged development, the line has been positioned close to the existing line
south of Åmotsfors.
From Arvika to Karlstad the route runs in almost the same corridor as the existing line, with the exception of
the section past Kil, in which the route has been run south of the centre because of the requirements for
track‐layout, but also to avoid altering the existing railway hub which Kil station constitutes today. Between
Arvika and Karlstad the route is identical to the proposed route for alternative C between Arvika and
Karlstad.
The greatest construction challenges are immediately after Lillestrøm and between Bjørkelangen and
Edssjön. On the rest of the route there are some moderate construction challenges, whereas the problems
linked to implementing the construction are mostly minor.
The greatest challenges with regard to the countryside and natural environment on the section will be at the
crossings of the rivers Leira and Glomma, and Lake Bjørkelangen. In addition there are landscape challenges
linked to major terrain encroachments and encroachments along lakes and rivers, especially a high bridge
crossing over an area of valuable landscape at Skillingsfors. Consequences on the cultural environment are
linked in particular to the locations of Skillingmark, Adolfsfors, Brunsberg and Skåre.
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9.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE LINE

General
The route for alternative D2 between Lillestrøm and Karlstad runs straight from Lillestrøm to Arvika. From
Arvika to Karlstad the route runs along the same corridor as the existing line. Between Arvika and Karlstad the
route is identical to the proposed route for alternative 2* between Arvika and Karlstad.
Between Lillestrøm and Arvika both alternative D1 and D2 have been studied, the route for alternative D1 is
described in a separate chapter. Since the route for D2 can have a greater gradient than D1 this route will have
fewer tunnels and bridges than the route for alternative D1.
A new route for alternative D2 is shown in drawing B‐141 ‐ B‐143, see appendix 1. See chapter 4.3 for design
criteria for alternative D1.
The table below shows principal data for the new line between Lillestrøm and Karlstad. The table shows only
sections that have to be built new, the existing line between Lillestrøm and Åråsen has not been included.

Section

Length
(km)

Tunnel
(km)

Tunnel
(%)

Viaduct
(km)

Viaduct
(%)

Gradient
(o/oo)

Speed
(km/h)

Lillestrøm –
Arvika

97

27

28

7

7

35,0

330

Arvika Karlstad

63

13

20

3

5

10,0

330

Lillestrøm Karlstad

160

40

25

10

6

35,0/10,0

250

Table 1: Principal data for the line

The distance from Oslo to the branch‐off from the Gardermoen Line north of Lillestrøm is 20 km. New line
between Karlstad and Västerås will be 202 km. The existing line from Västerås to Stockholm is 107 km; giving a
total length of 489 km for the new high speed line between Oslo and Stockholm. Compared to the existing line
of 570 km, the new line will be 81 km shorter, a shortening of about 14%.
Lillestrøm - Arvika
Alternative D2 may have a greater gradient than D1, and some tighter horizontal curves than D1 in order to
achieve the same speed. To exploit the fact that alternative D2 may have a more flexible track layout and
thereby a small number of tunnels and bridges, the route for D2 has been optimised in some places in relation
to D1. The greatest sideways deviation between the routes however is a maximum of 200 m.
The new route will branch off the Gardermoen Line 2.0 km north of Lillestrøm and turn south‐eastwards
towards Arvika. Today's Kongsvinger line branches off from the Hovedbanen Line/Gardermoen Line at
Lillestrøm.
The branch line just north of Lillestrøm also requires a minor realignment of the Hovedbanen Line. The route
continues directly south‐east and runs on a long bridge over the River Leira before the route enters a tunnel 4.5
km in length. After the tunnel the line runs on a bridge approx. 1200 metres long over the Glomma and passes
the Kongsvinger Line approximately midway between Fetsund and Sørumsand.
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After having passed Glomma the line continues in the direction of Bjørkelangen. First a surface zone of barely 3
km before the line then continues to the east through three tunnels, the longest at 3 km under Våråsen. After
that the line has a surface zone of around 8 km in length south of Aurskog before a 4.8 km long tunnel conducts
the line on to Bjørkelangen.
The line passes just north of the built‐up area at Bjørkelangen. Here it will be possible to establish a station
close to the town centre if there proves to be a reason for stopping some of the trains here.
Just east of Bjørkelangen the line enters a 3.1 km tunnel before the line has a surface zone of 4 km or so. On
this surface zone there is also a bridge of around 500 m in length and 40 m in height in the area beside
Fagermåsan.
After two short tunnels the line passes over road Fv 21 and after a further 5 km crosses the national border. As
D1 the line will pass just south of Skillingmark, but the bridge over Lake Edssjön will be shorter and lower than
in alternative D1, approx. 1700 m long and at a height of up to 30 m above the terrain.
Due to right‐hand operation on the double track in Norway while it is left‐hand operation in Sweden will need a
grade separated crossing close to the border in order to avoid an at‐grade crossing. As tunnels will be separate
for each direction, there are several tunnel sections where this grade separated crossing can be established
relatively easy.
East of Skillingfors the line runs into a short tunnel followed by a surface section of around 10 km in length in
the direction of Åmotsfors. After a 1.7 km tunnel under Hallebergen the line will emerge into the open just
west of Skarbøl. Then the route passes to the west of Lake Askesjön and will not enter the built‐up area of
Åmotfors.
The line continues into a tunnel of around 3 km in length under Tannerudshöjden before coming to Ottebol.
Here the new line enters the same corridor as the existing line and the standard thereby changes from
alternative D2 to alternative 2* according to the design criteria. It may however be possible to increase design
speed up to Arvika to 330 km/h. From Ottebol to Karlstad the surface line is replaced by a new double track,
and the design speed will be 250 km/h. At Ottebol the existing line from Charlottenberg will link up with the
new double track. On to Arvika the new line follows the same corridor as the existing line.

Arvika - Karlstad
The new double track will follow the existing line through Arvika. Arvika station can be retained but some
reconstruction on existing station will be needed. In the eastern part of Arvika the new double track will lead to
some encroachments on existing roads and built‐up areas.
Eastwards from Arvika the same corridor will be followed as does the current line up to Edane. A tunnel of 1 km
or so must be established due west of Edane, which will have a local train station in the same area as the
existing station. After Edane the line goes into a tunnel of around 4 km before crossing Lake Värmeln on a
bridge of approx. 900 m.
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Figure 38: Edane - Värmeln
On towards Karlstad the proposed route is up to 3 km further to the north‐east than the existing line. The new
planned route is located north of Lake Sävaln, in contrast to the current line which runs south of the lake. This
has been chosen to minimise the conflicts with the existing line, national road 61 and the village of Högboda.
Between Brunsberg and Lene there will be four tunnels totalling around 7.5 km. On a section of around 10 km
in length in the area around Lene the new route will run parallel to a high‐tension route.
In addition the proposed route passes through Fagerås along the same route as the existing line. The current
location of the station in Fagerås can be retained. In addition it has been proposed that the new line should be
located south of Kil station and town. It would not be possible to establish a route within Kil station today with
a design speed of 250 km/h. South of Kil the new route is located south of and parallel to national road 61 up
to Hynboholm.
From Hynboholm to Skåre the new double track will be positioned close to the current line. From Skåre to
Råtorp the geometric requirements will lead to the new line deviating from the existing line. From Råtorp in to
Karlstad the current line will be expanded from single track to double track.
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9.2

ALIGNMENT DESIGN

Speed profile
The figure below shows the maximum speed between Lillestrøm and Karlstad based on proposed track
geometry.

Figure 39: Speed profile Lillestrøm - Karlstad

Alternative D2 will be designed for a speed of 330 km/h in Norway and 250 km/h from the meeting with the
existing line in Sweden. Around 96 % of the route fulfils the design speed requirement.
From Lillestrøm the Gardermoen Line is used 2.0 km to the north before the new line branches off. The speed
on the Gardermoen Line on this section will be 160 km/h, the grade separated branch line has been designed
for a maximum speed of 140 km/h. After the branch line the design speed is 330 km/h up to where the new
line meets the existing line just north of Arvika. From here the design speed is 250 km/h up to Karlstad. The last
1.5 km in to Karlstad follows the existing line and will have a maximum speed of 110 km/h on the basis of track
geometry requirements.

Vertical geometry
The biggest gradient in relation to the requirements for alternative D2, will be 25.0 ‰ (35.0 ‰) in Norway and
up to the existing line in Sweden. Otherwise in Sweden 10.0 ‰ gradient. The longest section with a 35.0 ‰
gradient in Norway is around 1 km, in Sweden the longest section with 10 ‰ is around 5 km.
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Existing line/connections to other lines

Figure 40: Schematic track plan Lillestrøm – Karlstad with existing and new line

Use of existing line
In alternative D2 the new line will not replace the existing line, but will be in addition to it. The Kongsvinger
Line is retained from Lillestrøm up to Ottebol, approx. 10 km before coming to Arvika. Between Arvika and
Karlstad the existing line will be replaced with a new line whenever possible. The existing line between
Lillestrøm and Ottebol is 147 km.
The new double track will run outside Kil station and town. The existing line (approx. 10 km) through Kil must
therefore be maintained in order to be able to serve Kil with passenger and freight trains.
Connections to other existing lines
At the branch line from the Gardermoen Line it would also be possible to establish a link to the Hovedbanen
Line, but this link has not been included in this round.
The new double track will run outside Kil station. The existing line through Kil must therefore be retained in
order to serve Kil with passenger and freight trains and a connection has been proposed between the existing
line (Värmland Line) and the new double track north‐west and south‐east of Kil.
In addition a connection may be established between the new double track and the line between Kil and
Öxnered (the Vänern Line). In this way it will be possible to run direct Kongsvinger – Gothenburg trains without
reversing the train in Kil. Alternatively, trains can be operated between Karlstad and Gothenburg without
passing within Kil station; this option will slightly shorten the line compared to if it passes through Kil. A
connection of this type has not been included in the projected solution however.

Necessary measures at stations
Stations at Lillestrøm and Karlstad are assumed to have sufficient capacity to accommodate high speed trains.
No alteration is therefore proposed.
Arvika station will keep the present location, but some upgrades need to be anticipated to get a functional
operating schedule both technically and to the public. At Arvika the track geometry tolerate trains to pass at
250 km/h. For safety reasons there must probably be built a physical separator between passengers at the
platform and the trains passing at high speed.
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All other smaller stations along the new line must be rebuilt or moved. There will be a common standard with
two tracks and two outside platforms. If passing trains have speeds of 200 km/h or more, it must probably be
built a physical wall, or other separator between passengers at the station and trains passing at high speed.
It would be possible to build a station at Bjørkelangen in order to serve local traffic.

9.3

FOUNDATION BASE, TUNNELS AND STRUCTURES

The open sections
Ground conditions and geotechnical measures
North of Lillestrøm the ground consists of deep marine clay deposits. In this area extensive geotechnical
measures will be required when a level‐free crossing between the Hovedbanen Line and the branch line
to/from the Gardermoen Line is built.
At the crossing of the Leira watercourse there are river deposits which largely make a good foundation for
building. The river deposits change to marine deposits with little depth eastwards towards the tunnel entrance
at Asak Vestre. At the crossing over the Glomma there are river deposits on the west side, while there are also
clay deposits on the east side.
The surface zone south and west of Aursmoen runs through clay areas between the mountain ridges.
Eastwards towards Bjørkelangen the line enters a tunnel that is covered to a certain extent by thin moraine.
The valley stretch north of Bjørkelangen consists of clay and in places marshland in a flat area where a high
groundwater table can be expected. Here extensive geotechnical measures must be expected in parts of the
surface section because the line has slab track.
Further east towards the national border there is rock to a large extent with little loose deposits. From the
national border the track runs principally on bare rock, with elements of moraine and peat. West of Lake Hugn
it passes some fairly large areas of clay deposits.
The ground conditions between Åmotfors and Fagerås consists primarily either of surface rock or rock partially
covered with clay or moraine. The ground consists of silt or clay with a transition then to friction materials from
Fagerås to the south‐east of Kil. When the line approaches Karlstad the rock is located close to or on the
surface and is partially covered by clay, silt or moraine.
The proposed line is located in some places on a level with the existing terrain and there will be less of a
requirement here for geotechnical measures. Some sections have more undulating terrain, ravine areas etc. in
which it is necessary to have fairly large cuttings and/or embankments. In these areas there will be a need for
further geotechnical measures to guarantee that the track is sufficiently stable and settlement‐free ‐ this
applies in particular where there is slab track. On marshy sections soil must be replaced, ground reinforcement
or piling must be undertaken to ensure sufficient stability for the railway.
In Norway the open sections largely run through undulating rocky areas where the majority of the section runs
in rock tunnels or rock cuttings. In Sweden bare rock is also dominant, but with a flatter topography. It is
estimated that there would be a need for extensive ground reinforcement or piling on approx. 6 km of the
line's length.
Other conditions in the surface sections
On the Norwegian side the line runs between Lillestrøm and Karlstad largely outside villages and built‐up areas,
while on the Swedish side the line runs largely through towns and villages where there will be conflict with
existing buildings. This cannot be avoided since it will be important to maintain existing stations or build new
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ones where people live. The rigid curvature and the fact that the line is expanded to double track, makes it
difficult/impossible to adhere to the existing line.
Along the open sections in several places there are level crossings with roads of varying size. These will be
replaced by level‐free crossings above or below the new line. On the agricultural sections and otherwise it is
assumed that many of today's level crossings will be gathered into fewer level‐free crossings since parallel
connecting roads will be built.
In some open sections there are long and deep cuttings into the rock. These may produce a large surplus of
blasted rock spoil together with surplus spoil from tunnels. The spoil can be used as embankment mass, but
disposal areas must also be found alongside the planned route. In particular there will be a great surplus of
spoil on the Norwegian side of the national border.
Where there are short distances between the tunnels the tracks will be located a certain distance from one
another before/after the tunnel portal because the line has a rigid curvature. This occupies larger areas than a
normal double‐track section. This is the case at several places on the section, in particular on the section
between Arvika and Kil.
The tunnel sections
Ground conditions
The planned route runs through bedrock consisting of older basement rock, granitic and mica rich gneisses on
the Norwegian side of the border, and gneisses and older sandstone formations on the Swedish side of the
border. The quality of the rock mass is generally expected to be good, but there may be areas with a higher
degree of weathering and surface rock zones, in addition to local and regional weakness zones.
The first long tunnel after Lillestrøm will probably cross some fairly large regional dislocation zones, and some
challenging rock mass conditions can be expected at these crossings. The rock overburden along this tunnel will
be good, however, and the challenges at the pertinent cross‐sections for the tunnels are expected to be
resolved by conventional means.
After crossing the Glomma, south of Sørumsand, the route follows a relatively straight line towards the
Swedish border, and on to Karlstad. In general little loose soil is to be expected in the areas that the route
follows, while in general the route will also avoid built‐up areas. For the tunnels along this part of the section
relatively good rock conditions may be expected, and to a large extent it will be possible to establish the
tunnels normally with good overburden. With the exception of passing some individual locations and regional
dislocation zones, the tunnels along this section are expected to have average to low degrees of difficulty.
Along the proposed route no particularly unfavourable tunnel sections have been identified. Nevertheless
focus ought to be directed mainly on making tunnels watertight, in order to avoid environmental problems
linked to surface water drainage.
Other conditions at the tunnels
The most important conditions with regard to the degree of difficulty and costs are linked to the ground
conditions, but largely also to the location of the tunnel. Shallow tunnels often have poorer rock quality than
tunnels which go deeper. Similarly proximity to built‐up areas will involve restrictions in respect of operating
hours and will therefore be cost demanding. Strict specifications for watertightness and sealing require time
and are therefore also expensive.
On the Lillestrøm – Karlstad section according to alternative D2 there are few or none of the tunnels that are
particularly demanding in that respect. The most demanding thing at any of the tunnels will be the strict
requirement for watertight sealing such as that for the tunnel closest to Lillestrøm.
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Structures
On the section between Lillestrøm and Karlstad there are some larger structures, but it is mainly a matter of
fairly small structures such as railway bridges, road culverts, railway culverts and pedestrian under‐ and
overpasses.
The biggest railway bridges will be those crossing the Leira (950 m), the Glomma (1300 m), crossing over the
lakes of Edssjön (1700 m) and Värmeln (950 m). The bridge at Edssjön will be especially challenging since it will
be built high over the surface of the water. Among the other slightly heavier concrete structures are several
medium‐length bridges west of Åmotsfors. The crossing over the river Noreelven can be expected to be approx.
500 metres long.
Over the Leira and Glomma the bridges cross at places where the water is shallow. The natural thing would be
to limit the bridge spans to 40 ‐ 50 metres. An assessment ought to be made as to whether the underlying
supporting structure ought to be built as a steel or concrete box bridge. Another relevant type of bridge would
be a steel truss bridge.
The bridge beside the lake Edssjön ought to be made with relatively large spans because it is located high
above the terrain. At the same time it is important to select a type of bridge that does not stand out as a heavy
and dominant structure. For that reason it would be pertinent to evaluate types of bridge other than beam
bridges; for example arch or underlying truss bridges.
Across Lake Värmeln the right solution would probably be to choose a concrete beam bridge with small spans,
a maximum of 20 metres. The bridge will be close to an existing embankment, relatively low over the surface of
the water.
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9.4

CONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAFFIC-RELATED
CONSEQUENCES

Lillestrøm - National Border
The line from Lillestrøm to Karlstad branches off from the Gardermoen Line north of Lillestrøm and continues
eastwards on a bridge over the River Leira. A grade‐separated crossing has been proposed in which the line
branches off from the Gardermoen Line, which means that the Hovedbanen Line will have to be moved
eastwards to make room for the new tracks, cuttings, embankments and necessary concrete structures.
The construction work in this area will have to be executed in stages and stage and phase plans will have to be
drawn up for the traffic reorganisation that this will involve. It is assumed that the traffic on the Hovedbanen
Line and the Gardermoen Line will not be obstructed except for a few minor connections.
The crossing of the Leira will primarily be a challenge in that the minimum possible area has to be requisitioned
in the construction period and the construction and rigging sites have to be secured against emissions and
pollution.
For the tunnel between Asak Vestre and Glomma there must be assurance that the ground water table is
maintained in relation to vulnerable areas above the tunnel. Normally this should not present any special
difficulties.
The crossing of the Glomma represents a construction challenge because the construction work will have to be
done in and beside the river. The construction challenge must however be viewed as being moderate.
On the section further east towards Aurskog and Bjørkelangen the line enters tunnels and open zones in
sparsely populated areas. The tunnels are not particularly long and neither are there many areas of particular
natural importance above the tunnels to which extra consideration must be given. That means few restrictions
on construction operations and reasonable construction implementation. Past Bjørkelangen the line runs partly
across marshland, where geotechnical measures with known technology will be necessary.
Eastward from Bjørkelangen towards the national boundary and on to Edsjön the line runs through more
unpopulated areas. On this section it will be necessary to build some long construction roads in to the new
double track because in parts it will be located far from the nearest public road. Construction performance on
the section must therefore be characterised by the contractor having to have all of the materials, equipment,
spare parts stored and available at the site since deliveries to site will take time. It will be possible for
construction operations to be efficient, but that requires the contractor to make arrangements for good mass
logistics since there will be few approach points in to the line.
National Border - Karlstad
Perhaps the greatest challenge on this entire section will be an approx. 2000 m long bridge that will cross high
above Edssjön Lake. The bridge will extend up to 30 m. above the surface of the water at the most. At Edssjön
and further eastwards to Åmotfors access conditions will be significantly better. In places the line will run close
to or cross over or under local roads. The construction works that are to be performed are simple and familiar
tasks, and there are few external conditions to take into consideration. This means that construction
performance will not be very complicated. The exception is in a couple of places where there is a fairly deep
layer of loose soil and where there will be a need for geotechnical measures.
The line passes outside Åmotfors but crosses over Askesjön. There is a power station here which will have to be
taken into consideration during the construction work.
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From Åmotfors up to Arvika there are few or no particular construction challenges apart from those revolving
around the proximity to the existing line where new and more rigid curvature requires a staged realignment of
the track in order to take care of existing rail traffic.
On the section from Arvika to Kil the new double track will be located largely outside built‐up areas and in
places a good distance away from the existing line. This implies easy performance of the construction work
since the ground conditions are not particularly poor or that no consideration has to be given to the external
environment. Of the challenges that can be mentioned in this subsection there are some marshy areas and a
fairly large bridge over Lake Värmeln.
At Kil there is a new line alongside the motorway, crossing the road twice. One road intersection is also
affected. Both the traffic at the junction and the crossing of the motorway will be fairly easily resolved in the
provisional phase.
The last section in to Karlstad follows the existing route where moderate challenges are assumed although the
new line is to be built close to the existing line.
Summary
The section between Lillestrøm and Åmotfors is not suitable for staged development and must be developed as
a whole in order to utilise the development. The section between Åmotfors and Karlstad however is very
suitable for staged development. A large number of combinations of subsections are possible because the new
line is located close to the existing line.
Along the new line it is easy to find suitable rigging and construction sites. There are also simple access
conditions for most of the construction sites since it is a short distance from public roads to the new line. The
exception is a section east of Bjørkelangen where as previously mentioned there are few good access options.
On this section none of the tunnels are so long as to make any excavation methods other than drilling and
blasting appear relevant.
In summary the section between Lillestrøm and Karlstad in compliance with alternative D2 will have the biggest
construction challenges immediately after Lillestrøm and between Bjørkelangen and Edssjön. On the rest of the
route there are some moderate construction challenges, whereas the problems linked to implementing the
construction are mostly minor.

9.5

CONSEQUENCES

Landscape
Description
Close to Lillestrøm the planned railway crosses open agricultural land and the meandering river Leira, an
important landscape feature. The river Glomma will be crossed in an open agricultural area. Eastwards towards
the national border the line goes through undulating, sparsely populated woodland, interrupted by agricultural
land at Bjørkelangen.
From the national border eastwards the landscape character alternates between closed, hilly forest landscape
and semi‐open agricultural land. Along the planned line there are large areas of marshland and medium‐sized
lakes. Between Lene and Karlstad the landscape opens again, characterised by large areas of open agricultural
land and a gentle terrain.
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Consequences
In Norway the entire railway line will go through new terrain with the exception of a short section close to
Lillestrøm. Large parts of the line will run through woodland with low visibility. In Sweden large sections will be
a new line, but some will also coincide with the existing line.
The crossing of the river Leira will divide the continous landscape and become a visual barrier. The historic
landscape around the Asak farms will lose some of its value due to its closeness to the new railway. The
crossing of the river Glomma could have a dominant and negative impact on the river landscape at Skårersand.
The agricultural landscape in this area has local value.
At Bjørkelangen the line is located outside the centre, but will nevertheless be highly visible and become a
visual barrier in the continuous and open cultivated landscape.
Through the small scale, hilly terrain from the national border to Lene there will be several large cuttings and
bridges. The railway line also touches on many large and small lakes which results in embankments in the shore
zone. This implies a moderately negative consequence.
At Skillingsfors the landscape is moderately open. Compared to alternative D1 the bridge crossing will lie
considerably lower in the terrain and the visual barrier will be significantly reduced, but will still constitute a
significant encroachment on the landscape.
Through the open, flat agricultural landscape between Lene and Karlstad the line will mainly follow the existing
track with minimal impacts when it comes to cut and fill. The exception is a major cutting at Skåre. The line
layout is wider compared to existing tracks and will constitute a more substantial barrier, but the negative
consequences are assessed as minor.
The line is considered to have a small to moderately negative impact on landscape qualities. (‐/‐ ‐)

Figure 41: Landscape consequences, the national border - Arvika
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Cultural heritage and cultural environments
Known cultural places
Only a small number of cultural environments are registered on this section. There are some older, Sefrak‐
registered farm settlements / farm environments that will be affected to a larger or smaller extent by the
project.
Just east of Bjørkelangen is the industrial site of Eidsverket from 1765, with its principal building preserved
from approx. 1760 and the remains of a garden from the mid‐1800s. The line will run just north of this cultural
environment.
In Sweden three actual cultural environments have been chosen for discussion. One is in the parish of
Skillingsmark, in the municipality of Eda in Värmland. Here there are collections of both prehistoric and historic
cultural heritages, and the area's value in terms of cultural history lies in its entirety and in the interplay
between the various cultural elements. Elsewhere there are two important cultural environments in Köla,
municipality of Eda.

Figure 42: Consequences on cultural artefacts, National Border - Karlstad
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Assessed potential
In the county of Akershus there are five particular areas that stand out as having the potential for findspot of
cultural artefacts for which automatic protection applies. These are at Skårer, Krokstad and Kinn in the
municipality of Fet, and Lomsnes and Aurskog in the municipality of Aurskog‐Høland. There have not
previously been any known automatically protected cultural heritages at any of these farms, but on the basis of
the countryside's topography finds indicating traces of prehistoric culture might be expected here.
In Sweden there are two areas with the potential for finds. Both of these are in the parish of Köla, in the
municipality of Eda in Värmland. Protected cultural artefacts have been known in these areas before.
Consequences on cultural heritages and the cultural environment
Consequences on cultural heritages are assessed as being moderately negative (‐ ‐).

Natural environment
Existing situation
The bank zones for Leira and Tomtestilla are recorded as high‐value. At the point of crossing the river, Leira
creates a well developed meander system with the remnants of old river courses and oxbow lakes, with
peatland forest vegetation and contiguous belts of rich vegetation. Due east of the Leira the planned route
enters into a tunnel, going under sites of several types of natural environment which are evaluated as being
high‐value. The Kongsrudtjern nature reserve is located in Skedsmo and Fet. Kongsrudtjernet is nutrient rich,
with well‐developed vegetation. The area otherwise has a great diversity of different types of vegetation and
plants and very valuable amphibian and insect fauna including several threatened and vulnerable species.
In the areas east of Glomma there are scattered localities with high‐value nature, a number of high‐value
wildlife areas and a few registrations of red‐listed species. East of Bjørkelangen is an INON area, i.e.
intervention‐free zone. Near the national border, where the planned route runs on a surface line, is
Kutjernmosen, a large (more than 50 decares) intact lowland raised bog.
The section from the national border to Karlstad via Arvika contains a number of small key biotopes, and
several localities mentioned as being of natural value (having value as natural areas, in a classification system
locations will be subdivided into categories of natural value) and nature protection agreements (a time‐limited
agreement between land owners and the Swedish Forest Agency concerning the conservation of valuable
locations). The key biotopes are mostly ancient deciduous and coniferous woodland with some dead wood.
Some are peat land forest and marshland, some coniferous forest on shallow soil. There are two nature
reserves on the section, Gullrosa's Berg in the municipality of Eda, consisting of coniferous forest on shallow
soil, coniferous forest with a lot of old trees, and the Kil Ravines nature reserve, ravine forest south of the town
of Kil, south of national road 61 and the power line. There are two areas of high‐value marshland on the
section: Vida Slett immediately after passing the national border in the municipality of Eda, and Kärrsmossen,
mentioned under alternative C.
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Figure 43: Consequences for the natural environment national border - Karlstad
Consequences for the natural environment
The railway on a surface line over the Leira and Tomtestilla will probably mean encroachment on a
considerable scale in the river/oxbow lake system. The consequence is expected to be major. East of the Leira
the line enters a tunnel under the Kongsrudtjern nature reserve. The central parts of the area consist of tarns
and marsh, and it will be very important that the tunnel does not involve any drainage of the wetland areas or
any lowering of the groundwater level. The consequence can be major.
In parts, the bridge over the Glomma will affect localities of local importance (streams, natural pastureland).
The encroachment involves bridge piers and construction work, and the consequence may be minor or
moderate.
Between Glomma and Bjørkelangen there are several habitats for wildlife, such as the Vanakleivdalen in the
municipality of Sørum, Delingsrud‐Tævsjøen in Aurskog‐Høland with breeding areas for the black throated
diver, and the river Lierelva, north of Bjørkelangen including a stopover point for migrating whooper swans. All
of these areas are affected by the surface zones of the route. The route will go through natural areas, which are
in part perceived as intact and relatively untouched. The scope of a railway line through the important wildlife
areas can be of major significance, particularly for Vanakleivdalen, where the surface line of the route is
relatively short between two tunnels. A lot of construction traffic may be involved, and disruption connected
with blasting.
The route enters a tunnel under an important location, Kanamåsan in Sørum, an intact, open raised bog
(probably concentric) with registered black grouse lekking sites and green sandpiper. It is important that the
tunnel does not involve any drainage of the wetland areas.
East of Bjørkelangen there is a marshland area, Kutjernmosen, which will probably be reduced considerably as
a consequence of the railway. There may be moderate negative conflict.
In Sweden the route does not affect many localities of high value, but some key biotopes and other important
habitats will be affected to a certain extent. The marshland area of Vida Slett in Eda, located near the national
border will be affected. The locality is assessed as Class 1 in the Swedish National Wetland Inventory (Swedish
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Environmental Protection Agency), and is therefore of high importance. There may be major negative conflict.
No other major areas of natural importance will be affected.
The route will, for large sections, be a new element in a relatively natural landscape, and will therefore be
perceived as and form a barrier for small and large wildlife.
Consequences for the natural environment are assessed as being moderately negative (‐ ‐).
Natural resources
There is no information about waterworks in the planned route in Norway. No corresponding entries have
been retrieved in Sweden. The line does not affect any registered gravel resources in Norway. The
consequence is assessed as being not very negative. No corresponding data have been retrieved in Sweden.
The line affects some areas of cultivated land at Aursmoen and Bjørkelangen. In addition some fairly small
areas are affected in Sweden. Of the agricultural acreage a rough estimate has been made that 170,000 m2 will
then be used up for the new construction project.
The consequences on natural resources are expected to be minor (0).
Local environment and outdoor activities
Walking tracks and other local environment facilities
In Norway the route will affect local outdoor pursuit areas around the conurbations along this section. The line
intersects a small number of paths. There are no registered sports facilities or illuminated jogging tracks in the
proposed routes. No corresponding entries have been retrieved in Sweden.
Affected buildings
For alternative D2 a total of 8 buildings will be affected. Of these six are homes and two are school buildings.
Korterud sawmill in Eda must give up parts of its property. Approved plans for expanding the business to the
south also exist.
Buildings in noise zones
For alternative D2 a total of 17 buildings in Akershus are within the noise zone. Of these 14 are private estates,
two are school buildings and one a healthcare building.
The consequences on the local environment and outdoor activities are expected to be minor (0).
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10

Ski – Karlstad line, alternative 2*

Figure 44: Overview map with the line for between Ski and Karlstad
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Main points
The line between Ski and Karlstad is 173 km in length. It is being constructed with a design speed of 250
km/h, except for the Slitu – Arvika section, which is designed for 330 km/h. For a new line to be able to serve
the urban areas along the Eastern Østfold Line, the Ski – Askim section has been designed for 160 – 200
km/h.
In Norway, the track generally runs at terrain level. The dominant soil type in the area is clay, which means
that relatively extensive ground reinforcement measures will be required. South of Arvika, reinforcement
measures are required for tracks on clay over most of the section. It is assumed that there will be a need for
ground reinforcement over a total of 7.5 km.
The greatest construction‐related challenges are expected to be faced through Spydeberg and Askim, as well
as the two tunnel sections where the access conditions are at their poorest. There are a few moderate
construction‐related challenges along the rest of the section, but these are mostly minor problems linked
with the construction work.
The landscape‐related consequences are expected to be greatest at the bridge crossing at Østensjøvannet
and at the valuable cultural landscape at Stunner – Kråkstad. In addition, the line will cross the small‐scale
cultural landscape at Tomter church and groundwork at Monaryggen. The greatest amount of work on
buildings is expected to take place at Spydeberg and Askim, and at the shopping centre in Slitu. A number of
conflicts with cultural heritages between Ski and Askim must be anticipated. In Sweden, the areas at Köla
and Sulvik stand out.

10.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE LINE

General and main data
The line for alternative 2* between Ski and Karlstad branches off the existing double track around 1 km south
of the current Ski station and arcs to the east until it meets the existing line. From here, the line follows the
same corridor as the existing track until past Askim. Once the line has passed Askim, it heads off to the east and
runs directly towards Arvika. The section between Slitu, directly east of Askim, and Arvika is designed according
to alternative D2. The section between Arvika and Karlstad is the same in all lines for alternative 2* and D.
A new line is shown in drawing B‐221 – B‐223 in appendix 1. See chapter 4.3 for design criteria for alternative
2* and D2.
The table below shows main data for the new line between Ski and Karlstad. The table shows only sections
which have to be newly constructed.
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Section

Length
(km)

Tunnel
(km)

Tunnel
(%)

Viaduct
(km)

Viaduct
(%)

Gradient
(o/oo)

Speed
(km/h)

Ski - Askim

31

1

4

1

4

12,5

200

Askim Arvika

78

30

39

3

4

35,0

330

Arvika Karlstad

63

13

20

3

4

10,0

250

Ski - Karlstad

172

44

26

7

4

12,5/35,0/
10

200/330/
250

Table 10: Main data for the line
Ski - Arvika
The line will have a grade‐separated branch‐off from the existing double track around 1 km south of Ski station.
From here, the line will head east and meet the Eastern Østfold Line north of Kråkstad. A link of this kind
between Ski and Kråkstad has otherwise been assessed previously by Jernbaneverket in order to increase the
capacity of Ski station. The station in Kråkstad can retain its current location.

Figure 45: Proposed linje Tomter - Mysen

Furthermore, a new line will follow along the same corridor as the existing line up to Tomter, where the new
line will pass directly south of the urban area of Tomter, and where a new station has been proposed. The line
continues slightly further north of Knapstad than the current line, and a new local train stop may be established
around 500 m north of the current station.
Through Spydeberg, it is proposed that the new line be laid partly in an excavated concrete tunnel on around
the same line as the old E18. A culvert around 600 m long will lead the track through the urban area, and a new
local station can be established just south‐east of the centre. The track will then continue across a bridge over
the Glomma, around 500 m south of the current railway bridge.
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Through Askim, the new track will mainly follow the line of the existing one. Just west of the current station,
however, it has been proposed that the line be straightened out; this will lead to work having to be done in an
existing housing area. Extension from a single track to a double track through Askim will also lead to a certain
amount of work on existing infrastructure and buildings in addition to the straightening of the curve already
noted.
East of Askim there will be a new line north of Askim Business Park, while the existing track will run to the
south of the industrial estate. The line will continue along the north side of the E18 up to Slitu. A new local
railway station may be established in Slitu, and in this case a link must be established between the new track
and the current track at Slitu, with a single track 1.5 km long. Thus the current local train can use the new track
between Ski and Slitu and then cross over to an existing track, 4 km, up to the current Mysen station.
From Slitu, a new line will run in the direction of Arvika and then pass north of central Mysen. Alternative D2
will form the basis between Slitu and Arvika, i.e. a track which cannot be used by freight trains. This means that
the line may have more gradient than tracks designed for freight trains. The track can then follow the terrain
more effectively than e.g. the line for alternative D1, and thus will have fewer tunnels and bridges.
From Rødnessjøen to Arvika, the line for alternative D1 and line for alternative 2* are almost identical in the
horizontal plane. In the vertical plane, however, there is a major difference in some sections, as noted.
On towards Östervallskog, the track passes through four smaller tunnels with short open zones between them.
A bridge over Langvann must be established in one of these open zones. At Østervallskog, the line enters
Sweden and passes an open zone 5 km long before entering a tunnel 9 km long. The line crosses the valley
south of Koppom. Over the next 12 km, the track passes over the hill up to the south end of the Ränken
waterway. In this section, alternative 2* will have three tunnels totalling 5.8 km. The line for alternative D1 has
two tunnels totalling 8.3 km in the same section. The line for alternative 2* will therefore involve a 30 %
reduction in tunnel length, compared with the line for alternative D1 over this section. However, alternative 2*
will have more bridges than alternative D1.
The line emerges into the open and passes just north of the urban area of Sulvik. After this, the line passes
north of Jössefors and follows the current line for the last 1.5 km before arriving at Arvika station.

Figure 46: Arvika station
Arvika - Karlstad
Through Arvika, the new double track will follow the existing track and Arvika station will be retained. In the
east part of Arvika, the new double track will lead to some work being done on existing roads and buildings.
Further to the east from Arvika, the same corridor as for the current track will be followed up to Edane. A 1 km
tunnel has to be established just west of Edane, and there will be a new local railway station in the same area
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as the existing one. After Edane, the track will go into a tunnel 4 km long before crossing the Värmeln inland
lake over a 900 m bridge.
Continuing towards Karlstad, the proposed line will be up to 3 km further north‐east than the existing track. A
new line will be laid north of the Sävaln lake in order to minimise conflicts with an existing track, road 61 and
the urban area of Högboda. Between Brunsberg and Lene, there will be four tunnels totalling around 7.5 km.
On a section around 10 km long in the area around Lene, the new line will run parallel to a high‐voltage line.
The proposed line will then continue through Fagerås along the same line as the existing track. The current
station location in Fagerås can be retained. Furthermore, it is proposed that the new track be positioned south
of Kil station and the urban area. It will not be possible to build track with design speed of 250 km/h at Kil
station. South of Kil, the new line will be laid south of and parallel to road 61 up to Hynboholm.
From Hynboholm to Skåre, the new double track will be situated near to the current track. On from Skåre to
Råtorp, the geometry requirements mean that a new track will deviate from the existing track. From Råtorp
and on into Karlstad, the current track will be extended from a single track to a double track.

Figure 47: Kråkstad along the existing line
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10.2

ALIGNMENT DESIGN

Speed profile
The figure below shows the design speed between Ski and Karlstad on the basis of the track geometry:

Figure 48: Speed profile Ski – Karlstad. Dashed red line is the planned new line between Oslo and
Ski.

Alternative 2* should be designed for a speed of 250 km/h. Alternative D2 should be designed for a speed of
330 km/h, the section Slitu – Arvika must be designed according to alternative D2. Around 83 % of the line
meets the requirements for the design speed.
The line will branch off from the existing track south of Ski, and the planned speed at the intersection is
100 km/h. Furthermore, the line between Ski and Askim is designed for 200 km/h instead of 250 km/h, which is
the design requirements. The reason why the design speed has been reduced over these 24 km is the desire to
create a line which can provide train services to the most important urban areas which are currently served by
an existing track. The time lost by reducing the design speed over 24 km is a theoretical 1.5 minutes.
To be able to place a station close to central Askim, a decision has been made to reduce the design speed to
160 km/h over 2 km. East of Askim, the speed will be increased to 250 km/h, and from Slitu it will be increased
to 330 km/h. In Arvika, the speed will be reduced from 330 km/h to 250 km/h on towards Karlstad. For the last
1.5 km into Karlstad, the new double track will follow the existing track with a maximum speed of 110 km/h,
give the track geometry requirements.
Vertical geometry
The greatest gradient is in accordance with the requirements for alternative 2* 12.5 ‰ in Norway, for
alternative D2 25.0 ‰ (35.0 ‰) in Norway and up to the existing track in Sweden. Otherwise in Sweden, the
requirement is 10.0 ‰. The longest section with a 35.0 ‰ incline is almost 2 km, in Sweden the longest section
of 10 ‰ is 5 km.
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Existing track/link to other tracks

Figure 49: Schematic track plan Ski – Karlstad, with existing and new track

Use of existing track
A new line between Ski and Mysen will essentially replace the existing track. However, the proposed line will
not pass through Mysen, and so a link will have to be established between the new track and the existing track
at Slitu. The existing track between Slitu and Mysen must be retained.
Correspondingly, the new track between Arvika and Karlstad will mainly replace the existing track. The only
exception is that the proposed line will pass outside Kil station and the urban area. The existing track (approx.
10 km) through Kil therefore has to be retained so that Kil can be served with passenger and freight trains.
Link to other existing tracks
A line for alternative 2* between Ski and Karlstad will branch off the existing double track around 1 km south of
the current Ski station. On towards Slitu, a new track will replace the existing track. At Slitu, a link will be
established between the existing and the new track
At Arvika, the link between the new track and the existing one towards Charlottenberg will be established. The
new double track will pass outside Kil station and so the existing track through Kil will have to be retained so
that Kil can be served with passenger and freight trains. Therefore, a link has to be established between the
existing track (the Värmland Line) and the new double track both north‐west and south‐east of Kil.
In addition, a link may be established between the new double track and the existing track between Kil and
Öxnered (the Vänern Line). This will allow direct trains to be operated on the Kongsvinger – Gothenburg
section without the train having to turn in around Kil. Alternatively, trains can be operated between Karlstad
and Gothenburg without passing within Kil station; this option will slightly shorten the line compared to if it
passes through Kil. However, a link of this kind has not been included in the planned solution.
Necessary measures at the stations
Stations at Ski and Karlstad are assumed to have sufficient capacity to accommodate high speed trains. No
alteration is therefore proposed.
Arvika station will keep the present location, but some upgrades need to be anticipated to get a functional
operating schedule both technically and to the public. At Arvika the track geometry tolerate trains to pass at
250 km/h. For safety reasons there must probably be built a physical separator between passengers at the
platform and the trains passing at high speed.
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All other smaller stations along the new line must be rebuilt or moved. There will be a common standard with
two tracks and two outside platforms. If passing trains have speeds of 200 km/h or more, it must probably be
built a physical wall, or other separator between passengers at the station and trains passing at high speed.

10.3

FOUNDATION BASE, TUNNELS AND STRUCTURES

The open sections
Ground conditions and geotechnical measures
In Norway, some of the open section passes through undulating terrain with loose deposits up to Mysen and
through mountain areas and tunnels and then on to the border with Sweden.
The ground conditions between Ski and Mysen consist of clay of varying thickness, peat and some rock in the
open. Around and to the east of Askim, the line will pass a fairly large continuous area of clay. Between
Spydeberg and Askim, some areas of quickclay have also been recorded. On the section between Mysen and
Ørje, the ground consists of rock in the open, covered partly by moraine or peat. There are both clay and
marine loose deposits beside Rødenessjøen. After that, the section passes through an area of mostly thin
moraine and bare rock up to the national border with Sweden. In these sections, a number of geotechnical
measures will be necessary both to ensure the stability of cuttings and embarkments, but not least to prevent
settlement.
Between the border with Sweden and Glafsfjorden at Arvika, the track will continue mainly on bare rock, with
the exception of the section over Kölaälven, which is surrounded by peat and clay on both sides. Closer to
Arvika, the quantities of clay, peat and moraine increase again.
The ground conditions between Arvika and Fagerås mainly comprise rock in the open or rock partly covered
with clay or moraine. From Fagerås to south‐east of Kil, the ground consist of silt or clay which then gives way
to friction material. When the line approaches Karlstad, the rock is near to or above the surface and is partly
covered by clay, silt or moraine.
In parts, the proposed line is on a level with the existing terrain, and there will be less need for geotechnical
measures here. Some sections have more undulating terrain where larger cuttings and/or embankments will be
required. In these areas, there will be a need for further geotechnical measures in order to ensure that the
track is sufficiently stable and free from settlements. This is particularly applicable where slab track is to be laid.
On sections of marshland, the masses in the ground must be replaced; ground reinforcement or piles may be
required to ensure sufficient stability. It is assumed that there will be a need for extensive ground
reinforcement or piling over approx. 8 km of the length of the line.
Other conditions in the open sections
The line between Ski and Karlstad will pass through a number of towns and urban areas in which it will come
into conflict with existing buildings. This is unavoidable as it is important to retain existing stations or build new
ones where people live. The rigid curvature, plus the fact that the line will be extended to a double track, will
make it difficult or impossible to follow the existing line.
Along the open sections, there are currently many places with level crossings with roads of various sizes. These
will be replaced by grade‐separated crossings over or under the new track. In the agricultural sections and
elsewhere, it is assumed that many of the current level crossings will be combined to form fewer grade‐
separated crossings by building parallel collector roads.
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There will be long, deep cuts in rock at some open sections. This may result in major excesses of quarry stone
together with excess masses from tunnels. These masses can be used for embankments, but landfill areas
alongside the line will also be required.
Due to the rigid curvature and the short open sections between the tunnels, the tracks will be separated by the
same distance as for the two single tracked tunnels. This will occupy larger areas than a standard double track
section. This is the case at several points along the section, particularly between Arvika and Kil.
The tunnel sections
Ground conditions
The bedrock in the area around Ski and eastwards towards the Swedish border is made up of various types of
rock; gneiss, mainly granitic and tonalitic, but also with some quartzite diorite, amphibolite and gabbro. These
rock types are normally strong and competent, and offer favourable conditions for tunnel construction.
However, some challenges may be faced with regard to water leakage, particularly where the tunnel lines pass
beneath water and waterways.
Further east in Sweden, the lines coincide with the alternatives from Lillestrøm to Karlstad, and the rock types
in these areas consist of old sandstone formations, in addition to the same type of bedrock gneiss as on the
Norwegian side of the border.
The rock mass quality is generally expected to be good, but there may be areas with a higher degree of
weathering and weathered surface zones, in addition to local and regional weakness zones. In general, the rock
quality is expected to increase with greater overburden.
With the exception of when passing individual urban areas, the lines will generally pass through relatively
untouched countryside, with little infrastructure or buildings. However, it is necessary to focus on the passing
of waterways and wetland areas, and plans should be made for a high degree of watertightness along most of
the tunnel sections.
From Ski to Karlstad, the line will pass a few fairly large urban areas; Spydeberg, Askim and Mysen on the
Norwegian side of the border, and Arvika, Kil and Skåre in Sweden. The tunnel sections with a medium degree
of complexity are expected to be sited near to urban locations, where it is necessary to take into account
buildings and infrastructure in terrain with relatively modest rock overburden.
Outside the said urban areas, the line will pass through a number of partly cultivated areas on the Norwegian
side and mainly through uninhabited forest areas on the Swedish side. The rock mass conditions are expected
to be relatively good, but the tunnels will pass a number of regional and local fracture zones in the north‐south
direction. Lakes and waterways often follow depressions in the terrain which are represented by the fracture
zones, which intensify the challenges involved in passing these zones with tunnels, particularly bearing in mind
the risk of water leakage.
Other conditions near the tunnels
The most important considerations with regard to degree of complexity and costs are linked with the ground
conditions, but to a great extent they are also linked with the location of the tunnel. Shallow tunnels often have
poorer rock masses than deeper tunnels. Likewise, close proximity to built‐up areas will mean restrictions in
terms of operating hours and hence be costly. Strict specifications for watertightness are time‐intensive and
hence also costly.
On the section Ski – Karlstad according to alternative 2*, there are several tunnels which are slightly more
demanding than the others. This is applicable to the tunnel west of Rødenessjøen and to the border with
Sweden, where there are poor access conditions in addition to intersecting fault zones. The same is applicable
to the two long tunnels before and after Järnskog.
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Structures
There are a number of large structures on the section between Ski and Karlstad, but mostly there are smaller
structures such as railway bridges, road culverts, railway culverts and pedestrian crossings.
The biggest railway bridges are over a dip north of Østensjøvannet (500 m), a crossing over Glomma (200 m), a
crossing over wet ground at Slitu (700 m), over Kroksund at Rødenessjøen (360 m) and a crossing at Värmeln
(900 m). In addition, a number of roads not detailed at this stage will also be crossed. In Sweden, the line will
pass across several smaller waterways and cross a number of smaller rivers.
At Slitu, it will be natural to build a bridge viaduct with a relatively small span, most likely as a beam bridge.
Over Värmeln, it will probably be correct to select a concrete beam bridge with small spans; a maximum of 20
metres long. The bridge will be sited next to an existing embankment and relatively low above the surface of
the water.

10.4

CONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAFFIC-RELATED
CONSEQUENCES

Ski – National Border
The line from Ski towards Karlstad will branch off from the Østfold Line south of Ski station and then continue
eastwards in an arc. The new line will meet the existing track at Kråkstad and largely follow the current line
eastwards towards Mysen.
The line will mainly be made up of an open line section as the terrain is gently undulating or relatively flat. The
relatively rigid curvature means that a number of deep excavations and embankments will nevertheless be
made. A number of smaller bridges will also be necessary in order to cross ravines and rivers. There will be a
slightly larger bridge across the Glomma.
The main challenges for construction work will be the close proximity to the existing railway, crossing this and
passing the urban areas along the section. As it is important to retain many of the existing stopping points in
this alternative, the line will necessarily have to come into conflict with existing built‐up areas.
There are mostly deposits and less rock in this section. Therefore, there will be extensive work done around
existing buildings, where concrete tunnels will be built in an open construction pit which will later be closed up.
This will be applicable through Spydeberg and in a few other locations. A large number of buildings will be
demolished in these areas, and possibly moved and put back. There will also be buildings through Askim which
have to give way to the construction work.
The existing railway will be crossed at several locations, and there may be phased diversions in order to keep
traffic moving throughout the construction period. Alternatively, it will be possible – and probably most
profitable – to close the Eastern Østfold Line for a few weeks so that the crossings between the existing and
the new track can be completed. A number of roads will have to be diverted temporarily, and new ones will
have to be built above or below the new double track. This construction work is normally not very complicated.
Further east, past Mysen towards Rødenessjøen, the line will run alternately through tunnels and open
sections in relatively undeveloped areas, but where there are still enough access routes close to the
construction and rigging sites. In the open zones, there is quick clay in the ground in some locations.
Construction work in this section may nevertheless be characterised as not very complicated, with the
exception of the crossing of Rødenessjøen.
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The crossing of the Glomma represents a construction‐related challenge in that construction work will have to
be carried out in and beside the river. However, the construction‐related challenges may be regarded as
moderate. The same can be said of the crossing of Rødenessjøen, via a low bridge.
East of Rødenessjøen towards the border with Sweden and on past lake Östen, the line will pass through even
more uninhabited areas. In this section, it will be necessary to build a number of long construction roads for
access to the tunnel entrances because the nearest public road is too far away. Construction work on the
section must take into account the fact that the contractor must have most of the materials, equipment and
spare parts stored and available on site as deliveries to the site may take time.
National Border - Karlstad
East of Östen, the line will pass through a tunnel approx. 9 km long beneath several vulnerable marshland
areas. Extra care will have to be taken here, in the form of extensive grouting, to ensure that the groundwater
level remains above the tunnel. This is otherwise also a tunnel where there are not many crosscutting options.
At the eastern end of the tunnel is a large area of marshland, where extensive geotechnical measures must be
anticipated in order to ensure stable conditions for the track.
Continuing east from Järnskog and on to Sulvik, the line will pass through uninhabited areas in which it will be
necessary to build a number of long access roads to the tunnel entrances because it is a long way to the
nearest public road here, too. The open zone between the tunnels will comprise a number of bridges and deep
excavations, and this means that the contractor will have to plan construction work thoroughly, given the lakes
and the access to the tunnel openings.
From Sulvik and up to Arvika, there are few or no specific construction‐related challenges to face, apart from
those relating to crossing existing roads, existing track and the Jössoälven river.
On the section from Arvika to Kil, the new double track will largely be located in areas with few or no buildings,
and mostly a fair distance from the existing track. This means simple construction work as the ground
conditions are not particularly poor and there are no specific areas of concern in the external environment that
have to be taken into account. The challenges that can be listed for this sub‐section include a few marshland
areas and a fairly large bridge over Lake Värmeln.
At Kil, the planned track will run along the motorway and cross it twice. A road crossing will also be affected.
The traffic at both the intersection and the crossing of the motorway can probably be resolved fairly easily in a
temporary phase.
The last section in towards Karlstad will follow the existing alignment, where it is assumed that moderate
construction‐related challenges will be faced even though the new line is to be built close to the existing one.
Summary
The section between Ski and Arvika is not suitable for staged development and has to be developed in its
entirety to be able to make efficient use of the investment. However, the section between Arvika and Karlstad
is well suited to staged development. A large number of combinations of sub‐sections are possible as the new
line will be situated close to the existing track.
It is easy to find suitable rigging and construction sites along the new line. There are also easy access conditions
to the majority of construction sites as the new track is not far from public roads. The exceptions to this are the
two sections mentioned above, where good access options are at a premium. It may be wise to drill the longest
tunnel using a tunnel boring machine, but this will have to be reviewed at a later date. Otherwise, none of the
tunnels will be so long that it would appear relevant to use excavation methods other than conventional
drilling and blasting.
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The greatest construction‐related challenges will be faced through Spydeberg and Askim, as well as the two
sections where the access conditions are at their poorest. There are a few moderate construction‐related
challenges along the rest of the section, but these are mostly minor problems linked with the construction
work.

10.5

CONSEQUENCES

Landscape
Description
From Ski to Mysen, the line will pass through continuous, semi‐open to open agricultural land. Østensjøvannet
in Ski is an important landscape feature. This cultural landscape is of local to regional/national value. The
Monaryggen ridge at Mysen is alsom an an important landscape. From Mysen to the national border the line
will pass mainly through undulating and closed forest landscape with few buildings, with the exception of the
semi‐open agricultural areas around Rødenessjøen.
From the national border eastwards the landscape character alternates between closed, hilly forest landscape
and semi‐open agricultural land. Along the planned line there are large areas of marshland and medium‐sized
lakes. Between Lene and Karlstad the landscape opens again, characterised by large areas of open agricultural
land and a gentle terrain. The agricultural villages of Tollesbyn and Kärrsmossen and the town environments in
Arvika and Karlstad are important historic landscapes.

Figure 50: Consequences for landscape, Ski - Mysen
Consequences
This alternative will go through new terrain from Ski to Arvika. From Arvika to Karlstad the situation is the
same, but some sections will also coincide with the existing line. Large parts of the line will run through
woodland with low visibility.
A brigde crossing in the open agricultural land close to Østansjøvannet will constitue a major visual barrier. The
regionally valuable historic landscape of Stunner – Kråkstad will be divided with major negative consequences.
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Where the railway passes Tomter and Tomter church it will have large impact on a small‐scale cultural
landscape. In Askim, the new track will conflict with small‐scale housing developments.
There will be encroachments in the important landscape element Monaryggen in Mysen. At Glomma, a
regionally important cultural landscape is affected, but the line will have low visibility and the consequence is
considered to be minor. At Rødenessjøen, a bridge crossing will be constructed directly to the north of the
existing bridge in a regionally important cultural landscape. This bridge will be clearly visible and will constitute
a visual barrier. The consequences of this are considered to be moderately negative.
In the small‐scale, hilly terrain between the national border and Lene, there will be more tunnels, major
cuttings and bridges. The railway line also touches on many large and small lakes which results in
embankments in the shore zone.
Through the open, flat agricultural landscape between Lene and Karlstad the line will mainly follow the existing
track with minimal impacts when it comes to cut and fill. The exception is a major cutting at Skåre. The line
layout is wider compared to existing tracks and will constitute a more substantial barrier, but the negative
consequences are assessed as minor.
The line is considered to have a moderately negative impact on landscape qualities. (‐ ‐)
Cultural heritage and cultural environments
Known cultural places
Major sections of the line will pass through cultural landscapes with old farmyards and occurrences of
automatically protected prehistoric sites. At Kjølstad in the municipality of Ås, county of Akershus, there are
several prehistoric graves. At Vestre Missum in the municipality of Ski in Akershus, there is a fairly large
collection of older buildings, dating from the early 18th century to the early 20th century.
At Nordre Rom in Askim, Østfold, there is a fairly large area with prehistoric settlements dating back to the
Stone Age. The fact that these settlements are assembled in a cultural environment makes them particularly
valuable. Moreover, there are a number of automatically protected burial places at Nordre Ilen in Askim, and
older farms at Storløs in the municipality of Marker and Flaten in the municipality of Römskog. Holone farm in
the municipality of Eidsberg has prehistoric burial mounds and cairns, as well as old farm buildings. The line will
come into conflict with the prehistoric graves here. At Buer in Eidsberg is a burial site with four burial mounds
dating back to the Iron Age. This, too, will come into conflict with the planned line.
Along the line in Sweden, there are a number of cultural heritage areas of significance. In Tollesbyn in the
parish of Järnskog in the municipality of Eda in Värmland, there is an important cultural environment with a
complete preserved village structure. Otherwise there are important cultural environments in the parish of
Köla in the municipality of Eda and the parish of Älgå in the municipality of Arvika. These are cultural
environments comprising both prehistoric cultural places, and cultural places dating from more recent times.
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Figure 51: Consequences for cultural heritages Ski - border with Sweden
Assessment of potential
In the county of Akershus, the line is planned to pass through several areas with potential for findings of
prehistoric sites. These include Kjølstad in Ås, and Vestre Sørum, Skotbu and Løvstad in the municipality of Ski.
There is major potential for findings at several locations at points where the line is to pass through Østfold. At
both Tomter and Ekeberg in the municipality of Hobøl, there are large areas of cultivated land where it may be
assumed that traces of prehistoric activity will be found beneath the topsoil. Furthermore, there are areas in
both Løken and Fossum in the municipality of Spydeberg offering potential for findings of automatically
protected prehistoric sites. In the municipality of Askim, there are areas of cultivated land at Nordre Ilen, east
of two automatically protected burial grounds, where there is major potential for finding prehistoric cultural
traces. Furthermore, there are areas at Skakstad, Sletner, Vegarud, Brandsrud and Holone in the municipality of
Eidsberg, in the county of Hedmark, where through archaeological surveys one might expect to find sites with
traces of prehistoric activity. At Holone, there are burial mounds and cairns, which provide an indication that
we may expect to find traces of prehistoric settlement in the area. The farms of Basmo and Storløs, both in the
municipality of Marker, are equivalent areas offering potential findings.
Also in Sweden there are a number of areas offering potential for findings of prehistoric sites. In the parish of
Östervall in the municipality of Årjäng in Värmland, there are known catch pits in the area near the border with
Norway. This indicates that through additional archaeological registrations and surveys in the area, further
findings of similar or other cultural places may be expected. In the parish of Köla in the municipality of Eda,
there are large areas of forest and waterway. Trapping localities found previously are known here, and more
exhaustive registrations will probably be able to identify a number of such cultural places in this area. A
number of sites are also known from the area at Sulvik in the parish of Älgå in the municipality of Arvika, which
again would indicate that findings of previously unknown cultural places can be expected in the area.
Consequences for cultural places and cultural environments
Consequences for the cultural places and environments are deemed to be major (- - -).
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Natural environment
Existing situation
No nature conservation areas, river deltas or INON‐areas (intervention‐free zone) are registered in the corridor
for the railway line in question. There are few high‐value localities in the corridor in question. North of Mysen,
there are two high‐value game localities, Trara and Torper, both with breeding grounds for stock doves.
The section in Sweden has few very important localities, but these are habitats of relatively large size and high
status. There are a number of small key biotopes in the section. In the section from the border to Norway to
Arvika, there are three high‐value marshland areas. Two of them are located approx. 10 km from the border to
Norway (Svarttjärn and Gårdbacktjärn), while the third is Kärrsmossen west of Arvika. Between Arvika and
Karlstad is the Kilsravinene nature reserve, ravine forest south of the Kil urban area, south of road 61 and a
power line.
Consequences for the natural environment
The railway line will pass between two localities for smooth newt east of Spydeberg, and the line will form a
barrier between the two localities. The railway line will not affect the game areas north of Mysen, but it will
affect a registered important migratory route for elk at Orreberget, west of fv. 123 in Aurskog‐Høland. Trara, an
ancient deciduous forest with breeding grounds for stock doves in the municipality of Eidsberg, will be
intersected, and a tunnel opens up right outside the locality. Construction work may have a negative impact on
breeding.
There is also a slight impact on the southerly part of Søndre Rødvannsmyra in the municipality of Marker, an
untouched/barely touched marshland of good quality. It is assumed that this consequence may be slightly
negative. The proposed railway will pass through a tunnel underneath the Svartvannet nature reserve in the
municipality of Marker, a relatively untouched old natural forest. This is probably a nature type which is not
particularly vulnerable to any drainage, but nevertheless a high level of sealing should be attempted when the
tunnel passes beneath a locality of national value.
On the north side of the lake of Östen, right at the border with Sweden, the line will intersect an area with a
nature conservation agreement, with natural forest‐like deciduous forest. The two high‐value marshland areas
will not be affected as the railway line will pass through a tunnel. Sealing the tunnel to prevent draining will be
important. South of Järnskog, an area designated as being of natural value (Kullen), consisting of marshland
and forest and mixed forest will be intersected. The line will affect a fairly small area, a key biotope consisting
of a scree and coniferous forest with deciduous elements east of Sulvik. . Kärrsmossen will not be affected.
For large sections, the line will be a new element in a relatively virgin landscape, and so it will be perceived and
act as a barrier to big game and small game in particular.
Consequences for natural environment are deemed to be slightly negative (‐).
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Figure 52: Consequences for natural environment Ski - border with Sweden
Natural resources
The proposed track will occupy approx. 500 000 m2 of cultivated land.
No registered water sources appear along the line in question. The line will pass in part through Månaryggen,
which is a moraine ridge with large quantities of gravel. A lot of mass has been taken out of here up to now,
but there is still a lot remaining to be extracted within the construction site for the railway. There are various
interests linked with this gravel ridge, landscape preservation also being strong. The line will use a bridge to
cross Rødnessjøen, which is a source of drinking water.
No corresponding registrations have been undertaken in Sweden.
The consequences are deemed to be fairly negative (‐ ‐).
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Local environment and outdoor life
Affected buildings
A total of four homes in Akershus are expected to be directly affected by the measure. In Østfold, it is
anticipated that approx. 80 homes will be affected. Two schools or hospitals are registered in the construction
zone. In Sweden, approx. 40 homes have been registered which may have to give way to the construction
work.
Buildings in noise zones
In Østfold, a total of approx. 440 buildings are registered within the noise zone. Of these, one is a hospital and
two are schools.
In Sweden, approx. 190 homes are in the noise zone.
Hiking trails and other local environment facilities
Follomarka is described on the website as "Sustainable
Follo, Forum for nature and outdoor life". Here is a map
which shows suggestions for boundaries for the site,
which consists of a series of smaller areas in the
municipalities of Ski, Ås and Vestby, among others. The
line will affect two smaller forest areas which are parts
of the proposed Follomarka.
The line will cross a trail along the Glomma between
Spydeberg and Askim. The track will be laid on a bridge
here. The track will also cross a trail, Stenbøl, at Landnes
on the Askim side of the Glomma, and a trail on the
outskirts of Askim, at Presetegården and a hiking trail at
Ed.
The track will not come into direct contact with sports
facilities or floodlit ski trails.
Consequence
The consequence for the local environment and
outdoor life is deemed to be fairly negative (- -).
Figure 54:
53: ???????
Overview “Follomarka”
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11

Ski – Karlstad Line, alternative D1

Figure 55: Overview map with the line for between Ski and Karlstad
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Main points
Ski – Karlstad alternative D1 forms part of a high speed line between Oslo and Stockholm. The planned
Follobanen will be used between Oslo and Ski North. The section Karlstad – Västerås is described in Chapter
12. Between Västerås and Stockholm the high speed trains will use the existing line.
The line between Ski North and Karlstad is 175 km in length. It will be built using double track along the
entire section and the design speed will be 330 km/h up to Arvika and 250 km/h further to Karlstad.
The route for alternative D1 between Ski and Karlstad will branch off the Follobanen north of Ski, then run to
the south‐east in the direction of Mysen. After the route has passed south of Øyeren, the line turns to the
east and runs straight towards Arvika. The section between Arvika and Karlstad is the same in all routes for
alternative 2* and D towards Karlstad.
The continuous tunnel length from Oslo to Hobøl will be around 30 km. Track geometry requirements for a
design speed of 330 km/h make it impossible to plan a route that could serve current built‐up areas without
this leading to unacceptable encroachments. For that reason the line chosen is located 3 ‐ 4 km north of
Spydeberg, Askim and Mysen. However it will be possible to establish a station for inner Østfold due north of
Slitu.
There are some tunnels that will be rather more demanding than the others. This applies to the tunnel east
of Lake Rødenessjøen and up to the national border where there will also be poor access conditions in
addition to crossing fault zones. The same applies to the two long tunnels before and after Järnskog. In
addition the extension of the tunnel on the Follobanen may be demanding if there should be any difficulty in
finding acceptable side tunnels.
The section will have the greatest construction challenges in the extension of the Follobanen and in the two
sections in which access conditions are poorest. On the rest of the route there are some moderate
construction challenges, whereas most problems linked to he construction phase are rather minor.
The most vulnerable landscape is at the crossing of an important area of landscape‐ and cultural
environment at Solbergfoss and through the open agricultural countryside from Solbergfoss to north of
Mysen. Here there will also be great potential for conflict with cultural heritages. Among other very
important cultural heritages is the protected fortress at Basmo. In Sweden the areas that stand out are at
Köla and Sulvik.

11.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE LINE

General
The route for alternative D1 between Ski and Karlstad branches off the Follobanen north of Ski and then runs
to the south‐east in the direction of Mysen. After the route has passed south of Øyeren the line turns to the
east and runs straight towards Arvika. The section between Arvika and Karlstad is the same in all routes for
alternative 2*,D1 and D2 towards Karlstad.
The new route is shown in drawings B‐231 ‐ B‐233 in appendix 1. See chapter 4.3 for design assumptions for
alternative D1.
The table below shows principal data for the new line between Ski and Karlstad.
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Section

Length
(km)

Tunnel
(km)

Tunnel
(%)

Viaduct
(km)

Viaduct
(%)

Gradient
(o/oo)

Speed
(km/h)

Ski nord Arvika

111

60

54

5

5

12,5

330

Arvika Karlstad

62,8

13

20

3

4

10,0

250

Ski nord Karlstad

174

74

43

10

6

12,5/10,0

330/250

Table 11: Principal data for the line

The distance between Oslo and the branching off from the Follobanen north of Ski, is 14 km. The new line
between Karlstad and Västerås will be 202 km. The existing line between Västerås and Stockholm will therefore
be 498 km. The existing line in total is 570 km. The new line will be 72 km shorter which is approx. 13 % shorter
route.
Ski North - Arvika
The new route branches off from the planned Follobanen 14.0 km south of Oslo. After that the line runs in the
direction of Mysen. The tunnel comes out onto the surface at Hobøl, 2 km or so north of Tomter. The
continuous tunnel length from Oslo to Hobøl will be around 30 km. After a short surface zone the line runs into
a 4 km tunnel, then has a surface zone of just under 2 km, before a new tunnel leads the line towards the River
Glomma. The proposed route crosses the River Glomma on a bridge around 500 m downstream from the
Solbergfoss Power Station.
The line then continues in a south‐easterly direction on a surface zone of around 10 km. Track geometry
requirements for a design speed of 330 km/h make it impossible to plan a route that could serve current built‐
up areas without this leading to unacceptable encroachments. For that reason the line chosen is 3 ‐ 4 km north
of Spydeberg, Askim and Mysen. It will be possible to establish a station for inner Østfold due north of Slitu, if
there proves to be a demand for this, but no arrangements have been made for this in the concept.
Once the line passes north of Mysen it will turn towards Arvika. The terrain is slightly undulating in this area,
and seven fairly short tunnels will have to be established before the route reaches the lake of Rødnessjøen. In
addition, two tunnels of 7.6 km and 3.0 km will have to be established before the line enters Sweden due north
of Östervallskog. The line will pass under Langvann, where it might be necessary to lower the line, depending
on the depth of the lake. Further east of Östervallskog the line enters into a 9 km tunnel before having two
short surface zones across the valley south of Koppom.
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Figure 56: Åmotsfors

After a 5 km long tunnel the line will
emerge into a surface zone of approx.
3 km and will pass over the lakes
Buvattnet and Mjögsjön on bridges.
After a new tunnel of 3 km or so, the
line will run on a surface zone of just
less than 5 km, located just north of
the village of Sulvik. After that the
route will run north of Jössefors and
follow the current route for the last
1.5 km before arriving at Arvika
station.
Double tracks have right side driving in Norway and left side driving in Sweden. The two tracks will need
interchange to cross on grade separated lines near the national border to avoid at‐grade crossing. In this
section there are several tunnels in which the separate level crossing may be established since tunnels will be
constructed with two parallel lanes.
Arvika - Karlstad
Arvika station will be retained and the double track will follow the existing line through the town. Some
rebuilding of the current railway station station area will be necessary, however.
Eastwards from Arvika the same corridor will be followed as applies to the current line up to Edane. A tunnel of
1 km or so must be established due west of Edane, which will have a local train station in the same area as the
current railway station. After Edane the line goes into a tunnel of around 4 km before crossing Lake Värmeln on
a bridge of approx. 900 m in length.
Towards Karlstad the proposed route will be up to 3 km further north‐east than the existing line. The new route
has been located north of lake Sävaln to minimise conflicts with the existing line, national road 61 and the
village of Högboda. Between Brunsberg and Lene there will be four tunnels totalling around 7.5 km. On a
section of around 10 km in length in the area around Lene the new route will run parallel to a high‐tension line.
The line will go through Fagerås along the same route as the existing line. The current location of the station in
Fagerås can be retained. It has been proposed that the new line will be located south of Kil railway station and
town. It will not be possible to establish a route via current Kil railway station having a design speed of 250
km/h. South of Kil the new route is located south of and parallel to national road 61 up to Hynboholm.
From Hynboholm to Skåre the new double track will be positioned close to the current line. From Skåre to
Råtorp the geometric requirements will lead to the new line deviating from the existing line. From Råtorp to
Karlstad the current line will be expanded from single track to double track.
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11.2

ALIGNMENT DESIGN

Speed profile
The figure below shows the maximum speed between Ski Nord and Öxnered based on proposed track
geometry.

Figure 57: Speed profile Ski – Karlstad. Dashed red line is the planned new line between Oslo and
Karlstad.

Alternative D1 is to be designed for a speed of 330 km/h, but where the route meets the existing line in
Sweden the line should be designed for 250 km/h. Around 98 % of the route will fulfil the design speed
requirement.
The route for alternative D1 branches off in the tunnel to the planned Follobanen at km 14, just east of
Kolbotn. Design speed for the planned Follobanen is up to 250 km/h. The grade separated branch line from the
Follobanen and is not yet designed in detail. Track changers allowing speeds up to 230 km/h in deviations can
be found. Future planning processes will have to assess further what speed is possible to achieve within
economical acceptable framework. After the branch line the design speed will be 330 km/h. in the final 1.5 km
towards Karlstad the existing line will be followed and given a maximum speed of 110 km/h based on track
geometry requirements.
Vertical geometry
The greatest gradient in relation to the requirements for alternative D1 will be 12.5 ‰ in Norway and 10.0‰ in
Sweden. The longest section with a 12.5‰ up gradient in Norway will be around 3 km. In Sweden the longest
section with 10 ‰ is 8 km.
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Existing line/connections to other lines

Figure 58: Schematic track plan Ski – Karlstad with existing and new line

Use of existing line
In alternative D1 the new line will be built in addition to maintaining the existing Østre Line on the Ski – Mysen
section. The Kongsvinger Line between Lillestrøm and Arvika will also be maintained for local trains and freight
traffic. Between Arvika and Karlstad the route will be identical to the proposed route for alternative 2*
between Arvika and Karlstad. In alternative 2*, the new line will replace the existing line whenever possible,
this will also apply to routes for alternative D1 between Arvika and Karlstad.
The new double track runs outside Kil railway station and town. The existing line (approx. 10 km) through Kil
must therefore be maintained in order to be able to serve Kil with passenger and freight trains.
Connections to other existing lines
The new route branches off from the planned Follobanen tunnel 14.0 km south of Oslo. No plans have been
made for connections to any other lines before the route meets the existing line at Arvika. At Slitu there will be
around 3 km between the Østre Line and the proposed route. It will be possible to establish a connection
between the existing line and the new line, but no arrangements have been made for this.
The new double track will run outside Kil station. The existing line through Kil will therefore have to be
maintained in order to be able to serve Kil with passenger and freight trains. Therefore a connection between
the existing line (the Värmland Line) and the new double track will have to be established to both the north‐
west and south‐east of Kil.
In addition a connection can be established between the new double track and the line between Kil and
Öxnered (the Vänern Line), so that direct trains can run Kongsvinger – Gothenburg without having to turn the
trains at Kil. Alternatively trains can go between Karlstad and Gothenburg without going via Kil railway station,
which will lead to a small shortening of the track that runs via Kil. A connection of this type has not been
included in the projected solution, however.
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Necessary measures at the stations
Station at Karlstad is assumed to have sufficient capacity to accommodate high speed trains. No alteration is
therefore proposed. Arvika station will keep the present location, but some upgrades need to be anticipated to
have established a functional drive both slots technical and to the public.
At Arvika the track geometry tolerate trains to pass at 250 km/h. For safety reasons there must probably be
built a physical separator between passengers at the platform and the trains passing at high speed.
All other smaller stations along the new line must be rebuilt or moved. There will be a common standard with
two tracks and two outside platforms. If passing trains have speeds of 200 km/h or more, it must probably be
built a physical wall, or other separator between passengers at the station and trains passing at high speed.

11.3

FOUNDATION BASE, TUNNELS AND STRUCTURES

The open sections
Ground conditions and geotechnical measures
In Norway some of the open section will run through slightly undulating terrain of loose deposits up to Mysen,
and through rocky areas and tunnels up to the national border. The open sections past Tomter, Spydeberg,
Askim and Mysen consist of clay of varying thickness, peat and some rock on the surface. East of Askim the line
will be located on a fairly large unbroken area of clay. Between Spydeberg and Askim some areas with quick
clay have also been recorded.
On the section between Mysen and the lake of Rødenessjøen the ground consists of rock on the surface,
partially covered by moraine or peat. In connection with the lake of Rødenessjøen there is both clay and
marine shore deposits. From here the section will run through an area principally composed of thin moraine
and bare rock up to the national border.
On these sections some geotechnical measures will be necessary to ensure the stability of the cuttings and
embankments, but perhaps most especially to avoid any settlement.
Between the national border and Glafsfjorden at Arvika the track will mainly run on bare rock with the
exception of the passage over the Kölaälven river which is surrounded by peat and clay on both sides. Closer to
Arvika the volume of clay, peat and moraine increases again.
The ground conditions between Arvika and Fagerås consists primarily of rock on the surface or partial cover
with clay or moraine. The ground consists of silt or clay that then changes to friction materials from Fagerås to
the south‐east of Kil. When the line approaches Karlstad the rock is located close to or on the surface and is
partially covered by clay, silt or moraine.
In places where the proposed line will be located on a level with the existing terrain and there will be less of a
requirement here for geotechnical measures. Some sections have more undulating terrain, ravine areas etc. in
which it is necessary to have fairly large cuttings and/or embankments. In these areas there will be a need for
further geotechnical measures to guarantee that the track is sufficiently stable and settlement‐free, in
particular this applies where there is slab track. On marshy sections soil must be replaced, ground
reinforcement or piles must be undertaken to ensure sufficient stability for the railway. It is estimated that
there will be a need for extensive ground reinforcement or piling on approx. 5 km of the line's length.
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Other conditions in the surface sections
The line between Ski and the national border will run outside towns and villages in inner Østfold. Between
Arvika and Karlstad the line will run through several towns and villages in which there will be conflict with
existing built‐up areas. Such conflicts cannot be avoided since it is important to maintain existing stations or
build new ones where people live. The excessive curvature and the fact that the line is expanded to double
track, makes it difficult/impossible to adhere to the existing line.
Along the open sections there are level crossings in several places with roads of varying size. These will be
replaced by level‐free crossings above or below the new line. On the agricultural sections and otherwise it is
assumed that many of today's level crossings will be gathered into fewer level‐free crossings since parallel
connecting roads will be built.
In certain open sections there are long and deep cuttings into the rock. This can produce a large surplus of
blasted rock spoil together with surplus spoil from tunnels. The spoil can be used as embankment masses, but
disposal areas must also be found alongside the planned route.
Where there are short distances between the tunnels the tracks will be located a certain distance from one
another before/after the tunnel portal because the line has a rigid curvature. This occupies larger areas than a
normal double‐track section. This is the case in several places of the section, in particular in the section
between Arvika and Kil.
The tunnel sections
Ground conditions
The bed rock in the area around Ski and eastwards towards the Swedish border consists of different types of
basement rock gneisses, mainly granitic and tonalitic, but also some quartzite‐diorite, amphibolite and gabbro.
These rock types are normally strong and competent, and they are associated with favourable conditions for
tunnel construction. Some challenges with regard to water leakage can arise, however, particularly where the
tunnel routes pass under lakes and watercourses.
Further eastwards in Sweden the routes coincide with the alternatives from Lillestrøm to Karlstad, and the rock
types in these areas consist of old sandstone formations, in addition to the same type of basement rock
gneisses as on the Norwegian side of the border.
The quality of the rock mass is generally expected to be good, but there may be areas with a higher degree of
weathering and surface rock zones, in addition to local and regional weakness zones. In general the quality of
the rock is expected to improve with greater overburden.
With the exception of passing some villages, the routes will largely run through relatively undisturbed nature,
with little infrastructure and few buildings. However, the focus must be on passing waterways and wetland
areas, and plans ought to be made for a high degree of watertightness along most of the tunnel sections.
The tunnel sections of average difficulty are expected when tunnels are close to urban districts, in which
consideration must be given to buildings and infrastructure in terrain with relatively modest rock overburden.
On the Norwegian side the routes will run through some cultivated areas, and principally through unpopulated
forest areas on the Swedish side. The rock mass conditions are expected to be relatively good, but the tunnels
will pass through a number of regional and local fracture zones in a north‐south direction. Lakes and
watercourses often follow depressions in the terrain represented by the fracture zones, which can reinforce
the challenges when tunnelling through these zones, particularly with regard to water leakage.
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Other conditions at the tunnels
The degree of difficulty and costs are linked to the ground conditions, but largely also to the location of the
tunnel. Shallow tunnels often have poorer rock masses than tunnels which go deeper. Similarly proximity to
built‐up areas will involve specifications concerning the time of day when permits will be given for project
operations and this will therefore make the project more expensive. Strict specifications for watertightness
require time and are therefore also expensive.
On the Ski – Karlstad section in compliance with alternative D1 there will be some tunnels that are rather more
demanding than others. This applies to the tunnel east of Lake Rødenessjøen and up to the national border
where there will also be poor access conditions in addition to crossing fault zones. The same applies to the two
long tunnels before and after Järnskog. In addition the extension of the tunnel on the Follobanen could be
demanding if there should be any difficulty in finding acceptable crosscuts.
Structures
On the section between Ski and Karlstad there are some fairly large structures. The biggest railway bridges will
be at crossings over the Glomma (350m), Lake Rødnessjøen at Kroksund (360m), and Lake Värmeln (900m). In
addition there will be crossings over some roads and pedestrian links which have not been detailed in this
process. In Sweden the line will run over some small lakes and will cross several small rivers.
Across Lake Värmeln the right thing will probably be to choose a concrete beam bridge with small spans, a
maximum of 20 metres. The bridge will be close to an existing embankment, relatively low above the surface of
the water.

11.4

CONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAFFIC-RELATED
CONSEQUENCES

Ski - National Border
The line from Ski to Karlstad will branch off from the Follobanen in the tunnel north of Ski and continue
eastwards as an extension of the tunnel. It is proposed that the branch line towards Karlstad should be further
north than the equivalent planned branch line towards Gothenburg. This is to save on route length. It is
assumed that in the two‐lane tunnel some simple measures will be undertaken as preparations for the branch
line and the link to each of the tunnel lanes so that there will be a grade separated branch line from the
Follobanen.
The link to the Follobanen means that the line will be extended by a tunnel approx.16 km in length which runs
under parts of the Oslomarka. Because the tunnel will run under the Oslomarka it is assumed that few
possibilities for crosscuts will exist here. This means that the tunnel‐faces can be long and that this part could
be included on the critical path during the construction. However, it appears that there will be a possibility for a
crosscut half‐way through the tunnel, thus reducing the construction time.
Eastwards towards Lake Rødenessjøen the line will alternate between tunnel and open lines in relatively
unpopulated areas, but nevertheless sufficient access roads should be available close to the construction and
rigging areas. In the open zones there are certain areas with quick clay in the ground. The construction
implementation in this section can be characterised as fairly uncomplicated with the exception of the crossing
of the River Glomma and the crossing of Lake Rødenessjøen.
The crossing of the Glomma will represent a constructional challenge because the construction work will have
to be done in and beside the river and there are sites of natural interest in the area. The construction
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challenges must however be viewed as being moderate. The same can be said of the low bridge that will cross
Lake Rødenessjøen at Kroksund.
Eastward from Rødenessjøen towards the national border and on to Lake Östen, the line will run through even
more unpopulated areas. It will be necessary here to build some long access roads in to the tunnel entrances
because the tunnel is located far from the nearest public road. Construction implementation on the section
must therefore be characterised by the contractor having to have most of the materials, equipment, spare
parts stored and available at the site since deliveries to site will take time.
National Border - Karlstad
East of Östen the line will enter a tunnel approx. 9 km in length under several vulnerable marshland areas.
Extra consideration must be shown here, in the form of extensive grouting, in order to ensure that the
groundwater table is maintained in the area of influence of the tunnel. In addition, this tunnel will also provide
few good crosscuts possibilities. At the eastern end of the tunnel there is a large marshland areas where
extensive geotechnical measures will have to be expected in order to ensure stable conditions for the track.
Eastwards from Järnskog and towards Sulvik the line runs through unpopulated areas in which it will be
necessary to build some long access roads to the tunnel entrances because the nearest public road is also far
from here. The surface zone between the tunnels will consist of several bridges and high cuttings and this will
require the contractor to plan construction performance well with regard to the lakes and access to the
excavations.
From Sulvik to Arvika there will be few or no particular construction challenges beyond those revolving around
the crossing of existing roads, existing lines and the Jössoälven river.
In the section from Arvika to Kil the new double track is located largely in areas with few or no buildings and in
places a good distance away from the existing line. This will make performance of the construction work
straightforward since the ground conditions are not particularly poor and no consideration will have to be
given to the external environment. Of the challenges that can be mentioned in this subsection there are some
marshy areas and a fairly large bridge over Lake Värmeln.
At Kil the new line will lie alongside the motorway and will cross it twice. One road intersection will also be
affected. Both the traffic at the junction and the crossing of the motorway will be fairly easily resolved in the
provisional phase. The last section in to Karlstad will follow the existing route where moderate challenges are
assumed although the new line is to be built close to this line.
Summary
The section between Ski and Arvika will not be suitable for staged development and must be developed as a
whole in order to make best use of the investment. The section between Arvika and Karlstad however will be
very suitable for staged development. A large number of combinations of subsections will be possible because
the new line is located close to the existing line.
Along the new line it is easy to find suitable rigging and construction sites. There are also simple access
conditions for most of the construction sites since it is a short distance from public roads to the new line. The
exception is the two sections mentioned above in which there will be few good access possibilities.
Boring the tunnel in the extension of the Follobanen might be applicable, but this will have to be evaluated in
more detail at a later stage. Otherwise none of the tunnels will be so long that the use of construction methods
other than conventional drilling and blasting appear necessary, with the exception of the 9 km tunnel east of
Östen.
In summary the section between Ski and Karlstad in compliance with alternative D1 will have the most serious
construction challenges in the extension of the Follobanen and the two sections for which the access
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conditions are poorest. On the rest of the route there will be some moderate construction challenges, whereas
the problems linked to implementing the construction are mostly minor.

11.5

CONSEQUENCES

Landscape
Description
From Svenneby to Mysen the railway runs through a continuous, gently undulating agricultural land with large
to medium scale. The Glomma is fairly narrow where the railway will cross at Solbergfoss. From Mysen to the
national border the line will mainly run through hilly, closed woodland with few settlements, with the
exception of the semi‐open agricultural areas around Lake Rødenessjøen.
From the national border eastwards the landscape character alternates between closed, hilly forest landscape
and semi‐open agricultural land. Along the planned line there are large areas of marshland and medium‐sized
lakes. Between Lene and Karlstad the landscape opens again, characterised by large areas of open agricultural
land and a gentle terrain. The agricultural villages of Tollesbyn and Kärrsmossen and the town environments in
Arvika and Karlstad are important historic landscapes.

Figure 59: Consequences for landscape, National border - Arvika
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Consequences
This alternative will go through new terrain from Svenneby to Arvika. From Arvika to Karlstad the situation is
the same, but some sections will also coincide with the existing line. Large parts of the line will run through
woodland with low visibility.
Just south of Solbergfoss power station the bridge crossing over the Glomma will form a visual barrier towards
Solbergfoss. The crossing will affect the power station which is a regionally valuable historic site. The railway
will also cross a valley on a large embankment straight after Solbergfoss. Located close to this area is Lierevja
which is a valuable cultural landscape.The consequence is assessed as major.
At Rødenessjøen, a bridge crossing will be constructed directly to the north of the existing bridge in a regionally
important cultural landscape. This bridge will be clearly visible and will constitute a visual barrier. The
consequences of this are considered to be moderately negative.
In the small‐scale, hilly terrain between the national border and Lene, there will be more tunnels, major
cuttings and bridges. The railway line also touches on many large and small lakes which results in
embankments in the shore zone.
Through the open, flat agricultural landscape between Lene and Karlstad the line will mainly follow the existing
track with minimal impacts when it comes to cut and fill. The exception is a major cutting at Skåre. The line
layout is wider compared to existing tracks and will constitute a more substantial barrier, but the negative
consequences are assessed as minor.
The tine is considered to have a small to moderately negative impact on landscape qualities. (-/- -)
Cultural heritage and cultural environments
Known cultural places
At Svenneby in Spydeberg municipality in Østfold there are farm settlements consisting of older buildings. In
the Directorate for Cultural Heritage in Norway database Askeladden, a stone wall of uncertain age has been
recorded at the farm. It may be prehistoric, but dating stone walls is a difficult task.
At the farm of Jørentvet Søndre, in Trøgstad municipality in the county of Østfold, there is a fairly small burial
ground consisting of two automatically protected burial mounds. It is intended that the line will run a little
south of the burial ground.
The line will lie in the vicinity of the protected defence facility at Basmo Fortress, Marker municipality in
Østfold. The fort was constructed in the 1680s, and was abandoned in 1745. During the Great Nordic War it
was manned by round 1350 men, and held an important position during the campaigns in 1716 and 1718.
In addition there is a fairly old farm settlement at Storløs in Marker municipality and Flaten in Römskog
municipality. Along the line in Sweden there are several areas containing significant cultural heritages. In
Tollesbyn in the parish of Järnskog in Eda municipality in Värmland there is an important cultural environment
with a complete and preserved village structure. Otherwise there are important cultural environments in both
Köla parish in the municipality of Eda and Älgå parish in the municipality of Arvika. These are cultural
environments that consist both of prehistoric cultural heritages and cultural heritages from more recent
periods.
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Figure 60: Consequences for cultural heritages Ski - border with Sweden
Assessed potential
Areas that stand out are Svenneby and Galtebu in Spydeberg municipality in the county of Østfold. In addition,
there are large, continuous areas of cultivated land at Haugen, Blandhol, Olberg etc. in the municipality of
Askim, where finds of prehistoric cultural heritages can be expected. Also further inside Trøgstad and Eidsberg
there are areas of cultivated land, where there is potential for such finds. In particular the potential may be
high at Jørentvet Søndre (Trøgstad, Østfold), where there is an automatically protected burial ground.
On the Swedish side of the border there are several areas with a potential for finds of protected cultural
heritages. In the parish of Östervall, Årjäng municipality in Värmland in the area close to the border with
Norway there are known hunting pits. Archaeological records in the area indicate that further finds might be
expected of equivalent or other cultural heritages. In the parish of Köla in Eda municipality there are large
areas containing woodland and watercourses. It is already known that there are hunting locations here, and
more thorough recording would probably be able to indicate more such cultural heritages in this area. Also in
the area at Sulvik, Älgå parish in the municipality of Arvika a number of cultural heritages are known about,
which would again indicate that finds of so far unknown cultural heritages could be made in the area.
Consequences for cultural heritages and the cultural environment
Consequences on cultural heritages are assessed as being moderately negative (‐ ‐).
Natural environment
Existing situation
The only location of high importance that this part of the route will affect is Solbergfoss, a stopover and feeding
area for a number of birds, including whooper swans.
The section in Sweden has few localities of high importance, but these few are habitats of relatively large size
and high importance. There are several small key biotopes on the section. On the section from the national
border to Arvika there are three marshland areas of high importance. Two of these are around 10 km from the
national border (Svarttjärn and Gårdbacktjärn), the latter is Kärrsmossen west of Arvika, discussed in Chapter 3.
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Between Arvika and Karlstad are the Kil Ravines nature reserve, ravine forest south of the town of Kil south of
national road 61 and the power line.
Consequences for the natural environment
The crossing of the Glomma downstream from Solbergfoss can imply a moderately negative consequence for
bird‐life linked to the aquatic environment. There is a proposed tunnel portal and bridge at his point which will
involve considerable construction activity and noise.
The route will, for large sections, be a new element in a relatively natural landscape, and will therefore be
perceived as and will form a barrier for small and large wildlife.
On the north side of Lake Östen near the national border the railway line touches upon an area subject to a
nature conservancy agreement, containing deciduous woodland similar to indigenous forest. The two high‐
value marshland areas mentioned will not be touched, the route will run in a tunnel. It will be important for the
tunnel to be sealed to prevent drainage. South of Järnskog an area categorised as being of natural importance
(Kullen) is touched upon consisting of a marshland and woodland mosaic and mixed forest. The route will affect
a fairly small area, a key biotope consisting of scree and coniferous forest with deciduous elements east of
Sulvik. .
The route will, for large sections, be a new element in a relatively natural landscape, and will therefore be
perceived as and will form a barrier for small and large wildlife.
Consequences for natural environment are assessed as being small negative (‐).
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Natural resources
The proposed line will occupy around 290,000 m2 of cultivated land. The route will cross by bridge over Lake
Rødnessjøen, which is a source of drinking water. Otherwise no important natural resources have been
recorded within the proposed route. No corresponding entries have been carried out in Sweden.
The consequences for natural resources are assessed as minor (‐).
Local environment and outdoor activities
Walking tracks and other local environment facilities
The southernmost part of the lands around Oslo are located south and east of Ski. The line will run in tunnels
under parts of the southern parts of the lands around Oslo. The tunnel will be located east of Lake Nærevannet
and a little west of Gaupesteinsåsen.
The railway line crosses a footpath beside an arm of the Glomma at Solbergfoss. The line will not affect any
artificially lit jogging tracks or other sports facilities. The railway line crosses a hillwalking track at Kil.
Affected buildings
For alternative D1 a total of 8 buildings will be affected in Østfold. In Sweden around 40 dwellings have been
recorded which will have to give way to the project.
Buildings in noise zones
In Østfold, a total of around 30 dwellings have been recorded inside the noise zone. None of these are schools
or healthcare buildings. In Sweden a total of around 190 dwellings have been recorded inside the noise zone.
Consequence
The consequence on the local environment and outdoor activities is assessed as being minor (-).
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12

The Karlstad – Västerås Line,
Alternative 2*

Figure 61: Overview map of the line between Karlstad and Västerås.
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Main points
The Karlstad ‐ Västerås Line, alternative 2* is a part of the high speed line between Oslo and Stockholm.
Between Oslo (Lillestrøm/Ski) and Karlstad, five different alignments have been reported on, these are
described in chapters 7 – 11. Between Västerås (Kolbäck) and Stockholm, the trains will use existing tracks. It
has been a precondition that the line go into Västerås. Hence no alignments have been evaluated that run
south of Lake Mälaren
The line between Karlstad and Västerås will be 202 km long. A total of 159 km of the line must be built from
scratch or as an upgrade.
The alignment follows the corridor of the existing line from Karlstad in the west and out to Kristinehamn.
From Kristinehamn to Örebro, it follows the planned Nobel Line. From Örebro to Jädersbruk, the existing line
will be expanded with more capacity.
From Jädersbruk, the line runs outside Arboga and Köping and connects up to the existing line in Kolbäck, 15
km to the west of Västerås. The Kolbäck ‐ Västerås ‐ Stockholm section is not evaluated through this report.
The line will be dimensioned for 250 km/h with the exception of the line near Karlstad, Örebro, Hovsta ‐
Jädersbruk and at Kolbäck.
The line will affect Alsters Herregård and Park and the Alster River in Karlstad, and further work must be
done here with solutions that take this important area into account. A long bridge across Lake Möckeln in
Karlskoga will be very visible in an open and vulnerable landscape. The bridge must be designed in such a
manner that it adds positive value to the landscape. The natural areas to the east of the lake must also be
looked after in a good manner.

12.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE LINE

General
The line for Alternative 2* between Karlstad and Västerås will follow the same corridor as the existing line, or
possibly any existing plans where the line deviates from the existing line. The proposed solution involves the
following:


The alignment follows the corridor of the existing line from Karlstad in the west and out to
Kristinehamn.



From Kristinehamn to Örebro, it follows the planned Nobel Line.



From Örebro to Jädersbruk, the existing line will be expanded with more capacity.



From Jädersbruk, the alignment runs outside Arboga and Köping and connects up to the existing
line in Kolbäck, 15 km to the west of Västerås.

The Kolbäck ‐ Västerås ‐ Stockholm section is not evaluated by the report.
The alignment search for the section is driven by the intent to arrive at an estimated length for a new line
between Karlstad and Västerås, in order to be able to perform travel time computations and simple cost
estimates. Hence the assessments for this section are this of a more principal nature than for the other
sections.
It has been a precondition that the line go into Västerås. Hence no alignments have been evaluated that run
south of Lake Mälar
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The new line layout is shown on drawings B‐531 in appendix 1. See chapter 4.3 for the design prerequisite for
Alternative 2* in Sweden.
The table below shows the principal data for the new line between Karlstad and Västerås. The table only
shows sections that must be built from scratch.
Section

Length
(km)

Tunnel
(km)

Tunnel
(%)

Viaduct
(km)

Viaduct
(%)

Gradient
(o/oo)

Speed
(km/h)

Karlstad ‐
Örebro

108

12

11

5

5

10,0

250

Örebro ‐
Kolbäck

75

0

0

5

7

10,0

250

Karlstad ‐
Kolbäck

183

12

6

10

6

10,0

250

Table 12: Principal data for the line between Karlstad and Västerås.
* Of which 22.5 km are an upgrade from single track to double track

Between Oslo and Karlstad 5 different alternatives have been studied with a length varying between 180 km to
227 km. The section from Karlstad to Västerås will be 202 km. The existing line Västerås – Stockholm is 107 km.
New high speed line between Oslo and Stockholm will then be 489 – 536 km depending on the alternative
between Lillestrøm/Ski and Karlstad. Existing line is 570 km.
Description
The new alignment starts at the existing Karlstad station. For the first 4 km to the east the current line will be
expanded from single track to double track. Thereafter, a new line runs further to the north than the existing
line and passes to the north of the population centres of Alster and Skattkärr. The Välsviken train stop must be
moved if it is desired to retain the location as a stop.
About 4 km east of Skattkärr, the current line is encountered. From here, the existing line is followed for the
next 17 km, with the exception of some minor straightening out of curves. Through Väse, the line runs in the
same corridor as the current line, and the existing placement of the station can be retained.
The last 7 km before Kristinehamn, the new alignment will deviate from the current line. The line goes to the
east of the Strand area and near the E18, probably in a tunnel. Further on through Kristinehamn, the existing
line is followed. Directly south of Kristinehamn, the proposed line turns to the east however.
Between Kristinehamn and Örebro, we have followed the plans for the Nobel Line. On this section, several
alternatives have been described, see Figure 62. However, no conclusion has been reached as to which specific
alignment would be recommended. Norconsult has taken Alternative UA2.6 as a basis. This alternative gives
the shortest travel time of the alternatives shown, according to the Conceptual Study Report for the Karlstad‐
Örebro Section of April 2008, ref. (6).
From Kristinehamn, the line goes to the north of Lake Vismen and crosses Lake Möckel roughly right between
Karlskoga and Degerfors. The line crosses the lake at approximately the same place where the municipal
master plan shows an alternative for the new E18. To the west of Lake Möckel, a new station may be
established, which could serve Karlskoga and Degerfors.
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To the east of Karlskoga, the line runs in the same corridor as the present E18 up to Örebro. The Nobel Line
connects to the existing Hallsberg – Örebro line at about 5 km south of Örebro in accordance with the
municipal master plan.

Figure 62: Possible alignments for the Nobel Line, Conceptual Study for the Karlstad-Örebro Section,
April 2008.

The existing line is followed further for 14 km to Hovsta. The section has a double track, but it should be
evaluated as to whether one or two new tracks ought to be built in order to increase the speed and capacity on
this section.
Between Hovsta and Jädersbruk, a new single‐track line was opened in 1997 dimensioned for 200 km/h. The
track was built only for passenger traffic and has a maximum gradient of 25 ‰. The line has a passing zone of
10 km that is located at the eastern part of the newly built line, between km 137.5 and km 147.5 on drawing B‐
531. It is being proposed that the entire section be expanded to double track.
After having crossed the Arbogaån River, a good 5 km west of
the town of Arboga, the line branches from the existing line,
passes to the north of Arboga and runs along the E18. The line
continues in the direction of Köping and comes into the same
corridor as the existing line a good 4 km south of Köping. The
highest speed between Köping on the existing track is 85 km/h
due to horizontal curves with a radius of 300 m.
Figure 63 shows possible lines past Köping in order to increase
the speed of trains that do not stop there. Norconsult has
chosen the Karlbergsskogen alternative for the line past
Köping. Further out towards Kolbäck, the new line follows the
existing line with some minor straightening out of curves. At
Kolbäck, the line for Alternative 2* connects up with the
existing double track continuing on towards Västerås and
Stockholm.
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Figure 63 Possible line layouts at Köping.
The "key section" Stockholm-Skövde
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12.2

ALIGNMENT DESIGN

Speed profile
The figure below shows the maximum speed between Karlstad and Västerås based on proposed track
geometry.

Figure 64: Speed profile for the Karlstad – Kolbäck section.

Alternative 2* will be dimensioned for a speed of 250 km/h. The proposed line is dimensioned for 250 km/h at
all locations where the new line will be built independent of any existing lines.
The first 3 km out from Karlstad, however, the new line follows the existing line and the speed will hence be
equal to that of today. Further out until the line hits the existing line to the south of Örebro, the dimensioning
speed is 250 km/h. Through Örebro, the existing line has some curves with a radius of around 800 m,
something that limits the speed to approx. 130 km/h. Between Hovsta and Jädersbruk, the minimum
horizontal radius is 2000 m, which limits the speed to approx. 200 km/h. On parts of the section, the speed can
be increased to 250 km/h based upon the track geometry. In the diagram above, the entire section is shown
with 200 km/h.
New alignment for Alternative 2* connects to the existing line at Kolbäck. The existing line here has a maximum
speed of 160 km/h.
Vertical geometry
The largest gradient is with respect to the requirements for Alternative 2* 10.0 ‰ in Sweden. This requirement
has been fulfilled except for the Hovsta – Jäderbruk section, where the existing line is being expanded from
single track to double track. Here, the existing line has up to 25.0‰, and it is being proposed that the existing
geometry be retained. The existing line between Hovsta and Jäderbruk via Frövi satisfies the requirement for
10 ‰ gradient.
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Existing line
The establishment of the proposed line would be able to replace the existing track between Karlstad and
Kristinehamn, which is 40 km. Except for this section, all existing lines on the section must be retained in order
to serve the existing rail traffic.

12.3

CONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAFFIC-RELATED
CONSEQUENCES

The execution of the construction work and its consequences to traffic have not been assessed for this section.
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12.4

CONSEQUENCES

Karlstad
Alsters Herregård and Park and the Alsters River are an area that has important qualities and which has been
set aside in the municipal master plan has been set aside for the purposes of nature tourism, recreational areas
and cultural environment programs. Reference is made to the extract of the municipal master plan, Figure 65.
Through this area, the line must be built underground in one or another form, either as a concrete culvert or a
rock tunnel.

Figure 65: Extract of municipal master plan for Karlstad.
Karlskoga
Karlskoga has no railway connection today. The nearest station is in the Municipality of Degerfors, which is
located at the southern end of Lake Möckel. There is substantial interest in the Municipality in establishing a
railway that can serve the passenger traffic to the town. There is, however, significant scepticism about
building a railway through the centre itself, since this would have substantial consequences to the existing
buildings and infrastructure in the town and also cause such a line to have to be routed through the town with
a lower dimensioned speed. This is also something that is hardly reconcilable with the high speed concept.
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Figure 66: Karlskoga municipal master plan, "Important new roads as planned new roadway
sections"

The crossing of Lake Möckel in the Municipality of Karlskoga involves a substantial intervention into a vast and
open landscape. The agricultural landscape in both sides of the lake is open and flat and a railway in this area
will be quite highly visible. The choice has been made regardless to cross at this location because such a
solution is in line with the municipality's intentions of establishing a common transportation corridor for road
and rail across the lake at this location.
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Figure 67: Karlskoga municipal master plan, "Larger natural areas that are of significance for the
physical planning", proposed line shown in red.

To the east of Lake Möckeln, the proposed plan runs through areas with a number of minor waters and
marshes. Nature conservation interests are associated with some of these areas. Reference is made to Figure
67.
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13

Line Ski – Öxnered, alternative 2*

Figure 68: Overview map with the line for between Ski and Öxnered
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Main points
Ski – Öxnered scenario 2* is part of the high speed track between Oslo and Gothenburg. The planned Follo
Line will be used between Oslo and Ski. Between Öxnered and Gothenburg, a new track will be built which
will open in 2013, high speed trains will use the new track.
The line between Oslo and Öxnered is 245 km in length. The track will be designed for 250 km/h, but the
track will also serve Råde and the towns of Fredrikstad, Sarpsborg and Halden. To reduce the site work and
intervention in the built up areas in the towns, a lower design speed has been selected through Moss,
Fredrikstad, Sarpsborg and Halden.
A double track is planned for the entire section. Between Ski and Sandbukta north of Moss and the section
Såstad ‐ Haug, no extension of the track and only minor technical railway measures will be proposed. The
track will follow the existing track to a great extent, but between Sarpsborg and Halden and from Halden to
south of Ed, the new track will run along a completely new line.
Construction of a new track through parts of Fredrikstad and Sarpsborg will affect urban housing estates,
existing roads and other infrastructure. In Fredrikstad, there will be a special line through St. Hansfjellet, a
new station at Grønli and a tunnel with little coverage beneath the buildings between Grønli and Lisleby. In
Sarpsborg, challenges will be faced with a new bridge across Visterflo, a track through Greåker, Alvimdalen,
crossing of the E6, a route through a housing estate, the areas east of the centre and past Hafslund. This will
involve significant work being carried out in the towns, and costly solutions will be required.
The biggest construction‐related challenges will be through the Østfold towns and the section between
Fredrikstad and Sarpsborg. There are a few moderate construction‐related challenges along the rest of the
section, but these are mostly minor problems linked with the construction work.
The greatest environmental challenges will be faced in the area at Karlshus and Skinnerflo, with important
cultural artefacts, landscape and natural environment. There are also important cultural artefacts and
landscape‐related challenges faced from Sarpsborg to Skjeberg and at Ed.
Alternative 2* in the intercity area between Oslo and Halden will follow the recommended route from the
ongoing concept selection investigation for the section Oslo – Halden. This investigation is not complete, but
it is assumed that the same solution as described for alternative 2* will be recommended. Between
Sarpsborg and Öxnered the alignment for alternatives 2* and D1 are identical except for a short section at
Halden
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13.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE LINE

General
The line for alternative 2* will follow the same corridor as the existing track from Ski to Öxnered, which is
located 8 km north of Trollhättan. The existing double track between Ski and Sandbukta north of Moss will be
retained, and a new double track will be established between Sandbukta and Öxnered. Alternative 2* in the
intercity area between Oslo and Halden will follow the recommended line from the ongoing concept selection
investigation for the section Oslo – Halden. This investigation is not complete, but it is assumed that the same
solution as described for alternative 2* will be recommended.
A new line is shown in the drawings B‐321 – B‐323 in appendix 1. See chapter 4.3 for design criteria for
alternative 2*.
The table below shows main data for the new track between Moss (Sandbukta) and Öxnered, the section
Såstad – Haug has been kept outside the specified data.

Section

Length
(km)

Tunnel
(km)

Tunnel
(%)

Viaduct
(km)

Viaduct
(%)

Gradient
(o/oo)

Speed
(km/h)

Moss
(Sandbukta)
– Halden

66

19

29

2

3

12,5

250

Halden Öxnered

117

28

24

0

0

12,5/10,0

250

Moss
(Sandbukta) Öxnered

183

47

25

2

1

12,5/10,0

250

Table 13: Main data for the line

Between Oslo and Sandbukta north of Moss the distance is 55 km. In addition there is an existing double track
Såstad – Haug of total 7 km. The new line between Öxnered and Göteborg will be 82 km. In total the new high
speed railway between Oslo and Göteborg will be 327 km. Compared to the existing line 349 km, the new line
will be 64 km shorter,a shortening of about 6%.
Ski - Moss
It is assumed that the planned Follo Line between Oslo S and Ski will be established and is not included as part
of the high speed investigation. The existing track between Ski ‐ Sandbukta will be kept as it is, and it is
assumed that a new track between Sandbukta and Moss will also be built according to the applicable plans.
The maximum speed over the section is currently 160 km/h. Over parts of the section (26 km), the track
geometry will permit a speed of 200 km/h according to minimum requirements of new tracks. It is assumed
that the superstructure will be upgraded in order to increase the speed to 200 km/h.
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Moss – Halden
It is assumed that a new station in Moss and a new track between Moss and Såstad will be built according one
of the alternatives in the prevailing plan. A new Moss station will be constructed slightly south of the existing
one. South of the station, the track will enter a 2 km long tunnel. The line will continue in the open up to
Såstad, where it will link up with the existing double track between Såstad and Haug.
The existing section Såstad – Haug has speed limit of 130 km/h, but the geometry will permit 200 km/h
according to the normal requirements of new tracks. Here, the necessary upgrade of the superstructure must
take place in order to increase the speed to 200 km/h. Rygge station can be kept as it is today.

Figure 69: Section of the municipal master plan for Råde, where a new line for the track is indicated
by a red dotted line

A new track has to be built from around 2 km west of Råde and up to Fredrikstad. Through Råde, the principles
of the municipal master plan will be followed. A new station will be built around 500 m south of the existing
station. A new station in Råde will be situated just south of the current one and a short way beyond the
buildings in Karlshus. There are plans for a development site for new homes at Strømnesåsen, just south of
Karlshus. The new station will be situated between the current buildings and the planned housing site. There
are not many buildings here, and there is plenty of space for other facilities such as parking and traffic areas. It
is not far from the E6 and national line 110, which are the main roads in the area.
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Figure 70: Towards Fredrikstad, Grønli in a blue circle

On towards Fredrikstad, the new track will follow the same corridor as the existing track, and two bridges and a
short tunnel will be constructed up to Seut, just west of Fredrikstad.
From Seut and on into Grønli, the current track will be extended from a single track to a double track. Under St.
Hansfjellet, a new single track tunnel will be established north of the current tunnel. At Grønli, a two‐track
station will be established with a central platform. The station will be lowered in relation to the current track.
The station location and line on towards Sarpsborg is in accordance with the municipal master plan for the
urban district of Fredrikstad.
The new station will provide better accessibility for travellers in Fredrikstad and is supported by the plans for
central Fredrikstad and the public transport node in the town. There are initially no free areas for the new
station. Therefore, a compact solution should be developed which also provides space for buses, taxis and
parking.
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Figure 71: New line with new station in Fredrikstad

East of the new station, the track will enter a tunnel 1.5 km long under Fredrikstad and emerge into the open
just to the east at Kjæråsen. From here and on to Rolfsøy, a new double track will be placed next to the existing
track, and through Lisleby a new line will have slightly gentler curves than the existing track.
Once the line has passed Rolfsøy freight terminal, the track will pass east of the current track and continue over
the Visterflo, the existing track and the national road 109 on a bridge. From here, the track will pass directly to
the west of the housing site in Greåkerdalen before passing under Hanestad in the rock tunnel and arriving at
Alvimdalen. The track will pass across the valley, and the intention is to lay it in a buried concrete culvert
through the valley, under the E6 and the buildings east of the E6.
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Figure 72: Visterflo - Borgen

500 m after the track passes the E6, the track will emerge into the open and follow the same corridor as the
current track into Sarpsborg station.
Between Rolfsøy and Sarpsborg, the track will be designed for 200 km/h. The line will lead to major work taking
place in Greåker, and the proposed line will have costly elements such as concrete culvert 800 m long beneath
the slope. If a slightly lower design speed could be permitted on this section, the new track could follow the
current one to a greater extent; which would probably mean less work and lower costs.
A number of investigations are taking place with regard to potential station locations and lines through
Sarpsborg, but none of these investigations is complete. It is proposed that the current location of Sarpsborg
station be retained as it is relatively close to the centre. There are urban development opportunities north of
the current station, which will build up under the current station location. Borregaard Fabrikker uses a site for
its production at Oppsund north of the station. The area has major potential development due to its central
location and attractive surroundings.
Sarpsborg station is also a truck loading terminal linked with Borregard. Any completely new station in
Sarpsborg would be very costly and involve major works in the town.
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Figure 73: Sarpsborg station, photo: Norconsult

From Sarpsborg and to north of Halden, the lines for alternative 2* and D1 are identical. The section is approx.
20 km long. After Sarpsborg station, there will be a new track north of the current railway bridge over the
Glomma. At Hafslund, an intersection will have to be established between the new double track and the
Eastern Østfold Line. The need for a grade‐separated crossing between the two tracks will have to be assessed
during later plan phases.
Further south from Hafslund, the new double track will follow the current track until it emerges out of the
built‐up area at Borgen. From Borgen, a decision has been made to lay a new track along almost the shortest
route to Halden.
The terrain between Borgen and Halden is undulating, and the line will involve around 50 % tunnels. There will
be five tunnels here, covering a total of around 10 km, before arriving in Halden. However, directly north of
Halden, in the area at Østgård, the tunnel will have to be placed in an arc heading east in order to provide
sufficient coverage down to Halden station. The tunnel will be sited beneath the northernmost parts of the
town and south‐east of Rød herregård. The open section in Halden will cross Tista on a bridge downstream of
the current railway bridge, and the current railway station in Halden will be retained.
Halden - Öxnered
Coming out from Halden station, the new double track will follow the existing track. The existing track will then
gradually slope more than is permitted for alternative 2*. Therefore, a new line will be laid below and north of
the existing track and at a lower level before entering a tunnel approx. 1.5 km east of the station. This will also
be done to allow a new track to be built while the existing one is operational.
The tunnel to the south will be 3.5 km long, with a short open zone before the line enters a new tunnel 7.5 km
long. From this open zone and on to Öxnered, the lines for alternative 2* and D1 are identical. After the 7.5 km
tunnel, the track will enter an open zone at the north end of Ørsjøen before entering a new tunnel, 7.5 km.
After this tunnel, the line will cross the border into Sweden.
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Due to right‐hand operation on the double track in Norway while it is left‐hand operation in Sweden will need a
grade separated crossing close to the border in order to avoid an at‐grade crossing. As tunnels will be separate
for each direction, there are several tunnel sections where this grade separated crossing can be established
relatively easy.
East of the border the track will continue towards Ed with a few short tunnels and will be situated south of Ed,
where it will partly coincide with a line shown in the municipal master plan for Dals‐Ed. A new station is
proposed for south‐east of Ed, almost 4 km from the current station.
Further on towards Öxnered, the terrain is relatively straightforward; except for a section at Dalskog where
three tunnels have to be established. Over the first 5 km south of the new station in Ed, a new track will be
located, displaced laterally by up to 600 m in relation to the current track. Over the next 15 km, a new double
track may be established next to the existing track, with a few curves being straightened out. Through
Bäckefors, the new track will be located in the same corridor as the existing one.
From the north end of Teåkerssjön and to
Dals Rostock, the existing track has poor
geometry. Therefore, a new track will be
built here, including three tunnels, the
longest measuring 3.5 km. This line
otherwise coincides with a line which can be
found in the municipal master plan for the
municipality of Mellerud, see Figure 74.

Between Dals Rostock and Erikstad, around
11 km, a new single track was built approx.
15 years ago. It is proposed that this now be
extended to form a double track. From
Erikstad and 23 km on further south, the new
Figure 74: Section of the municipal plan for Mellerud
double track can be established next to the
existing track, with a few curves being straightened out. The track will pass through the urban areas of
Brålanda and Frändefors, along the same route as the current track.
Around 5 km north of Öxnered, the new line will see slightly greater straightening of a curve before mainly
following the current track into Öxnered station. From Öxnered to Gothenburg, a new double track will now be
built which will be completed in 2012/13.
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13.2

ALIGNMENT DESIGN

Speed profile
The figure below shows the maximum speed between Ski and Öxnered based on proposed track geometry.

Figure 75: Speed profile Ski – Öxnered. Dashed red line is the planned new line between Oslo and
Ski.

Alternative 2* should be designed for a speed of 250 km/h. Around 70 % of the line between Sandbukta and
Öxnered will meet the requirement for a design speed of 250 km/h. However, 94 % of the line Sandbukta –
Öxnered will have a design speed of 200 km/h or above.
Following the reconstruction of Ski station, the maximum speed through the station will be 130 km/h. Through
Ås and Vestby, today speed limit is 130 km/h. The track geometry in Ås permits 150 km/h. In Vestby extension
of a road bridge, new substructure and tracks are needed in length of 800 m in order to increase permitted
speed up to 160 km/h.
Furthermore, the planned line into Moss from the north will limit the speed to 130 km/h. Besides these four
part‐sections, the current speed limit between Ski and Moss is 160 km/h, while the track geometry would allow
200 km/h on 26 km of the line.
The section between Moss and Fredrikstad is 30 km long. Here, the track is designed for 200 km/h instead of
250 km/h. Except at the approaches to the stations in Moss and Fredrikstad, the section can be designed for
250 km/h, but a decision has been made to design the section for 200 km/h. The main reasons for this speed
reduction are:


Renovation of the existing track Såstad – Haug will be avoided (substructure work)



Råde station can be positioned as shown in the municipal master plan



The time lost due to the speed reduction is estimated at a maximum of 1.5 minutes.

Through Fredrikstad, a maximum speed of 130 km/h is applicable to non‐stopping trains. It is assumed that all
trains will stop in Fredrikstad and that a lower design speed through the centre will in practice lead to very little
lost time for trains that have to stop. After Lisleby, 3.5 km east of Fredrikstad, the speed will be increased to
200 km/h for around 10 km up to Sarpsborg. Here, too, it will be possible to increase the speed to 250 km/h,
but it has been decided to retain the maximum speed of 200 km/h as a minimal amount of time will be saved
by increasing the speed over such a short distance.
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The current position of the station in Sarpsborg and the existing track over the last kilometre before Sarpsborg
will be retained. In towards Sarpsborg, there is a curve which will limit the speed to 100 km/h. From Sarpsborg
station and southwards, the maximum speed will be 200 km/h over 3.5 km, then 250 km/h up to a point north
of Halden. However, the track geometry is designed for 330 km/h.

Figure 76: Halden city

From Østgård, north of Halden, the speed will be reduced to 200 km/h. Over a 2 km section through the centre
of Halden the line will follow the existing track and speed will be reduced to 80 km/h. A higher design speed
through Halden has been assessed, but this will lead to enormous amounts of work having to be done around
the existing buildings and infrastructure.
1 km south of Halden station, the speed will be increased to 250 km/h and maintained until 1 km north of
Öxnered station. 32 km of the section between Halden and Ed has a track geometry permitting 330 km/h. The
last kilometre into Öxnered station will have a maximum speed of 80 km/h.
Vertical geometry
The greatest gradient, in accordance with the requirements for alternative 2*, is 12.5 ‰ in Norway and 10.0 ‰
in Sweden. The longest section with a 12.5 ‰ gradient is 5.5 km in Norway. In Sweden, the longest section with
a 10 ‰ gradient is 1.4 km.
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Existing track/link to other tracks

Figure 77: Schematic track plan Ski – Öxnered, with existing and new track

Use of existing track
A new line between Sandbukta and Öxnered will essentially replace the existing track. If there is a requirement
to retain the Berg freight terminal, however, the existing track between Halden and Berg must be retained. This
is a section approx. 4.5 km in length.
Link to other existing tracks
At Hafslund south of Sarpsborg, a link will have to be established between the existing track to Mysen, the
Eastern Østfold Line, and the new double track. There are currently intersections both to the south and to the
north at Hafslund. The need for a grade‐separated crossing between the two tracks will have to be assessed
during later plan phases.
At Erikstad, a link will have to be established between the Vänern Line and the new double track.
Necessary measures at the stations
Station at Ski is assumed to have sufficient capacity to accommodate high speed trains. No alteration is
therefore proposed. Moss station must be rebuilt. Rygge station is likely to be unchanged. New station Råde
will be slightly South of the present and a little outside the settlement of Karlshus. There are plans for a new
housing development on the site of Strømnesåsen just south of Karlshus. The new station will be located
between today's houses and residential field. The station is located on a curve with radius 2300 metres. Here
there are no buildings and plenty of room for other facilities such as parking and traffic areas. It is a short
distance from the E6 and national road 110 that is the main roads in the area.
New Fredrikstad station is located on Grønli that complies with the municipal master plan for Fredrikstad. The
station will provide better accessibility for travellers in Fredrikstad and is rooted in the plans for the collective
centre of the city. There is basically no free space for the new station. It should therefore be developed a
compact solution that also provides a space for buses, taxis and parking.
The current location of Sarpsborg station is retained. Upgrades will be necessary. Sarpsborg station is also a
cargo terminal with connections to Borregard. There are urban development opportunities to the North of the
current. Halden station must be built to accommodate the new railway traffic. Öxnered station proposed not
rebuilt.
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If passing trains have speeds of 200 km/h or more, it must probably be built a physical wall, or other separator
between passengers at the station and trains passing at high speed.

Figure 78: Halden station

13.3

FOUNDATION BASE, TUNNELS AND STRUCTURES

The open sections
Ground conditions and geotechnical measures
Between Moss and Fredrikstad, the line will remain in the open for more or less the entire section. The terrain
is fairly flat to begin with, before then becoming slightly more undulating south of Karlshus. The ground
consists of clay, very thick in parts, and the clay under the dry crust is quite wet in parts.
Although the line will largely be at terrain level over the section, there will be a need in several locations for
geotechnical measures to ensure that the track is sufficiently stable and as free from settlements as possible.
From Fredrikstad and on to Halden, the clay layers are generally slightly thinner and often alternate with rock
in the open. In Sarpsborg, west of the Glomma, there is an area of clay ground where it is assumed that
stability is poor. In 1702, parts of this area slid out into Sarpsfossen in a huge clay landslide, taking with it much
of the old Mediaeval town and Borregaard, with people and farm animals. Along this section, there will be a
need for geotechnical measures in connection with structures, and in areas where there is not much space for
cuttings and embankments.
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Between Sarpsborg and Halden, there are ridges with rock between lower‐lying plains based on clay. In these
areas, there will be a need for geotechnical measures in order to ensure that the track is sufficiently stable and
settlement‐free, especially since slab track will be laid in these open sections.
South of Halden and to the border with Sweden, there is mostly rock in the open or rock covered with deposits.
Over the border into Sweden and on towards Ed, the ground mainly comprises moraine and bare rock. Here,
geotechnical measures will be necessary to a small degree.
South of Ed, there is variation between friction material, peat and clay. A certain amount of deposit shifting and
ground reinforcements will be required for the section Ed – Dals Rostock, where peat and clay are present in
the open zone. On sections with marshland, deposits will have to shifted, and the ground will have to be
reinforced or piled in order to ensure sufficient railway stability.
On the remaining section towards Öxnered, the ground consists of clay, while towards the end there is slightly
more rock in the open. A number of sections between Dals Rostock – Öxnered will require extensive ground
reinforcements for the railway.
It is assumed that there will be a need for extensive ground reinforcement or piling over approx. 9 km of the
length of the line.
Other conditions in the open sections
The line between Ski and Öxnered will pass through a number of towns and urban areas in which it will come
into conflict with existing buildings. This is unavoidable as it is important to retain existing stations or build new
ones where people live. The rigid curvature, plus the fact that the line will be extended to form a double track,
will make it difficult/impossible to follow the existing line even if a decision is made to reduce the speed of the
track through the major towns.
Along the open sections, there are many level crossings with roads of various sizes. These will be replaced by
grade‐separated crossings over or under the new track. In the agricultural sections south of Moss, south of Dals
Rostock and elsewhere, it is assumed that many of the current level crossings will be collected to form fewer
grade separated crossings by building parallel collector roads.
There will be long, deep cuts in rock at some open sections. This may result in major excesses of quarry stone
together with excess rock spoil from tunnels. These masses can be used for embankments, but landfill areas
alongside the line will be required. In particular, there will be large quantities of excess rock spoil south from
Halden and slightly into Sweden.
As there will be short sections between the tunnels, the tracks will be a short distance away from each other
before/after the tunnel entrance because the line has a rigid curvature. This will occupy larger areas than a
standard double track section. This is the case at several locations along the section, particularly over the
section between Sarpsborg and Halden and the open zones further south to the border with Sweden.
The tunnel sections
Ground conditions
The rock bed in the area around Ski and southwards towards the Swedish border is made up of various
basement rock gneisses, mainly granitic and tonalitic, but also with some quartzite diorite, amphibolite and
gabbro. In addition, a large granite area will be passed in the area at Fredrikstad, Sarpsborg and Halden. These
rock types are normally strong and competent, and offer favourable conditions for tunnel construction.
However, some challenges may be faced with regard to water leakage, particularly where the tunnel lines pass
beneath lakes and waterways.
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Further south in Sweden, we find the same gneisses and granites, and also a number of fairly large areas of
ancient sedimentary rock types; sandstones and greywackes, and possible some old shale. To the south‐east,
towards Vänern, there are also a number of intrusive and old volcanic rock types; granite, gabbro, rhyolite and
dacite. These rock types may vary widely with regard to strength and degree of weathering. In general,
relatively good conditions for tunnelling are expected, but local areas of poorer rock mass quality and a greater
degree of deep weathering can also be expected.
Fracturing in the rock mass will vary locally, but an extensive pattern of weakness zones in the north‐south
direction can be expected. With regard to the orientation of the lines, a excavation direction for a tunnel which
coincides with the main direction of the fracturing (north‐south) is generally considered unfavourable and will
lead to a few major challenges and greater needs for rock support. Challenges are generally expected with
regard to water leakages, particularly where the tunnel lines pass beneath lakes and watercourses.
Between Halden and Öxnered, the tunnel sections will be situated mostly outside inhabited areas. The ground
conditions are generally expected to be favourable, but regional fault zones in the north‐south direction do
occur in this area. Lakes and waterways often follow depressions in the terrain which are represented by the
fault zones, which can intensify the challenges involved with regard to the risk of water leakages.
Other conditions near the tunnels
The most important considerations with regard to degree of complexity and costs are linked with the ground
conditions, but to a great extent they are also linked with the location of the tunnel. Shallow tunnels often have
poorer rock masses than deeper tunnels. Likewise, close proximity to built‐up aread will mean restrictions in
terms of excavation time and hence be costly. Stringent watertightness requirements are time‐intensive and
hence also costly.
Tunnel construction through and near to the larger towns is expected to have a high degree of complexity.
Special tunnels where a high degree of complexity can be expected include:





Tunnel through Moss, under inhabited areas and with little rock overburden
Tunnel through Fredrikstad, under inhabited areas and with little rock overburden
Tunnel west of Sarpsborg, under inhabited areas and with limited rock overburden
The tunnel in towards Halden from the north, under inhabited areas and with little rock
overburden

The ground conditions, combined with low overburden, are also expected to provide challenges for excavating
of a number of smaller tunnels over the section. There will also be a number of long tunnels down towards the
border with Sweden, where strict requirements for watertightness combined with little overburden, as well as
difficult conditions for crosscuts, will result in an additional degree of complexity.
Structures
On the section between Ski and Öxnered, it will be necessary to build only two larger bridges, over the Visterflo
at Greåker and over the Glomma at Sarpsfossen. The bridge over the Visterflo will be around 600 metres long
and will also have to cross the existing national road and parts of the built‐up area. The ground conditions in
the river are poor. The bridge over the Glomma at Sarpsfossen will be approx. 440 metres long and will also
have to cross a local road and hiking trail in the area.
Other heavier concrete structures include concrete culverts in Fredrikstad and similar in Sarpsborg. In
Sarpsborg, there may be a buried concrete culvert up to 1200 metres long through parts of the housing estater.
In Halden, a new railway bridge will have to be built over Tista. The bridge will have to take into account local
roads which currently link the town with the areas out at Mølen.
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13.4

CONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAFFIC-RELATED
CONSEQUENCES

Ski - Sarpsborg
The line from Ski towards Öxnered in alternative 2* will pass through Ski station and follow the current double
track to Moss. The existing double track ends approx. 3 km north of Moss station.
A new double track through Moss will pass through a tunnel under the town and emerge at the harbour, where
a new station will be constructed. Further south, the line will be laid in a new tunnel under the built‐up area.
The line through Moss will be very challenging in terms of construction implementation. In parts, the tunnel
will have very little rock overburden and some of buildings are sited on ground which is liable to settlement.
This will require cautious blasting and extensive grouting in rock. There will also be sections in the tunnel under
the town where there is no rock and where a concrete tunnel will have to be constructed. Here, homes and
business premises will have to be demolished, followed by sheet piling and deep excavation in deep deposits
before the tunnel can be constructed and the area can be backfilled. Individual roads will have to be closed
over the construction period. Likewise, the existing railway at the harbour will be affected.
Between Moss and Fredrikstad, the new line will be in the open, with the exception of two short tunnels at
Moss and Seut. An existing double track section between Såstad and Haug will form part of the line. The new
line will, in parts, be very close to the existing track and cross this at a couple of locations. The main road and a
few smaller roads will also be crossed. Despite works being carried out close to live tracks and a number of
phased diversions, this part‐section must nevertheless be designated slightly complicated in terms of
construction.
Considerably more complicated will be the line through Fredrikstad. Here, there is a proposal to situate a new
station in the middle of the urban area at Grønli and a tunnel further on under the town. In the area at the
station, buildings will be demolished, roads and other infrastructure will be diverted, and structures will be
built under cramped conditions. The existing railway will also be affected, but it is assumed that phased
transition to a new station will be able to take place with no major negative consequences for traffic on the
track. The tunnel under the town will have a section where there is very little rock overburden and where it is
assumed that special measures will be necessary. These may include extensive rock grouting, freezing of weak
zones and full concrete lining.
The section from Fredrikstad to Sarpsborg will also be demanding in terms of construction as the buildings here
are close together and there is not much space for construction. A number of road diversions over the section
will be demanding due to little space being available through the built‐up areas. A slightly longer bridge will be
built over the Visterflo, over the main road and the existing railway, into a densely populated area. A tunnel will
also be built near densely built‐up areas.
The above tunnel will continue as a concrete tunnel under the motorway (E6) and under the housing estate at
the entrance to Sarpsborg from the west. The concrete tunnel will be constructed in an open pit and covered.
The culvert will require temporary diversion of the motorway. Some buildings will have to be demolished, and
cramped conditions must be expected during construction work.
Further on towards Sarpsborg station, the new line will be in the open alongside the existing track. Here, too,
cramped conditions must be expected, along with effects on the existing rail traffic in the form of slow‐running
trains and phased diversions.
There is an intention to retain the station, but an upgrade will always mean a certain degree of adjustment of
tracks and new platforms. Likewise, it is assumed that most of the existing electrotechnical facilities will have to
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be replaced. Such work will require extension in stages and, possibly, rail traffic stoppages when connections
are made.
South of Sarpsborg station, a new railway bridge will have to be built for crossing the Glomma, as well as the
existing roads and railway. In this area, too, conditions will be cramped during the construction phase due to
buildings worthy of preservation, along with a power station, roads and a railway. There will also be not much
space for building and cramped construction conditions past the built‐up area at Borgen.
Sarpsborg – National Border
South of Borgen, there will be straightforward construction‐related conditions all the way up to Halden. This
section will consist of alternating tunnels and open sections situated a long way away from the existing
buildings, but the access conditions will be straightforward. There will be sufficient space for rigging and
construction areas, but these will have to be positioned with care as the open section and the area alongside
may conceal cultural artefacts. Therefore, necessary archaeological excavations must be taken into account for
progress planning.
A new double track to Halden will in a tunnel from the north, ending just before the existing station. The tunnel
will be so long that it will be natural to excavate it from both sides. From the south, working conditions will be
more cramped for construction work than from the north.
The requirements for maximum gradient mean that the track will have to run through a tunnel until the higher
terrain south of Halden has been reached. The tunnel will therefore begin just approx. 1 km after the station
and move in an arc towards the south‐east. There will be a number of construction‐related challenges involved
in construction work in the centre of the town, while there will be more space and simpler construction
implementation at either end of the tunnel.
Further south towards the national border, the line will run through a couple of long tunnels with short open
areas between them. The line will pass through relatively uninhabited areas where public roads are a long way
apart. Therefore, it will be necessary to build long access roads to both the open areas and the crosscuts. It is
assumed that parts of the tunnel sections will have to be sealed well due to overlying marshland areas and
water. Construction work in this section can nevertheless be designated slightly complicated.
National Border - Öxnered
Heading south from the national border and on towards Ed, the line will pass through even more uninhabited
areas. In this section, it will also be necessary to build a number of long access roads to the crosscuts because
the nearest public road is too far away. Here, too, it is assumed that parts of the tunnel sections will have to be
sealed well due to overlying marshland areas and lakes.
From Ed and south towards Brålanda, the line will emerge into lighter, more open terrain. The line will also be
sited along the existing roads and partly along the existing railway. This means simple construction work as
there are only short sections where there are particularly poor ground conditions or where special attention
has to be paid to the external environment. Other challenges that can be listed for this sub‐section include a
few marshland areas and a few bridges/embankments at Teåkersjön. This line includes a few short tunnels, the
longest passing outside Dals Rostock. This will have to be sealed well, given the vulnerable natural
environments in the area of influence.
The last section down towards Öxnered will follow the existing line, where it is assumed that moderate
construction‐related challenges will be faced even though the new line is to be built close to the existing one.
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Summary
The section between Ski and Öxnered is partly well suited to stagewise development. A number of longer
sections between Sarpsborg and Halden and between Halden and Ed will have to be developed in their entirety
to be able to make efficient use of the investment. Over the rest of the section, there will be a large number of
combinations of part‐sections where stagewise development will be possible as the new line will be close to
the existing track.
It is largely easy to find suitable rigging and construction sites along the new line. There is also easy access to
the majority of construction areas. The exception to this is the section between Halden and Ed, where good
access options are at a premium. In particular, there are cramped conditions for rigging and construction areas
between Fredrikstad and Sarpsborg.
The long tunnels south of Halden may have to be drilled due to poor access conditions, but this will have to be
assessed in greater detail at a later time. Otherwise, none of the tunnels will be so long that it would appear
relevant to use excavation methods other than conventional drilling and blasting.
The biggest construction‐related challenges will be through the Østfold towns and the section between
Fredrikstad and Sarpsborg. There are a few moderate construction‐related challenges along the rest of the
section, but these are mostly minor problems linked with the construction implementation.

13.5

CONSEQUENCES

Landscape
Description
From Ski to Halden, the line will pass through semi‐open agricultural landscape, with the exception of the
urban areas. There are a number of landscape areas of national and regional value close to the new railway.
Through Moss the line will lie close to the fjord, and directly south of Moss is the cultural landscape of national
importance around Værne monastery. The cultural landscape of national importance at Solli, Ryen and
Skinnerflo is situated between Råde and Fredrikstad. Between Sarpsborg and Halden, the terrain is more
undulating than elsewhere along the line.
From Halden across the national border to Dals Rostock, the landscape changes into a more closed forest
landscape with a number of marshland areas and scattered settlements. The large lakes of Teåkersjön and
Kabbosjön are important landscape elements. Historic landscapes of national value are associated with Ed and
Bäckefors. The location of the town Ed around the small lake of Lilla Le ensures special landscape qualities.
Between Dals‐Rostock and Frändefors, a spacious, flat and open agricultural landscape opens. This is followed
by forest areas on a smaller scale on the last section towards Öxnered. West of the line lies Hästefjorden, a
landscape of national importance.
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Consequences
There terrain encroachments close to Værne monastery are considered to be minor. The current railway line is
situated closer to the monastery than the new one, and it is assumed that this will be removed.
Between Moss and Fredrikstad, the planned railway will follow a new line through a cultural landscape of
regional value and touch on the cultural landscape of national importance at the Skinnerflo lake. The impacts
are assessed as moderately negative due to encroachments on the terrain at Skinnerflo and along Seutelva.
Through Fredrikstad and Sarpsborg, the line will come into major conflict with the existing small‐scale housing
areas. It will be clearly visible and will constitute a both a functional and visual barrier. Through Fredrikstad, the
new line causes major excavations and passes through existing housing areas. A new station is planned here. At
Greåker a bridge crossing over the Visterflo and a large cutting will dominate the landscape. The impacts are
assessed to be large.
Between Sarpsborg and Halden, the planned railway line alternates between short tunnels and open zones.
The line will cross the cultural landscape of regional importance around Skjeberg church and will be clearly
visible from the church. In Halden, a tunnel portal will be located close to the garden at Rød herregård. The
consequences are considered to be moderately negative.
In Sweden, the planned railway has a new route through the forest districts towards Dals Rostock, but no major
terrain work will be required and the visibility is low. At Ed there will be some terrain encroachments, and the
line also passes through a historic landscape of national value, with ancient environments dating back to the
Bronze and Iron Age. At Teåkersjön there will be embankments in the shore zone. From Dals Rostock to
Öxnered the consequences will be minor as the line follows the existing railway line.
As a whole the new railway line is considered to have a small to moderately negative impact on
landscape qualities. (-/- -)

Figure 79: Consequences for the landscape, Moss - Halden
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Cultural heritage and cultural environments
Known cultural places
The entire section in Akershus has relatively dense areas of archaeological cultural sites, and there are fairly
large, continuous areas within cultural environments and cultural landscape with major potential for findings.
In Østfold, the areas from the ridge and out towards the coast are generally the important cultural
environments.
In the city of Moss, there are a number of homes and associated outhouses dating back to the 18th and 19th
centuries which could be affected by the planned line through the town. In Vestre Rygge, there is a country
estate landscape with oak groves, gardens and significant ancient artefacts. The northerly part of this area will
be affected by the planned new line between Moss and Rygge.
In the area at Elvestad at Råde, there is a valuable cultural landscape with a large number of different types of
prehistoric sites. The line here is planned to cross a number of these sites. At Hisingby, there are a number of
protected cultural places, including prehistoric burial mounds, rock carvings and coal pits. The line is intended
to pass through the centre of, and partly over, a number of these automatically protected cultural places. At
Ørmen in the municipality of Fredrikstad, there is a cultural environment consisting of old farmhouses dating
back to the 19th century and automatically protected Stone Age settlements. This cultural environment will be
directly affected by the planned route of the high speed railway. The Krabberød farm is home to an Iron Age
fortification. This will be partly affected by the line, which is planned to pass directly next to the cultural
artefact.
In the city of Fredrikstad, there are large numbers of Sefrak‐registered buildings dating from the 18th century
through to the early 20th century which could be affected by the planned railway line through the city. In the
cultural heritage plan for Østfold, Alvimdalen in Sarpsborg is emphasised as part of an important cultural
environment. These landscape formations, the church site, large burial grounds, the old royal estate of Alvim
and corridors of view make this a valuable area. This may have acted as an old place for ships to access the
Glomma past Sarpsfossen. In Sarpsborg, there are remains of the medieval town of Sarpsborg, Hafslund
herregård, the park and the church site. The intention is to run the line through both the remains of the
medieval town, as well as the so‐called St. Olavs voll, an automatically protected moat.

Figure 80: Proposed new line at Skjeberg church, photo Tage Solberg

The area around Skjeberg church and rectory is a cultural environment with strong historical and landscape‐
related qualities. Skjeberg church is one of Østfold's biggest stone churches dating back to Medieval times. It
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was probably built in the 12th century. Findings of burnt stones and chips of flint show that there may have
been a settlement on the hill back in the Younger Stone Age. In the area around the church and inside the
churchyard, there are also a number of rock carvings dating back to the Bronze Age together with burial
mounds dating back to the Iron Age. Right next to the Medieval church is the protected rectory with its three
wings. The garden which dates back to the time the building was constructed in the 1730s is located on the
south side of the rectory.
At Hestehagen in Skjeberg, there is a cultural environment comprising automatically protected rock carvings
and old buildings dating back to the 18th and 19th century. The line is planned to run through the middle of
this cultural environment.
In the city of Halden in the municipality of Halden, the Empire town, Latinskolen and Halden railway station will
be affected by this alternative.
Four cultural environments have been selected from all the registered cultural artefacts along the line to
Öxnered. These are all situated in the municipality of Dals‐Ed, Västra Götaland.

Figure 81: Consequences for cultural artefacts, Moss - Halden

Assessment of potential
In the municipality of Rygge in Østfold, there is a large number of protected cultural places (Askeladden, the
database of the Directorate for Cultural Heritage, includes 471 localities for the municipality). In the
municipality of Rygge, the line is planned to cross the farms of Bog, Grystad, Krokstad, Dilling, Såstad and
Holter. A large number of automatically protected cultural sites and findings of prehistoric artefacts are known
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to have come from these farms. This, together with the topography for the area, provides a good indication of
the major potential for the finding of additional sites here.
There are also many protected cultural sites in the municipality of Råde in the county of Østfold. There are 439
locations in Askeladden, which again may contain lots of individual cultural objects. The new track is planned to
follow the route of the existing railway through parts of the municipality, and will therefore affect cultural
artefacts and the cultural environment to a lesser extent here. From Elvestad søndre, the line is planned to
follow a new route. Throughout this entire area and down to the municipality of Fredrikstad, there is major
potential for findings of automatically protected cultural sites.
In the municipality of Fredrikstad, there are many areas which will be affected by the line which offer potential
for findings of protected cultural sites. These can be found at Ørmen and Svirød. Furthermore, there are areas
on the farms Strand, Krabberød and Ambjørnrød which also offer potential for findings. East of Fredrikstad,
there is potential for findings of prehistoric sites at the farms Glemmen, Evje and south of Rolfsøy church.
At Yven nordre in the municipality of Sarpsborg, minor archaeological registrations has already taken place
along the exact route where the line is planned to go. Traces of prehistoric farming have been found here. This
shows that there is major potential for finding further prehistoric sites in this area.
Also at Hafslund, Klavestad, Vik and Rønneld in the municipality of Sarpsborg, there will be potential for
findings of automatically protected cultural sites.
In the municipality of Halden, there is potential for findings of cultural artefacts at the farms Åsekjær, Nordly
and Østgård. Also in the forest areas up towards the Swedish border, there is potential for findings of
automatically protected cultural sites. Here, in particular, there may be sites linked with iron extraction as well
as hunting one can expect to find.
In the borderlands in Sweden, there is potential for findings of sites linked with iron extraction and hunting.
Furthermore, there are areas of cultivated land in Ed (at KM59) where there is potential for findings of traces of
prehistoric settlement. Also in Gunnarsnäs and the parish of Dalskog in the municipality of Mellerud, there are
areas along the line where there is potential for findings of protected cultural sites.
Consequences for cultural places and cultural environments
Consequences on cultural heritages are assessed as being major negative (‐ ‐ ‐).
Natural environment
Existing situation
A number of registrations of various natural sites have been made between Moss and Sarpsborg. No nature
conservation areas, river deltas or INON‐ areas (intervention‐free zone) are registered in the corridor for the
railway line in question. The following minor sites are deemed to be of high value:






Goen irrigation reservoir and Goen garden pond, as a nature type and game site for the moor frog
and smooth newt
Gon V, a breeding area for grey heron, municipality of Rygge
Augeberghølen cultural landscape lake, resting and breeding area for a number of birds, also red‐
list [Norwegian list of endangered species] species
Kilsbekken, important waterways in agricultural landscape, channels to Skinnerflo nature reserve,
municipality of Råde
Guslundbekken, important waterways with spawning areas for brown trout, municipality of
Sarpsborg
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In the municipality of Halden, it is possible to mention Åsmundsenga and Bærengen with breeding
areas for smooth newt, Fredriksten festning with registered stock doves and tawny owls, and
Tistadalen with deciduous forest and various birds.
There are two nature reserves in the corridor: Skinnerflo nature reserve, wetlands, municipality of Råde, and
Skårakilen nature reserve, wetlands, municipality of
Fredrikstad.
Red‐list species are registered at regular intervals along the
line up to Sarpsborg. There are fewer registrations of red‐list
species over the section after Sarpsborg, but this is possibly
because there has been less field work and registrations
going on in some of these areas .
Figure 82: River Seut near Fredrikstad
There are a number of nature reserves over the section in
Sweden, along with a national park (Tresticklan), a Natura 2000 habitat and a series of key biotopes. The
section up to around Dal Rostock is very marshy, with many minor inland lakes. There are a number of
marshland areas of high value across the section: Borgemossarnas nature reserve, Siljehögmossen and
Kabbomossen.

Figure 83: Consequences for natural environment, Moss – Halden
Consequences for the natural environment
The proposed railway line will affect all of the nature sites mentioned above to some degree. Most of the sites
in Rygge and Råde are small but are characterised as being very important (of national value). It is possible that
during detailed design phase of a new railway line, solutions can be found to avoid conflicts with these sites,
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and for ponds and small lakes it may be of great significance as to whether we simply go around or carry out
work on the waters. Construction work may have major consequences for both vegetation and animal/bird life,
while the operation phase for trains will probably have minor consequences. It will also be necessary when
crossing important waterways for the railway line to be laid on bridges and for the qualities of each waterway
to be taken into account during the construction phase.
The railway line will be laid relatively close to Skinnerflo nature reserve, municipality of Råde, a wetland
important to a number of bird species. The current railway line goes around the reserve, and a proposal for a
new line will probably be slightly further away. It is assumed that no work will have to be done inside the
reserve.
The line will touch Skårakilen nature reserve, wetlands, municipality of Fredrikstad. Skårakilen, with its high
vegetation, is important as a nesting and migration site. It is assumed that no work will have to be done inside
the reserve.
The proposed route passes through long stretches of tunnel from west of Halden to the border with Sweden,
and the line will therefore have little conflict with sites of high importance.
In Sweden, the line will pass south of the Tresticklan national park and south of Borgelemossarna nature
reserve. The line will not come into contact with the many key biotopes around Ed. The line will pass north of
Tingvallamossen nature reserve, but across Siljehögmossen. The consequence may be medrately negative. The
line will affect a few smaller sites at Teåkersjön. In Dals Rostock west of Kabbosjön, the line will pass through a
tunnel under Kabbomossen, a Natura2000 habitat (inland lake), as well as a swamp forest key biotope and
Mörttjärn nature reserve. It is very important for the tunnel to be sealed sufficiently to prevent drainage of
these localities.
The consequences for natural environment are assessed as being moderately negative (‐ ‐).
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Natural resources
In total, approx. 800 000 m2 of cultivated land is expected to be used for construction. No gravel resources or
drinking water sources have been registered within the proposed route. There is no corresponding data for
Sweden.
The consequences for natural resources are deemed to be fairly major (- -)

Figure 84: Consequences for natural resources Ski - Halden
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Local environment and outdoor life
Hiking trails and other local environment facilities
The line will not come into conflict with DNT's established trails. The track will cross smaller paths at a number
of locations. No sports facilities or floodlit ski trails will be directly affected by the railway.
Affected buildings
A total of approx. 290 buildings are situated in the construction zone and will probably have to be demolished.
One home is situated in Akershus, there are approx. 40 in Sweden, while the rest are in Østfold. In addition,
there is a hospital in Østfold which is threatened.
Buildings in noise zones
In total, approx. 2260 buildings are expected to be sited within the noise zone. Of these, approx. 170 are homes
in Akershus, approx. 1760 are homes in Østfold, and approx. 300 are homes in Sweden. There are also eight
schools and one hospital in Akershus and 17 schools and two hospitals in Østfold.
Nature and outdoor areas
Østfold County Council has created its own chart of important nature and outdoor areas in its county plan.
These areas extend over much of the county of Østfold, particularly in the area north of Råde towards
Sarpsborg and from Mysen down towards Halden and south. The line, which will follow the existing track to a
great extent, will not appreciably affect these areas to any great degree more than is the case at present.
The line will also pass through important nature and outdoor areas from Halden towards the border with
Sweden, but here the line will be largely enclosed within a tunnel.
The consequences for the local environment and outdoor life are deemed to be major (‐ ‐ ‐).
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14

Ski – Öxnered Line, alternative D1

Figure 85: Overview map with the line for between Ski and Öxnered
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Main points
Ski – Öxnered scenario D1 forms part of a high speed line between Oslo and Stockholm. The planned Follo
Line will be used between Oslo and Ski. Between Öxnered and Gothenburg a new line will be developed
which is to open in 2013; high speed trains will use the new line.
The line between Oslo and Öxnered is 215 km in length. The line will be built as double‐track and will be
designed for 330 km/h in Norway and 250 km/h in Sweden. The high speed requirements and short travel
time has been an overriding precondition. The stations on the IC section Oslo ‐ Halden is assumed in this case
to be served by a parallel train service.
The line branches off to the north for Ski inside the planned Follo tunnel. From here the line will run as far as
possible straight to Sarpsborg through the municipalities of Ski, Hobøl and Våler. To have the line within
Sarpsborg station it has been chosen to reduce design speed, because it is assumed that the trains should
stop here. As an alternative the line could have gone outside the town. From Sarpsborg to south of Ed the
line will be located on a new route. The line will be located outside Halden, but it will be possible to build a
branch line into the town. On the rest of the section to Öxnered the existing line will be followed on the
whole.
There is a very great deal of uncertainty linked to the construction of tunnels with little rock cover under
built areas. This affects the south of Ski in particular and when crossing in tunnels under the built‐up areas of
Sarpsborg and Halden. The technical project implementation on the rest of the section is assessed as not
being very problematic.
The greatest environmental challenges will presumably be major conflicts where the line will run through
areas rich in cultural artefacts, in particular south of Ski, at Sarpsborg and at Ed. The natural environment at
Lake Trøskenvannet and Bjørnlandevja will have to be dealt with in a special manner.

14.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE LINE

General
The route for alternative D1 between Ski and Öxnered will branch off the Follo Line north of Ski, run under Ski
and straight to Sarpsborg. From Sarpsborg the line will continue straight in the direction of Halden, passing east
of the town and continuing towards Ed. Between Ed and Öxnered the new line follows the same corridor as the
existing line. Öxnered is located 8 km north of Trollhättan.
Between Sarpsborg and Öxnered the route for alternative 2* and D1 will be identical with the exception of
alternative D1 not running through Halden station. The new route is shown in drawings B‐331 ‐ B‐333 in
appendix 1. See chapter 4.3 for design assumptions for options 2* and D1.
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The table below shows principal data for the new line between Ski North and Öxnered.
Section

Length
(km)

Tunnel
(km)

Tunnel
(%)

Viaduct
(km)

Viaduct
(%)

Gradient
(o/oo)

Speed
(km/h)

Ski north –
Sarpsborg

55

19

35

2

4

12,5

330

Sarpsborg Ed

62

32

52

1

1

12,5/10,0

330

Ed - Öxnered

77

7

8

0

0

10,0

250

Ski nord Öxnered

195

58

30

3

2

12,5/10,0

330/250

Table 14: Principal data for the line

There is 20 km between Oslo and the branch line from the Follo Line north of Ski. The new line between
Öxnered and Gothenburg will be 82 km. The new high speed line between Oslo and Gothenburg will thus be
297 km. Today the line is 349 km long. The new line shortens this by 52 km, thus the route is 15 % shorter.
Ski North - Sarpsborg
The new line will branch off into the planned Follo Line between Oslo and Ski. The line will continue below the
town of Ski and will only emerge onto the surface around 2.5 km south of Ski town centre. Then the line will
run south in the direction of Sarpsborg.
On the way south the line will pass right between Ås and Kråkstad. Then it will pass 1 km or so east of Kroer
church. The new line will be located barely a kilometre west of Hobøl church before continuing in the direction
of Sæbyvannet and Svinndal. The line will run into a tunnel of 8 km or so at Svinndal and emerge onto the
surface again at Mingevannet. A bridge of around 500 m will be erected over the water before the line
continues across Tunøya principally in the surface zone.
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Figure 86: Proposed route through Sarpsborg

At the north end of Lake Tunevannet the line will enter a 3.5 km tunnel which will end at Sarpsborg station. The
last kilometre of the tunnel will probably be a cut‐and‐cover concrete tunnel. Establishing the concrete tunnel
will lead to significant encroachment during the construction phase.

Figure 87: Potential schematic track plan Sarpsborg

It is proposed that the current location of the station in Sarpsborg should be retained, but the tracks associated
with the high speed line will be lower than the tracks towards Fredrikstad. Figure 87 shows in principle one
possible design for Sarpsborg station.
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Figure 88: Overview Sarpsfossen and Borregaard paper mill. Planned new line in red.
Sarpsborg - Öxnered
From Sarpsborg to Berg, north of Halden, the routes for alternative 2* and D1 will be identical. The section will
be approx. 20 km long.
After Sarpsborg station it is proposed that the new route will run north of the current route and pass by north‐
east of the current railway bridge across the Glomma, see Figure 88. The new route will meet the existing line
north‐east of Hafslund main station. Today there is a connecting track to the East Line both southwards and
northwards at Hafslund. These connections will be retained in the planned solution. The need for a grade
separated crossing between the two lines will have to be evaluated in later planning phases.
Southwards from Hafslund the new double track will follow the current line until it has emerged from the built‐
up area at Borgen. Then the line will turn south‐east and onward in the direction of Halden. The choice has
been made to lay the new line on the shortest route from Sarpsborg to Halden. This will lead to the new line
being located up to 3 km east of the current railway track.
The terrain between Borgen and Halden is hilly and the route will have a proportion of tunnel of 50 % or so
until the line passes the river Tista 2 km east of Halden town centre. Due north of Halden, in the area beside
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Berg church, the lines for alternatives 2* and D1 depart from one another. The route for alternative 2* will go
through Halden station, while the route for alternative D1 will run east of and under Halden.

Figure 89: Outside Halden city, but with possible connection to the center in light red

The line for alternative D1 will be located outside Halden because it will not be possible to design a route
running through Halden town centre with a high design speed without unacceptable encroachment on the
town. In order that trains to Halden should be able to use the new route between Sarpsborg and Berg, a
connection will have to be established in to Halden. A connecting line of this type will be approximately 3.5 km
long and could follow the proposed route for alternative 2* on this section. Alternatively Halden will be served
be the existing line from Borgen south of Sarpsborg to Halden.
The tunnel that will convey the line under and through Halden is 4.4 km long. Then the Tista will be crossed by
bridge before the line runs into a new 2.8 km tunnel. At the south end of the new bridge over the Tista the new
line will cross over the existing line and it would be possible to lay a connecting line between the new and old
lines at this location.
There will be a surface zone after this 2.8 km tunnel. From here up to Öxnered the routes for alternatives 2*
and D1 will be identical. After a new 7.5 km tunnel the line will have a surface zone at the north end of Lake
Ørsjøen before again entering a further tunnel of 7.5 km. The border with Sweden is crossed after this tunnel.
The line continues towards Ed with some short tunnels and will be located south of Ed, where it will coincide in
places with a line that is shown in the municipal master plan for Dals‐Ed. It is proposed that a new station
should be build to the south‐east of Ed, 4 km from the current station.
On towards Öxnered the terrain is relatively easy apart from an area beside Dalskog where three tunnels will
have to be established. In the first 5 km south of the new station in Ed a new line will be moved aside by up to
600 m in relation to the current line. In the next 15 km it will be possible to establish the new double track
close to the existing line with a few curves straightened. Through Bäckefors the new line will run along the
same corridor as the existing line.
The existing line has poor track geometry from the northern end of Lake Teåkerssjön and on to Dals Rostock.
Therefore a new line will be built here including three tunnels, of which the longest will be around 3.5 km. In
addition this route will coincide with a line that is located inside the municipal master plan for Mellerud
municipality.
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Between Dals Rostock and Erikstad, around 11 km of a new single track line was built around 15 years ago. It is
proposed that this should now be extended to double track. From Erikstad and 23 km further south the new
double track can be established close to the existing line with a few curves straightened. The line passes
through the villages of Brålanda and Frändefors along the same route as the current line.
Around 5 km north of Öxnered the curvature of the new route will be straightened slightly more in relation to
the existing line before it generally follows the current line in to Öxnered station. From Öxnered to Gothenburg
the new double track will be built with completion estimated in 2012/13.

Figure 90: Existing line near Bäckefors
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Possible staged development of Ski - Öxnered
The high speed assessment deal with the
development of alternatives 2* and D1 as two
different and independent development strategies.
However, the routes for the different alternatives
merge on the sections Sarpsborg – Halden North
and Halden South – Öxnered. This will make it
possible to build alternatives 2* and D1 as two
stages if desired.
For example:
1.
Alternative 2* will be developed as stage 1
between Sandebukta (Moss) – Halden – Öxnered;
blue line in the figure.
2.
Alternative D1 is developed as stage 2 when
the need for increased capacity and reduced travel
time makes this necessary. Shown in red in the
figure.
In stage 2 it is the sections of Ski North – Sarpsborg
(55 km) and Halden North – Halden South (10 km)
which can be developed to achieve the alternative
D1 standard on the section Oslo – Öxnered.

Figure 91 Staged development
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14.2

ALIGNMENT DESIGN

Speed profile
The figure below shows the maximum speed between Oslo and Öxnered based on proposed track
geometry.

Figure 92: Speed profile Ski – Öxnered. Dashed red line is the planned new line between Oslo and
Ski.

Alternative D1 should be designed for a speed of 330 km/h in Norway and 250 km/h in Sweden where the new
line will run along the same corridor as the existing line. Around 95 % of the route between Ski and Öxnered
will fulfil the requirement for the design speed of 330 km/h in Norway and 250 km/h in Sweden.
After the branch line from the Follo Line the design speed will increase to 330 km/h. This will be maintained
right until the line reaches Sarpsborg. Through Sarpsborg a section just under 7 km long will be given a
maximum speed of 200 km/h. Up to Ed the design speed will again be 330 km/h. From Ed further south the
speed is 250 km/h. The last kilometre in to Öxnered station has a maximum speed of 80 km/h.
Vertical geometry
The greatest gradient for alternative 2* is 12.5 ‰ in compliance with the requirements in Norway and 10.0 ‰
in Sweden. The longest section with a 12.5‰ gradient in Norway will be around 1.2 km. However there will be
a section of 8 km with a gradient of 11.8 %. In Sweden the longest section with a gradient of 10 ‰ will be 1.4
km.
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Existing line/connections to other lines

Figure 93: Schematic track plan Oslo - Öxnered

Use of existing line
The new line for alternative D1 will be in addition to the existing line or the lines that will exist at the time
alternative D1 is built. In the high speed enquiry alternative D1 is assessed as a specific alternative, while in
practice it could be a further development of alternative 2* as described above.
Figure 93 above shows how the rail network between Oslo and Öxnered might look if alternative D1 were to be
developed before a potential new line between Oslo and Halden via Fredrikstad was developed. In a alternative
such as this the current 85 km line from Ski via Moss and Fredrikstad to Sarpsborg would be maintained, in
order to serve these towns with passenger and freight trains.
Halden could be linked to the new high speed line by a 3.5 km connecting line from Berg to Halden. If this link
were not to be established the existing 23 km line would have to be maintained from Borgen, south of
Sarpsborg, to Halden. In addition the existing line would be maintained from Halden and 2 km to the east
where the existing line could be linked to the new line for for alternative D1.
Connections to other existing lines
An assessment has been made as to whether the existing line, the East Line, between Ski and Kråkstad should
be rearranged. A rearrangement of this type would make it easier to establish a link between Ski station and
the new route for alternative D1 to Sarpsborg, see drawing B‐331. If freight trains cannot use the Follo Line,
this link will have to be established in order to be able to run freight trains on the new line between Ski and
Sarpsborg.
In Sarpsborg a link will have to be established with the existing line to Fredrikstad. A link between the existing
line, the East Line, and the new double track will have to be established at Hafslund south of Sarpsborg. Today
there is a connecting track both southwards and northwards at Hafslund. The need for a grade separated
crossing between the two lines will have to be evaluated in later planning phases.
Around 4 km south of Sarpsborg a branch line will have to be established for the existing line to Skjeberg and
Halden, unless a link is established between Berg and Halden as described above. In addition a link must be
established east of Halden between the existing line and the new double track.
At Erikstad a link must also be established between the Vänern Line and the new double track.
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14.3

FOUNDATION BASE, TUNNELS AND STRUCTURES

The open sections
Ground conditions and geotechnical measures
Between Ski and Hobøl the line runs on the surface with the ground consisting of clay plus some areas of
surface rock. The terrain is slightly undulating to begin with then becoming more undulating from Hobøl and
further south. In addition there will be more rock and less loose soils along the line up to the east side of
Sæbyvannet lake. Although the line generally lies on a terrain level on the loose soil sections, geotechnical
measures will be required in several places, particularly where there are heavier cuttings. For embankments
measures will also be required to ensure that the track has sufficient stability and as far as possible settlement‐
free.
Between Sarpsborg and Halden there are ridges with rock between lower‐lying plains with a clay soil. In these
areas there will be a need for geotechnical measures to guarantee that the track is sufficiently stable and
settlement‐free ‐ particularly since there will be slab track in these surface sections.
South of Halden and up to the national border there is mainly surface rock or rock covered with some loose
soils. Over the border to Sweden and further on towards Ed the soil consists largely of moraine and bare rock.
Here few geotechnical measures will be necessary.
South of Ed it will vary between friction materials, peat and clay. Some soil replacement and ground
reinforcements will be required for the Ed – Dals Rostock section where there will be peat and clay in the
surface zone. On marshy sections soil must be replaced, ground reinforcement or piling must be undertaken to
have sufficient stability on the railway.
On the remaining section up to Öxnered the soil consists of clay, while there will be rather more rock on the
surface towards the end. Several sections between Dals Rostock and Öxnered will require considerable ground
reinforcements for the railway.
It is estimated that there would be a need for extensive ground reinforcement or piling on approx. 9 km of the
line's length.
Other conditions in the surface sections
The line between Ski and Öxnered will run through several towns and villages in which there will be some
conflict with existing built‐up areas. It will not be possible to avoid this since it will be important to maintain
existing stations or build new ones where an area is densely populated. The rigid curvature and the fact that
the line is expanded to double track, makes it difficult or impossible to adhere to the existing line.
Along the surface sections there are level crossings in several places with roads of varying size. These will be
replaced by level‐free crossings above or below the new line. On the agricultural sections south of Ski, south of
Dals Rostock and in other places it is assumed that many of today's level crossings will be gathered into fewer
level‐free crossings since parallel connecting roads will be built.
In individual surface sections there are horizontal and vertical cuttings into the rock. This can produce a large
surplus of blasted rock spoil together with surplus spoil from tunnels. The spoil can be used as embankment
masses, but disposal areas must also be found alongside the planned route. In particular there would be a huge
excess of spoil south of Halden and in to Sweden.
Where there are short distances between the tunnels the tracks will be located a certain distance from one
another before/after the tunnel mouth because the line has a rigid curvature. This occupies larger areas than a
normal double‐track section. This is the case in several places on the section, particularly on the section
between Sarpsborg and Halden and the surface zones further south to the national border.
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The tunnel sections
Ground conditions
The bedrock in the area around Ski and southwards towards the Swedish border consists of different types of
basement rock gneisses, principally granitic and tonalitic, but also some quartzite‐diorite, amphibolite and
gabbro. In addition a large area of granite will be passed through in the area of Fredrikstad, Sarpsborg and
Halden. These rock types are normally strong and competent, and are associated with favourable conditions
for tunnel operations. Some challenges with regard to water leakage could arise however, particularly where
the tunnel routes pass under lakes and watercourses.
Further south in Sweden we again find the same gneisses and granites, and also some larger areas of old
sedimentary rocks: sandstones and greywacke, and possibly some old slate. In the south‐east, towards Lake
Vänern there are also some intrusive and old volcanic rock types: granite, gabbro, rhyolite and dacite. These
rock types can vary a lot with regard to strength and degree of weathering. Relatively good tunnelling
conditions are expected in general, but local areas of poorer rock quality may also be expected and a greater
degree of deep weathering.
The fracturing in the rock mass will vary locally, but an extensive pattern of weaknesses in a north‐south
orientation can be expected. With regard to the orientation of the routes a practice tunnel that coincides with
the main fracture direction (north‐south) would generally be regarded as not being favourable, and will lead to
rather greater challenges and a need for stricter safety precautions. In general challenges are expected as
regards water leakage, in particular where the tunnel routes pass below lakes and watercourses.
The route adheres to a relatively direct line from Ski to Sarpsborg and on to Halden. The tunnel sections
between these towns are in less populated areas, in which relatively easy rock conditions will probably mean a
moderate to low degree of difficulty for the tunnelling operation.
On the Swedish side of the border the route will run south‐eastwards to Öxnered. In general the ground
conditions are expected to be favourable, but regional fracture zones in a north‐south direction will occur in
this area. Lakes and watercourses often follow depressions in the terrain represented by the fracture zones,
which can reinforce the challenges particularly with regard to water leakage.
Other conditions at the tunnels
The most important conditions with regard to the degree of difficulty and costs are linked to the ground
conditions, but largely also to the location of the tunnel. Tunnels with little cover often have poorer rock
masses than tunnels which run deeper. Similarly proximity to built‐up areas will involve restrictions in respect
of effective working hours and will therefore be a cost pressure. Strict specifications for sealing to prevent
water leakage will be time consuming and will therefore also be expensive.
Tunnelling through and close to the larger towns is expected to have a high level of difficulty. The following are
included among special tunnels in which a high level of difficulty can be expected:


Tunnel under Ski under populated areas and little rock cover



Tunnel north of Sarpsborg under populated areas and little rock cover



The tunnels through Halden under populated areas and little rock cover

In some of the smaller tunnels in the section the ground conditions are also expected to offer challenges to the
tunnelling operation. Furthermore there are some long tunnels down towards the national border, where
there are strict requirements for sealing combined with little cover and difficult side tunnel conditions, which
has an extra degree of difficulty.
Structures
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The bridge over the Glomma at Sarpsfossen will be approx. 440 metres long and must also cross over a local
road and a hiking track in the area.
Other slightly heavier concrete structures will include bridges at the crossing of the valley at Hobøl, over the
sound at Lake Mingevannet and over the terrain at Bjørnlandevja. In addition there will be a bridge approx. 300
metres in length midway up in Tistedalen. The introduction of the line north of Sarpsborg will probably require
a relatively long concrete tunnel, but here there is provisionally too little information about ground conditions.
The bridge over the Glomma could be constructed as a truss bridge with a relatively large span over the river.
The viaducts can be constructed as concrete beam bridges with a typical span of 25‐35 metres. The other
bridges could probably be constructed as beam bridges. Railway bridges have large loads and it is often
important to limit the spans to optimise the costs. A technical and aesthetic assessment must however be
carried out in conjunction with the choice of bridge type and spans when the pre‐project plans are being drawn
up.

14.4

CONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAFFIC-RELATED
CONSEQUENCES

Ski - Sarpsborg
The line from Ski to Öxnered in alternative D1 branches off from the Follo Line north of Ski and enters a tunnel
outside Ski station. In the tunnel on the Follo Line plans have been drawn up for this branch in both of the
tunnel courses such that the connections will be grade separated.
The tunnel under Ski emerges approx. 2 km south of Ski town centre and the line continues south towards
Sarpsborg. The whole of this section runs through sparsely populated farming and forestry areas. The line
mostly runs in a surface section apart from some smaller tunnels and one that is a little longer at approx. 8 km
from Sæbyvannet to Mingevannet.
On this section the access conditions are easy and there will be no problem of space for rigging and
construction sites. The line will cross some main roads and some more local roads. None of these crossings are
particularly complex. Neither are there many structures on the section and only one is of any great size: the
bridge over the Mingevannet. The tunnel of approx. 8 km in length ought probably to have a side‐tunnel to
shorten the construction time. In summary therefore there are few construction challenges on this section.
However the construction challenges come with the entry into Sarpsborg from the north. This applies in
particular to the southern part of the tunnel which emerges in an area with a school and other fairly large
buildings. The ground conditions in this area are unclear and some rearrangement of roads and other
infrastructure will have to be expected.
It is intended that Sarpsborg station should be retained but must be upgraded. Upgrading will always involve
some adjustment of tracks, platform extension, etc. Similarly it is assumed that most of the existing electro‐
technical facilities will have to be replaced. Work of this type will probably need staged development and
possibly some closure of train traffic in conjunction with hook‐ups.
Southwards from Sarpsborg station a new railway bridge will have to be built for the crossing of the Glomma
and existing roads and railway lines. In this area things will also be cramped during the construction phase due
to buildings worthy of protection, power station, roads and railway lines. There will also be little space for
building and cramped construction conditions past the built‐up area at Borgen.
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Sarpsborg – Öxnered
South of Borgen there will be certain construction conditions right up to Halden. The section consists of
alternating tunnels and surface zones located far from existing buildings, but the access conditions are easy.
There will be good space for rigging and construction sites, but these must be positioned with care since the
surface section and the area alongside may contain cultural heritages. For this reason necessary archaeological
excavations must be taken into account in progress planning.
In alternative D1 the line runs through (under) Halden in a tunnel that emerges onto the surface at the crossing
of River Tisteelva and continues into a tunnel southwards. The tunnel has useful cover, but conditions are
cramped at the southern face and there is a built‐up area with foundations on loose soils over the tunnel. This
demands extensive injection and restrictions in relation to the working hours during project implementation.
At Halden it is possible that alternative 2* will be built up to Halden before alternative D1 commences.
Regardless of this it will be necessary to build links including lines into and out of the D1 line north and south of
Halden for connection to the existing station. These links are regarded as unproblematic from a construction
perspective.
Requirements for maximum up gradient will mean that the line has to enter a tunnel until the higher terrain is
reached south of Halden. There will be some construction challenges to performance of the project close to the
centre of the town, while outside the town there will be more space and easier construction conditions.
Further south towards the national border the line will run into a couple of long tunnels with short surface lines
between them. The line will run through relatively unpopulated areas far from public roads in places. So it will
be necessary to build long roads for construction access to both the excavation areas and to the side‐tunnels.
It is assumed that parts of the tunnel sections will have to be sealed well due to the marshland areas and lakes
above. Performance of the project on this section may nevertheless be characterised as fairly uncomplicated.
Southwards from the national border and on towards Ed the line runs through even more unpopulated areas.
On this section it will also be necessary to build some long construction roads in to the tunnel excavations
because they will be far from the nearest public road in places. Here too it is assumed that parts of the tunnel
sections will have to be sealed well due to the marshland areas and lakes above.
From Ed southwards towards Brålanda the line will enter easier and more open terrain. The line will also lie
alongside the existing roads and in places alongside the existing railway. This will make for easy performance of
construction work since there will only be short sections where there are particularly poor ground conditions or
where special consideration must be given to the external environment. Of the other challenges that can be
mentioned in this subsection there are some marshy areas and some bridges/embankments at Lake Värmeln.
The line will contain some short tunnels, the longest passing outside Dals Rostock. This must be sealed well due
to vulnerable areas of natural importance in the area of influence.
The last section down towards Öxnered follows the existing route where moderate challenges are assumed
although the new line is to be built close to the existing line.
Summary
The section between Ski and Öxnered is suitable for staged development in places, but clearly less suitable than
in alternative 2*. The section between Ski and Sarpsborg, between Sarpsborg and Halden and between Halden
and Ed will have to be developed in its entirety in alternative D1 in order to be able to make best use of the
investment. On the section in Sweden there are greater opportunities for staged development since the new
line is located closer to the existing line.
Along the new line it will generally be easy to find suitable rigging and construction sites. Access conditions to
most of the construction sites are also easy. The exception is the section between Halden and Ed where there
will be few good access possibilities.
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The long tunnels south of Halden may be relevant for full profile drilling due to poor access conditions, but this
must be evaluated in more detail at a later time. Otherwise none of the tunnels are so long as to make any
progress methods other than conventional tunnelling with blasting appear relevant.
The largest construction challenges are expected to be through Sarpsborg and Halden. On the rest of the route
there are some moderate construction challenges, whereas the problems linked to implementing the
construction are mostly minor.

14.5

CONSEQUENCES

Landscape
Description
From Ski to Sarpsborg the line runs partly through undulating, semi‐open agricultural land and partly through
more sparsely populated forest landscape. In the semi‐open agricultural areas south of Ski the line lies between
several regionally important landscapes associated with the mediaeval church towns of Ski, Kråkstad and Kroer.
Lake Østensjøvannet is an important landscape feature.
From Halden across the national border to Dals Rostock, the landscape changes into a more closed forest
landscape with a number of marshland areas and scattered settlements. The large lakes of Teåkersjön and
Kabbosjön are important landscape elements. Historic landscapes of national value are associated with Ed and
Bäckefors. The location of the town Ed around the small lake of Lilla Le ensures special landscape qualities.
Between Dals‐Rostock and Frändefors, a spacious, flat and open agricultural landscape opens. This is followed
by forest areas on a smaller scale on the last section towards Öxnered. West of the line lies Hästefjorden, a
landscape of national importance.

Figure 94: Consequences on the landscape, Ski - Hobøl
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Consequences
The planned railway line will in large parts follow a new route between Ski and Ed in Sweden. From Ski to
Sarpsborg there will be a number of encroachments on the terrain and the line will touch upon the regionally
important cultural landscapes in Akershus. The consequence is assessed as being moderately negative, since
the line will be located in woodland areas and edge zones of the important cultural landscapes.
Between Sarpsborg and Halden, the planned railway line alternates between short tunnels and open zones.
The line touches upon Hafslund manor house, but the consequences are assessed as being minor since it is
located close to the existing railway.
The line will cross the cultural landscape of regional importance around Skjeberg church and will be clearly
visible from the church. The consequences are considered to be moderately negative. In Halden the
consequences are assessed as being minor where the railway crosses the river Tista by bridge.
In Sweden, the planned railway has a new route through the forest districts towards Dals Rostock, but no major
terrain work will be required and the visibility is low. At Ed there will be some terrain encroachments, and the
line also passes through a historic landscape of national value, with ancient environments dating back to the
Bronze and Iron Age. At Teåkersjön there will be embankments in the shore zone. From Dals Rostock to
Öxnered the consequences will be minor as the line follows the existing railway line.
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Figure 95: Consequences on the landscape, National Border - Öxnered

The line is considered to have a small negative impact on landscape qualities. (-)
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Cultural heritage and cultural environments
Known cultural places
At Haga in the municipality of Ås,
Akershus, there are several older farm
buildings, the oldest from the 18th
century. Automatically protected
cultural sites also exist on the farm. The
line is planned to run across the
farmland, and will affect the cultural
environment to a large extent. In the
municipality of Ski in Akershus, there
are farm settlements / farm
environments at Stenerud and
Grønstvet which will be affected in
particular by the planned railway. At
Grønstvet there is also an automatically
protected burial place in the planned
route.
In the municipality of Hobøl in Østfold
the line will affect the farm settlement
at Dalås. This is a cultural environment
comprising several older farm buildings
from the end of the 18th century and
start of the 19th. On the farm Bjerve is
also an older farm environment that will
be affected by this venture.
At Tveiter in the municipality of Våler,
Østfold, there is an automatically protected Iron Age hill fort. This is a high‐value cultural place, which would be
severely affected by the alternative
being considered which will run right up
Figure 96: Consequences on cultural artefacts Ski - Hobøl
to and east of the site. In the
municipality of Våler there are also important cultural environments at the farms of Brårød, Femtegjeld,
Haugen and Frøland / Mellegården. At Brårød, in addition to older farm buildings, there is also an automatically
protected burial mound. The line is planned to run through this cultural environment. At Frøland / Mellegården
there are two relatively large prehistoric burial places, which will be affected by the planned line.
At Bjørnland in the municipality of Sarpsborg, there are both prehistoric and historic cultural places. None of
these will be affected directly, but the railway will cross right through the cultural environment here.
In Sarpsborg there are remnants of the medieval town of Sarpsborg, Hafslund manor house, the park and
church town. The intention is to run the line through both the remains of the medieval town as well as the St.
Olavs voll, an automatically protected moat.
The line will cut across an open agricultural landscape north of Skjeberg church and may thereby have
considerable consequences within this important area. The area around Skjeberg church and rectory is a
cultural environment with strong historic and landscape qualities. Skjeberg church is one of the biggest
medieval stone churches in Østfold. It was probably built in the 12th century. Finds of burnt stone and splinters
of flint show that there might have been settlements on the hill in the Neolithic Stone Age. There are also
several Bronze Age rock carvings and Iron Age burial mounds in the area surrounding the church, as well as
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inside the churchyard. Close to the medieval church is the protected parsonage with its three wings. On the
south side of the parsonage there is still the garden that has its origins in the building of the house in the
1730s.
At Hestehagen in Skjeberg there is a cultural environment consisting of automatically protected rock carvings
and older buildings from the 18th and 19th centuries. The line is planned to run through the middle of this
cultural environment. The line will also run through the cultural environment at Østgård, where there are
buildings from the 19th century together with automatically protected sites.
Among all of the recorded cultural places along the line to Öxnered, four cultural environments have been
singled out. These are all located in the municipality of Dals‐Ed, in the county of Västra Götaland.
Assessed potential
Archaeological surveys have been carried out at Haga in the municipality of Ås, Akershus, and areas containing
traces of prehistoric settlement have been found at the farm. This gives a clear indication that great potential
exists for further finds of such sites in the area. In the municipality of Ski there are areas at the farms of Vål,
Nordre Stenerud and Jaer with the potential for finds of automatically protected cultural places.
There is also the potential for finds on the farms of Bråten and Hobøl parsonage, Hobøl municipality in the
county of Østfold. At Frøland / Mellegården in the municipality of Våler, Østfold, there are two Iron Age burial
places. In the fields just beside these burial places, and which the line is intended to pass through, there is great
potential for finds of automatically protected traces of settlement.
In the municipality of Sarpsborg in Østfold, there is potential for finds of automatically protected cultural sites
on the farms of Bjørnland and Skjøren. There is also potential for findings of prehistoric sites at Hafslund,
Klavestad, Vik and Rønneld in the municipality of Sarpsborg.
In the municipality of Halden there is potential for findings of prehistoric sites on the farms of Åsekjær, Nordly
and Østgård. There is also potential for finding of automatically protected cultural places in the woodland areas
up to the Swedish border. Here one might expect to find sites linked with iron extraction and hunting.
In the border areas in Sweden there is a potential for doing finds of cultural places linked to iron extraction and
hunting. In addition there are areas of cultivated land in Ed (at KM59), where there is a potential for finding
traces of prehistoric settlements. In Gunnarsnäs and Dalskog parishes in the municipality of Mellerud there are
also areas along the route where there is the potential for making finds of protected cultural sites
Consequences on cultural places and the cultural environments
It is assumed that the consequences on the cultural heritage in the area could be major (‐ ‐ ‐).
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Natural environment

Figure 97: Consequences for the natural environment, Halden - Öxnered

Existing situation
There are few high‐value localities on the Ski‐Halden section. There are recordings of scattered occurrences of
species on the red list, but there are no areas that stand out as having high densities of these. The most
important locations present on this section are:


Lake Vestvannet at Trøsken, mud banks,



River Bjørnlandevja, natural pasture and



Guslundbekken, an important stream feature with spawning grounds for the trout, Sarpsborg
municipality



Åsmundsenga and Bærengen, breeding areas for the smooth newt, Halden municipality
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The route will affect some localities of a prioritised type of natural environment of moderate importance: River
Kråkstadelva south, Grøntvet natural pasture, both located in Ski municipality and Bjørnland ravines, Sarpsborg
municipality.
There are fewer recordings of red list species on the section after Sarpsborg, but this may be because less
surveying has been carried out in these areas.
On the section in Sweden there are several nature reserves, a national park (Tresticklan), a Natura 2000 habitat
and a series of key biotopes. The section almost up to Dal Rostock is very boggy with many fairly small lakes.
There are several areas of high‐value marshland on the section: The Borgelemossarna nature reserve,
Siljehögmossen and Kabbomossen.
Consequences for the natural environment
The first part of these sections involve few conflicts with important localities, but it may be that individual
locations with recorded red list species mean remedial measures will be needed.
A bridge is planned in the area of Lake Vestvannet at Trøsken. The location is part of a large mesotrophic lake.
This part of the lake is shallow and has areas containing mud banks, with several recorded red list species. It
will be important for the construction work linked to the bridge and position of bridge piers to take the area's
qualities into consideration. There are possibilities for major conflicts, but it may be possible to avoid some
problems if these localities are being considered during the next phases of the planning process.
The proposed route runs right through Bjørnlandsevja, which is of major biological importance. Superb,
monumental oaks grow on the ravine slopes. The pastureland is no longer used so reforestation is expanding,
particularly noticeable from the outer edges. Only common species have been recorded here (bluebells,
daisies, yarrow), but the area appears not to have been surveyed sufficiently.
The proposed route passes through long stretches of tunnel west of Halden up to the national border, so the
line will come into little conflict with locations of great importance.
The route runs south of Tresticklan national park and south of Borgelemossarna nature reserve. The line will
not touch the many key biotopes around Ed. The route will run north of the Tingvallamossen nature reserve,
but right across Siljehögmossen. The consequence may be moderately negative. The route will affect a few
fairly small locations at Lake Teåkersjön. In Dals Rostock west of Lake Kabbosjön the route will enter a tunnel
under a Natura 2000 habitat (lake), Kabbomossen, and a key biotope of peatland forest and the Mörttjärn
nature reserve. It is very important that the tunnel should be sealed sufficiently in order to avoid drainage of
these localities.
The route will, for large sections, be a new element in a relatively natural landscape, and will therefore be
perceived as and will form a barrier for small and large wildlife.
The overall consequences on the natural environment are assessed as being minor (‐).
Natural resources
The proposed line is expected to requisition a total of approx. 330,000 m2 of cultivated land. No
sources of drinking water or gravel resources are recorded on the route in question.
The consequence is assessed as being moderately high (‐ ‐).
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Local environment and outdoor activities
Walking tracks and other local environment facilities
Østfold county administrative unit has made its own specific survey of important areas of natural importance
and areas for outdoor activities in its county plan. The proposed line runs through areas of importance for the
natural world and outdoor activities, in particular around Hobøl and Våler and southwards towards Sarpsborg.
The line does not cross any artificially lit jogging tracks or other sports facilities.
Affected buildings
In total approx. 50 buildings will be affected. Among these there are 2 homes in Akershus, 6 homes in Østfold
and approx. 40 in Sweden. The proposed line enters a tunnel under Kurland school and the premises of the
Borg brewery. The extent to which this will be technically feasible is uncertain.
Buildings in noise zones
A total of 360 buildings lie within the noise zone. 15 of these are homes in Akershus, but 44 are homes in
Østfold and approx. 300 homes in Sweden.
Natural and outdoor activity areas
Østfold county administrative unit has made its own specific survey of important areas of natural importance
and areas for outdoor activities in its county plan. These areas stretch over large parts of the county of Østfold,
in particular in the area north of Råde towards Sarpsborg and from Mysen down to Halden and southwards.
For alternative D the line will run through very important areas for the natural environment and outdoor
activities. In particular this applies to the areas around Hobøl and Våler and south towards Sarpsborg. The line
will also run through important areas for the natural environment and outdoor activities from Halden towards
the national border, but here the line runs largely in tunnels.
Consequences
The overall consequences on the local environment and outdoor activities are assessed as being minor (‐).
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15

Oslo – Drammen Line, alternative D1

Figure 98: Overview map with the line for between Oslo and Drammen
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Main points
In phase 3 of the High Speed Railway Assesment Project new corridors from Drammen to Bergen and
Stavanger have been analysed by other consultants and discussed in separate reports. The new high speed
line between Oslo and Drammen is a part of these corridors going towards the south and to the west of
Norway.
The line between Oslo and Drammen is 40 km long and is comprised of a separate line for high speed trains.
Only the stations at Oslo S and Drammen are included in this concept. The primary objective of the line is to
reduce the travel time with a direct line for high speed trains between Oslo S and Drammen.
The line between Oslo and Drammen runs from existing tracks in the open at Oslo S in an approx. 34 km long
tunnel all the way to Lier. From Lier to Drammen the existing line will be expanded from two to four tracks.
The line is dimensioned for 330 km/h with the exception of the sections at each end. The primary challenge
in the construction of this line is the first kilometre out from Oslo S.
Expanding the "funnel" out of Oslo S from two to four tracks is being proposed. Based upon the estimated
traffic situation in 2040 and a platform capacity of 8 trains/hour, there will be a need for 7 tracks in each
direction for through trains and 5 reversing tracks at Oslo S. To achieve this, two of the current reversing
tracks must possibly be connected to the "funnel", and a new reversing track must be built furthest to the
south at the station. The estimate of needed platform capacity is however depending on some uncertain
conditions related to the future operation at Oslo S. In this study we have therefore chosen to not include
any possible rebuilding measures of the track east of the funnel at Oslo S.
Furthermore, to the west, there will be a need to excavate parts of Jernbanetorget and down under existing
buildings towards Kirkeristen. The work with building this part of the tunnel is particularly demanding in that
the buildings above must be secured and supported in order to avoid damage. The common denominator for
the construction work along this entire section is that the construction implementation will be very
complicated and take a long time.
Between Kirkeristen and Spikersuppa the tunnel will be in rock, and the tunnel can be built using something
that resembles ordinary tunnelling in rock. At a number of locations there is, however, little or no rock
overburden. The tunnel will go under the central building like Domkirken and the Parliament building.
The construction method through Spikersuppa and Studenterlunden will be roughly equivalent to what was
done when the existing tunnel was built in the 1980s. A "wall" must be established on each side of the
construction pit, such that concrete tunnels can be built within the walls. The challenge in this area will be to
minimise the size of the construction pit, as well as to minimise the inconveniences on the surface.
Starting from Slottsparken and continuing out towards Lier, the tunnel will be in rock. Along the new line we
presume that it will be difficult to find suitable locations for crosscuts and rigging areas due to the tunnel
being situated in urban neighbourhoods or densely populated areas.
A new bridge for the high speed tracks over the Drammen River will be approx. 1,200 metres long and its
construction must take existing road and rail traffic into account, as well as that the construction will be
taking place out in the river. Drammen Station must be rebuilt in order to be able to accommodate two new
tracks from Oslo.
The solution prepares for a possible connection of the line to Bærumtunnelen, directly to the east of
Sandvika Station. This will give some flexibility and the possibility to provide some relief to the present
tunnel going into Oslo. The line can also be run by Majorstuen, and thus open the potential for broader
coverage of the Oslo area.the section is assessed as not being very problematic.
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15.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE LINE

General
The line for alternative D1 between Oslo and Drammen runs out from the current track area at Oslo S and from
there through a new tunnel all the way to Lier. The tunnel will be 34 km long. From Lier to Drammen, the
existing line will be expanded from two to four tracks. Between Oslo S and Nationaltheatret, two new tracks
will be built to the south of the present tunnel. All westbound trains from Oslo S will use the present Oslo
Tunnel regardless of whether they are going to Skøyen via an existing line or will be using the new high speed
line to Drammen. Correspondingly, all eastbound trains will use the two new tracks that will be established to
the south of the present Oslo Tunnel.
The new line is shown on drawing B‐431 in appendix 1. Several detail drawings of the new line through the
centre of Oslo have also been prepared. See the C and F drawings in the drawing booklet.
The table below shows the principal data for the new line between Oslo and Drammen.

Section

Length
(km)

Tunnel
(km)

Tunnel
(%)

Viaduct
(km)

Viaduct
(%)

Gradient
(o/oo)

Speed
(km/h)

40

34

85

1

3

12,5

330

Oslo Drammen

Table 15: Principal data for the line between Oslo and Drammen.
Oslo - Drammen
The line for the new high speed line to Drammen has the existing track layout currently at Oslo S as a point of
departure. At present, Oslo S consists of 12 through tracks for platforms (tracks 2‐13). These existing tracks are
run into a "funnel" at the west end of the station, becoming 2 through the Oslo Tunnel towards
Nationaltheatret.
The proposal is to expand the funnel at the west end, to establish 4 tracks to the west from Oslo S. This will
involve a changed track arrangement in the funnel with the demolishment of parts of existing walls between
the present tracks.
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Figure 99: Aerial photo over Oslo S showing “the funnel" , existing Oslo tunnel and the proposed
expansion (green) partly under existing buildings (photo Blom).

Figure 100: New tunnel and new operating concept between Oslo S and Nationaltheatret.
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Between Oslo S and Nationaltheatret, it is being proposed that two new tracks be established to the south of
and in parallel with the present Oslo Tunnel. All eastbound traffic will be moved to these new tracks, whereas
the present Oslo Tunnel will take over the westbound traffic. Directly to the east of Nationaltheatret, the high
speed line layout branches out to the northwest under Slottsparken. The westbound high speed track branches
out from the present Oslo Tunnel before Nationaltheatret, whereas the eastbound high speed track passes
under the present Oslo Tunnel, and is situated one level under the present Oslo Tunnel in Spikersuppa. The
principle is shown in Figure 101 below. Tracks for rail traffic going to/from Nationaltheatret Station is shown in
blue, whereas tracks for the new high speed line are shown in red.

Figure 101: Schematic track layout at Nationaltheatret station

Further to the west, the high speed tracks go in a tunnel under Skøyen, about 500 m north of Skøyen Station,
and then continue on in the direction of Jar. When the track has passed under Ullern, it turns to the southeast
and will be situated to the south of Bekkestua.
Between km 11 and 12, the track will run in parallel with the newly built Bærum Tunnel on two different
elevations. Here, it will be possible to establish a grade‐separated connection between the new high speed line
and the Bærum Tunnel. If such a connection is established, trains other than high speed trains may operate on
the section between Oslo S and Sandvika via the new line. This connection would be able to relieve the present
tracks, but in such case without any stops on the section. Alternatively the connection may be established to
the Drammen line instead of to the Bærum Tunnel should this prove to be better for the total capacity. These
possible connections must be evaluated more carefully in later phases of the plan and the solution is not
included in the quantity calculations for Alternative D1.

Figure 102: Schematic track layout for possible connection to the Bærum Tunnel.
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The high speed line will pass approx. 500 m north of Sandvika Station and under the Sandvika River. In this
area, it may be relevant to have a branch to the planned Ringerike Line to Hønefoss. The line continues with
roughly the same line layout as the present railway tunnel, the Tanum Tunnel, but significantly lower.
The new line that was opened between Sandvika and Asker in 2006 has an open zone in the area at
Nesbru/Åstad. Such an open zone has also been evaluated for the new high speed line, but with a location that
is lower and closer to Nesbru. The solution was discarded however because it was concluded that the
drawbacks that the construction would involve were not in proportion to the benefits that such a solution
would provide.
From Nesbru, the line runs in a direct line to Lier and comes out into the open at the western opening of the
Lieråsen Tunnel. The tunnel from Oslo S to Lier will be approx. 34 km long.

Figure 103: Illustration bridge over wetland

From Drammen Station, high speed lines will be able to come both from the southern and western corridors.
The track layout at Drammen Station has not been assessed in relation to possible introductions from the south
and west. Norconsult has however made it a precondition that there must be unidirectional operation at
Drammen Station.
To achieve unidirectional operation, a grade‐separated crossing is planned between the present double track
and the new double track in Lieråsen. Eastbound high speed tracks will pass under the present Lieråen Tunnel
and be situated to the south of the existing double track through Lier. Westbound high speed tracks will be
located on the northern side of the existing double tracks as shown in Figure 104 below.
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Figure 104: Schematic of track layout at Lier.

The current track geometry on the section has been optimised and the line layout expanded from two to four
tracks. Out to Brakerøya, the tracks have been added on the south side, whereas it is being proposed that a
new bridge over the Drammen River should be placed to the north of the present bridges. Brakerøya and Lier
stations must probably be rebuilt in consequence of the establishment of four tracks. The need for rebuilding
Drammen Station has not been assessed as part of this study.

15.2

ALIGNMENT DESIGN

Speed profile
The figure below shows the maximum speed between Oslo and Drammen based on proposed track
geometry.

Figure 105: Speed profile Oslo – Drammen.

Alternative D1 requires design speed of 330 km/h. Around 80 % of the alignment fulfils the requirement for this
design speed.
The first 1.5 km from Oslo S towards Drammen follows the westbound tracks along the present Oslo Tunnel
and the eastbound tracks will be in a new tunnel. The geometry of the tracks will limit the speed to 80 km/h. In
later planning phases the speed and capacity on this section must be optimised.
Through Lierdalen the speed has been adjusted down from 330 km/h to 250 km/h in order to reduce the scope
of line rearrangements to existing lines. On the last 2.5 km into Drammen Station speed will be further
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reduced, the first kilometre to 200 km/h, then to 80 km/h on the last 1.5 kilometre. During the detailed design
the maximum speed on the section may be somewhat adjusted.
Vertical geometry
The maximum gradient for Alternative D1 is 12.5 ‰. The line has a maximum gradient of 5 ‰, except for the
section entering to Oslo S, where the gradient of the existing line of 25 ‰ is followed.
Existing line/connection to other lines

Figure 106: Schematic of Oslo – Drammen track layout with existing and new line.

Use of existing line
The new line will be a separate line, but will follow parallel to the existing line the first section out of Oslo S and
the last section in towards Drammen station.
Connections to other existing lines
The new line will have connections to all lines that depart from Oslo S to the east, as well as all lines that depart
from Drammen Station.
At present there are only two tracks between the stations Oslo S and Lysaker and between Asker and
Drammen. The existing main stations have four tracks. The current capacity between Oslo S and Lysaker limits
the possibilities for further expanding the rail operation in the Oslo area.
The new high speed line between Oslo and Drammen may have spare capacity beyond the need for high speed
trains to and from Oslo. In chapter 15.5 a capacity evaluation has hence been performed, and the possibilities
have been assessed for shared operation with more trains other than just direct trains between Oslo and
Drammen. By establishing a connection between the high speed line and the existing line to the west of Oslo,
trains from Oslo to, for example, Sandvika may use this new tunnel through the centre of Oslo before the train
connects to the existing line in the Bærum Tunnel to the west of Sandvika.
The new alignment passes nearby the existing Nationaltheatret station and Skøyen station. It would be possible
to establish underground stations on the new line at these two locations if needed. By making an adjustment
to the line layout, it would also be possible to establish an underground station at Majorstuen, in close
connection to the Metro Station. Such solutions will provide good surface coverage in western part of Oslo.
Norconsult's task in this study is however to plan the high speed line between Oslo and Drammen. The project
has thus not arranged for stops along the way.
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15.3

FOUNDATION BASE, TUNNELS AND STRUCTURES

The open sections
On the section between Oslo and Drammen there is only one section in the open; the section from Lier to
Drammen Station. The loose deposits on the section primarily consist of clay, some peat, and alluvial deposits.
The line comes into the open on each side of the vest end of exsisting Lieråsen Tunnel and runs in parallel with
the existing double track to Brakerøya Station. Apart from some geotechnical measures when crossing the river
course for the Lier River and the rebuilding of Brakerøya Station, no special measures will be necessary since
the line will be located in an existing railway area along the majority of this section.
Upon crossing the Drammen River and up to Drammen Station, there are bridge structures for the majority of
the section and comprehensive geotechnical measures that are associated with them. Based upon experiences
from the other bridges in this area, these will involve pilings to rock or other solid material.
The tunnel sections
Rock conditions
The bedrock along the line from Oslo to Drammen is dominated by the so‐called "Oslofeltet", characterised by
folded and dislocated sedimentary rock types, dominated by limestone and shale. Furthermore, the bedrock
has been affected by later volcanic activity. This has caused the rock to occasionally be permeated with
intrusive veins, and with features of volcanic eruptions; basalt and rhyolite. Between Asker and Lier, the line
will primarily go through a large intrusion of granite.
The rock masses in the folded sedimentary rock types will have varying quality. A number of veins with syenite
and diabase will be encountered along the line, and characteristically there will be a significant difference in
mechanical properties in relation to the surrounding rock masses, something that will result in generally higher
fracturing and permeability.
The granite between Asker and Lier has very high mechanical strength, something that in general is favourable
for the tunnel. Generally higher permeability can be expected in a competent and brittle rock of this type in
comparison with shale and spar.
The rock mass conditions along the line concerned are relatively well known and surveyed, since there already
are a number of tunnels more recent dates along the corridor. The greatest challenges for the tunnel works will
be associated with the proximity to buildings and infrastructure, with the challenges this involves with respect
to vibrations and settlement problems, as well as the general effect is of the construction work on the local
environments. Furthermore the line will occasionally have extremely limited rock overburden.
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Other conditions for the tunnel
The degree of difficulty and costs are primarily connected with the ground conditions, but also to a large extent
with the location of the tunnel. Tunnels with little overburden often have poorer rock masses than deeper
tunnels. Also, the proximity to built‐up areas will lead to restrictions in relation to how many hours during the
day work will be permitted, and hence be cost‐intensive. Strict requirements for sealing will increase the
construction time and hence also the cost.
The tunnel between Oslo and Drammen will be approx. 34 km long and it is expected that approx. 1 km
through the centre of Oslo will run in extremely difficult ground conditions due to little or no rock overburden
as well as the situation with the complexes of buildings in the centre of Oslo. Approx. 18 km will run through
rock underneath a high density of buildings and will in consequence have a high degree of difficulty. Approx. 15
km will have medium difficult to simple construction conditions. A significant challenge along large parts of the
line will be the amount of grouting because the tunnel passes under built‐up areas.
Structures
The new tunnel under the centre of Oslo will consist of a long series of structures through an area where the
present railway and Metro have their present facilities. The new structures are discussed in further detail in
chapter 15.4 Construction implementation and traffic‐related consequences.
At present there are three bridges crossing the Drammen River. Two parallel railway bridges cross the Strømsø
watercourse and a double track bridge crosses the Brakernes watercourse. The line today runs on landfill over
parts of Holmen. Building one contiguous bridge is being proposed that will stretch across Holmen and both of
the two watercourses. The new bridge will go under the motorway bridge and over existing local roads. It will
in total be approx. 1200 metres long.
In Drammen it would be natural to choose bridge types that would fit in aesthetically with the existing railway
bridges. The existing bridges were built both as beam bridges and truss bridges. In selecting the type of bridge
and the optimum span widths, the costs of complicated foundations out in the river will have great significance.

15.4

CONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAFFIC-RELATED
CONSEQUENCES

General
The line from Oslo to Drammen will be built as a completely new, separate double track line. The line will for
the most part run in one long tunnel from Oslo to Lier and roughly follow the existing line for the last section
into Drammen Station.
The main challenge in the building of this line is the first kilometre out from Oslo S. The existing westbound
tracks out from Oslo S are currently located in a concrete culvert shaped as a funnel ("the funnel") in which the
turn outs merge 12 of the tracks at the station into two tracks under Jernbanetorget. This tunnel continues
further along in part as a concrete tunnel and in part as a rock tunnel up to Nationaltheatret Station.
The technical concept that is being proposed is to expand “the funnel” such that its capacity is increased from
two to four through tracks out from Oslo S. In connection with this, it is being proposed that the two
westbound tracks, use the present tunnel, whereas a new tunnel will be built for the two eastbound tracks into
Oslo S. Unidirectional operation at Oslo S can thus be maintained.
Expansion of the funnel will be undertaken on its southwest side. The change to the arrangement of the tracks
will cause parts of the existing walls in “the funnel” to have to be demolished in order to make openings for a
new track layout in ”the funnel”. This will also have consequences for the structures above it. The principle is
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shown in Figure 107, which shows the existing concrete tunnel and the proposed expansion to it under
Jernbanetorget with two new inbound tracks.

Figure 107: Concrete tunnel for four tracks under Jernbanetorget.
Construction pit at Jernbanetorget
In order to be able to build the two new tracks and at the same time adjust the turn outs in the funnel, the
funnel must be uncovered and temporarily supported, because the culvert is buried in an area with soft clay
deposits. The southwest wall of the culvert must be removed and the culvert enlarged. This is extensive work
that requires digging up parts of Jernbanetorget which is a major sentral hub in Oslo. The work must be carried
out in several sections and stages in order to be able to handle the existing railway, road, bus and tram traffic.
Other existing smaller concrete structures, water and sewer pipes and other infrastructure must also be
handled during the construction implementation.
Out from Jernbanetorget and in under Kirkeristen there are loose deposits in the ground and the new tunnel
must be built as a concrete tunnel in an open construction pit. The new concrete tunnel will be situated in part
under/through existing buildings, something that complicates the work still further. A typical cross section is
shown in Figure 108. The expanded Oslo Tunnel is here placed partly under the existing buildings on the
southern side of the street Biskop Gunnerus’ gate.
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Figure 108: Concrete tunnel under Rica Oslo hotel.

The work with building this part of the tunnel is particularly demanding in that the building above must be
secured and supported in order to avoid damage. It is also probable that parts of the building will have to be
rebuilt, for example entrances and technical installations. During the construction phase, parts of or even the
entire building must be vacated or possibly redeemed. At the same time, there must be strict restrictions in this
area in relation to noise and vibrations from the construction activity. The common denominator for the
construction work along this entire section is that the execution of the construction will be very complicated
and the execution of the construction will take a long time.
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The rock tunnel between Kirkeristen and Spikersuppa
Between Kirkeristen and Spikersuppa the ground is comprised of rock, and the tunnel can be built using
something that resembles ordinary tunnelling in rock. The tunnelling will however have to be performed with
special restrictions and with the use of in part special and unusual working methods. This is because of a
number of locations there is little or no rock overburden and that there are important and vulnerable buildings
along the entire length of the tunnel section. The tunnel will, among other things, go under Domkirken, The
Parliament building and many other buildings in the centre of Oslo. In particular, the tunnel will run directly
below The Parliament building's parking garage.
Under Kirkeristen, the new tunnel will be built as a separate concrete tunnel. In the rock under the Cathedral,
the rock tunnel gradually split up into two tunnels. From having two passages next to each other, the tunnel
passages will gradually be located over each other. Figure 109 shows this situation under the garage under the
Parliament buildings.

Figure 109: Rock tunnel under the Parliament building’s parking garage, built with two storeys.

The reasons for stacking the tunnel passages are numerous. First of all it is desired that the tunnels take up the
least possible area when they are to be continued further through Studenterlunden and, secondly, it is desired
that the tunnel for the inbound high speed tunnel to Oslo S transition as quickly as possible into rock after
having passed Studenterlunden. This tunnel, regardless, must go deeper than the existing tunnel in order to
avoid having to run on its own alignment to the east of Nationaltheatret Station.
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Construction pit through Studenterlunden
The above‐mentioned will in certain cases involve the establishment of open construction pits through the
area, either as two parallel construction pits through Studenterlunden or as one in Studenterlunden and one
for example in Stortingsgaten. Collecting the tunnels in one narrow construction pit through Studenterlunden,
we believe, is clearly to be preferred in terms of less area, technical aspects and finances.
The second tunnel passage, for inbound trains, will come from Nationaltheatret Station and hence is
dependent upon being at the same level as the present tunnel to and from Nationaltheatret Station. The
situation just outside Nationaltheatret, with the proposed solution, is as shown in Figure 110. Here, we can also
see the relationship with the present tunnel for the railway and the Metro.

Figure 110: Concrete tunnels under Spikersuppa next to Nationaltheatret.

The construction method through Studenterlunden will be roughly equivalent to what was done when the
existing tunnel was built in the 1980s. A "wall" must be established on each side of the construction pit, such
that concrete tunnels can be built within the walls. Whether this will be sheet pile retaining walls, diaphragm
walls or other types has not been decided. Regardless, this is an extremely demanding task in terms of the
geotechnical, structural and construction engineering.
One possible solution for avoiding the construction pit being open for a long time is to build a cover over the
building put in order to subsequently refill its upper part and re‐establish the terrain above it. The cover may
for example become the roof of the upper tunnel. The tunnels would subsequently be established under
ground. Construction access to the tunnel is, regardless, a challenge.
The outbound high speed tunnel will, as stated, run in the existing tunnel out from Oslo S and nearly up to
Nationaltheatret Station. Just before the station, the tunnel will branch off to Drammen and go in under
Nisseberget before it joins up with the incoming passage around the end of Slottsparken.
In the area where the outbound tunnel branches off under Studenterlunden, there is also extra room within
the existing concrete structures. This makes it simpler to build the branch without having to disrupt the rail
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traffic and the Metro traffic. Figure 111 shows a cross‐section just after the branch. The cross‐section is located
in the area by the descent to the Metro.

Figure 111: Tunnels and concrete structures close by the station Nationaltheatret

In this area, there is rock at the tunnel level, something that makes it easier to establish a construction pit and
provide a foundation for the new concrete tunnel. The rock overburden is thin on the section to Nisseberget,
and there is a danger of it becoming an open construction pit nearly all the way to Slottsparken. The challenge
in this area is therefore to minimise the scope of the construction pit, as well as to handle the traffic on the
surface since Fredriksgate is a part of Ring 1 and thus an important traffic artery.
The tunnel from Oslo - Lier
Starting at Slottsparken and going out to Lier, both of the tunnel passages are situated in rock and the
tunnelling can be done in a more normal way for tunnels in the Oslo area. The tunnel further out to Lier is
however extremely long and it will be a challenge to find good and acceptable locations for crosscuts and
rigging areas. Tunneling with the use of tunnel boring machines may thus be relevant for all or parts of the
section.
If use of conventional tunnelling is selected, for reasons relating to the progress, a crosscut should be reckoned
on every 3‐4 km, so that the "workingface length" (tunnel being done from the crosscut and meeting the tunnel
from the opposite direction) does not exceed approx. 1.5‐2 km. The background for the proposed workingface
length is that the tunnel must be grouted extremely well due to considerations for the overlying buildings. This
applies for the entire section in Oslo, in Bærum and large parts of the tunnel through Asker. From Asker the
requirements for grouting and the restrictions on the working hours may be loosened. The last approx. 5 km of
the tunnel can probably be made without special restrictions because the distance to existing buildings is
sufficiently large.
Drilling the long tunnel may be relevant precisely due to the problematic access conditions and crosscuts.
Similarly, drilling would also be preferable due to considerations relating to surrounding buildings. The rock
masses are mostly favourable for this drilling work on the section from Oslo to Asker, however this would
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require that the pore pressure and groundwater level be maintained. This would possibly make use of closed
tunnel boring machines a condition. However tunnelling with such machines normally gives expensive tunnels.
The tunnelling method, regardless, must be evaluated in further detail at a later point in time.
Lier – Drammen Station
The open section from the portal of the tunnel at Lier and to the crossing of the Drammen River is deemed not
to be problematic in terms of the construction work. Here, it is relatively open terrain and there is little
comprehensive foundation work. Nor is the crossing of the Lier River complicated, but environmental
considerations must be reckoned on.
The crossing of the Drammen River, in contrast, comprises a significant construction engineering challenge in
that the construction work must be done in and by the river and that there are also other bridges to take into
consideration. The construction engineering challenges may be said to be moderate to large since the bridge is
long and that it must in part be built nearby the other bridges.
Summary
The section between Oslo and Drammen is partially suitable for staged expansion. In the proposed solution,
there is a possibility for a connection to Bærumtunnelen. The section from Oslo to Bærumtunnelen would be
able to comprise a first stage and would improve the rail traffic capacity in and out of Oslo to the west. The line
between Lier and Drammen can also be built in stages. In general, there are few options since the new tunnel is
situated in part on a different level and in part far from existing lines.
Along the new line it will be difficult to find suitable locations for crosscuts and rigging areas due to the tunnel
being situated in urban neighbourhoods and densely populated areas.
In summary, the section between Oslo and Drammen has large construction engineering‐related challenges,
especially substantial in the centre of Oslo and least complicated in the open air section in Lier. The crossing of
the Drammen River will also be a large challenge.

15.5

CAPACITY ASSESSMENTS AT OSLO S

Method and preconditions
A set of preconditions must be defined as the base for the assessment of capacity and need for platform tracks
for a future traffic situation at Oslo S. These preconditions include:






Volume of the traffic in the future, including operating plan connected with the pattern of through
trains and turning trains at Oslo S
Minimum occupation time at the platform for the trains
Minimum turn‐around time for turning trains
Line layout for new Oslo tunnel
Capacity limitations of the tracks (the existing Oslo Tunnel)

In this work we have based the preconditions on what appears in the report entitled “Oslo S. Decision Support”
(ref.5) where a calculation is performed for how many platform tracks there is a need for, based upon a
possible traffic situation in 2040 without high speed trains. For the calculation of the traffic volume for the peak
hour, Norconsult has replaced the long‐distance trains with high speed trains.
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Volume of traffic in the future
We have presumed that in the peak hour 2 trains run in each direction in all the five high speed corridors. It has
furthermore been presumed that high speed trains from Gothenburg, Stockholm and Trondheim will turn
around at the platform at Oslo S, whereas the high speed trains from Stavanger and Bergen are through trains,
and turn around in Lodalen. Table 16 below shows the traffic plan that is the basis for the calculations.

Trains/hour/direction
Operating schedule with
local trains, ref 5.

Modified operating schedule
with high speed trains (basis
for the calculations)

Though trains in the Oslo
Tunnel

40

42

Turning tains at Oslo S

6

11

Table 16: Traffic plan Oslo S

Minimum occupation time at the platform for the trains
We have presumed that the high speed trains require the same occupation time at the platform for stopping
trains as for regional, InterCity and long‐distance trains. We have furthermore presumed that freight trains
have the same characteristics as local trains. For local trains (and freight trains) we have used values for mixed
traffic (8 trains/hour).
Through trains
Long‐distance,
regional, InterCity,
high speed trains
Capacity
(trains/hour)
Time

Turning trains

4

Local trains and
freight
trains(mixed
traffic)
8

Local trains and
freight
trains(homogeneous
traffic)
12

2‐3

15 minutes

7.5 minutes

5 minutes

25 minutes

Table 17: Values for capacity of platform tracks.
Number of tracks to platform in order to conduct the traffic
Based upon the traffic volume described in Table 17, during peak hour Oslo S should be to handle 42 through
trains and 11 trains that turn at the platform. The table shows the calculation of the need for platform tracks
in order to conduct this traffic.
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Traffic
Local and freight
trains
Other trains
Through trains
Total turning
trains
Holding time:
Local and freight
trains
Other trains
Through trains
Tracks pr
direction
Turning trains:
Tracks

Gardermo- Hovedline
line

Gjøvikline

Folloline

Østfoldline

Lodalen

Total

5
8
13

10
0
10

2
1
3

4
0
4

8
0
8

0
4
4

29
13
42

2

0

3

6

0

0

11

37,5
120
157,5

75
0
75

15
15
30

30
0
30

60
0
60

0
60
60

217,5
195
412,5

2,6
50
0,8

1,3
0
0,0

0,5
75
1,3

0,5
150
2,5

1,0
0
0,0

1,0
0
0,0

6,9
275
4,6

Table 18: Calculation of needed number of platform tracks.

At present, Oslo S has 12 through tracks with unidirectional operation, where tracks 2‐8 are westbound and 9‐
13 are eastbound. South of track 13 there are 6 reversing tracks. The calculations show that to conduct the
traffic comprising the data set presumed as a base, there would be a need for 2*7= 14 platform tracks for
through trains, and 5 reversing tracks. Hence there will be a need for 2 additional through tracks to platform.
Additional tracks to platform can be achieved by linking 2 of the current reversing tracks to the “tunnel” at Oslo
S. One additional reversing track will then be needed at the far south of the station.
It must be emphasised that there is a strong interrelationship between the data set of initial presumptions and
the results, this especially holds true for the occupancy times for the different types of trains (Table 17: ).
The current Oslo Tunnel has a theoretic capacity of 40 trains per hour per direction. The practical capacity is 24
trains, ref 5. The proposed schedule is for 42 trains per hour and direction through Oslo, hence all trains that
cannot operate in the existing Oslo Tunnel must be transferred to the new line to Drammen.
The effect of this is that 18 trains (42 – 24) per hour in each direction must use the new high speed line through
central Oslo. Further west all trains, except high speed trains direct to Drammen (4 trains each hour per
direction), will be switched to the existing track infrastructure. It has not been studied how the connection
between the high speed tracks and the existing tracks west of Oslo should be designed to allow the 14 trains
(18 – 4) to branch off to existing line in the most efficient way.
A solution where the section closest Oslo on the new high speed line can be used for other train types,
discussed above, shows a possible alternative use of the proposed line. Norconsult has studied a high speed
link between Oslo and Drammen mainly to be used by high speed trains with more focus on short travel times
than on capacity or local access along the route.
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Analysis of Oslo S with 12 platform tracks for through trains
In the calculations, we have initially presumed that the platform capacity is 8 local trains/hour. In Table 17: it
can be seen that this value concerns as a point of departure a situation where there is very mixed traffic. If one
manages to separate the traffic, and in so doing homogeneous traffic is attained on the platforms that service
local trains, one could assess whether to adjust the platform capacity up to being 12 trains per hour. The need
for through tracks would then be reduced to 2*6= 12 platform tracks for through trains and the need for
reversing tracks would be the same: 5 tracks. This is the same as the current situation at Oslo S, and there thus
would be no need to undertake measures to connect any of the present reversing tracks to the "funnel" or
build any extra reversing tracks.
The uncertainty surrounding the specific operating concept that will be realised at Oslo S results in the number
of platform tracks for through trains being able to vary. Reconfiguring for 14 platform tracks for through trains
would involve substantial work that would be quite cost‐intensive. Hence it is relevant to analyse whether 12
platform tracks would be sufficient. This can be done by estimating the headway time.
The minimum headway time at Oslo S varies depending upon the specific route that is configured and the
specific rolling stock that is being used. A modern station ought to be able to service the trains at intervals of 2
minutes. This is without stopping time. The entrances and exits for Oslo S will in part prevent the configuration
of other routes, such that not all tracks can be presumed to be available simultaneously. The stopping time at
the platform is presumed to be 2 minutes. In addition, there is a buffer time that can be estimated as 2
minutes. The estimate for the headway time then becomes 6 minutes.
A total of 42 trains per hour must be serviced, distributed across 6 platform tracks. Each platform would then
service 7 trains per hour. In other words, each train has an average of 8.5 minutes at its disposal. Since all the
routes cannot be configured simultaneously, the trains will not in reality be able to have the platform at their
disposition for 8.5 minutes. The utilisation of the platform group can be set to 75 %. An efficient, large station
with an optimum operating schedule can achieve this degree of utilisation. Then every train has 6.4 minutes at
its disposal, and this is enough to be able to conduct 7 trains to the platform per hour. It is recommended,
regardless, that a detailed analysis be performed of the headway time for the future Oslo S when additional
details are available about the future routes, operating schedule presumptions and signalling and safety
systems.
In order to be able to assess the specific platform tracks that should be connected to specific tracks in the
"funnel", a simple capacity assessment has been made of the existing Oslo Tunnel and the high speed tunnel,
and an assessment of how the traffic would be distributed on the two lines. In Figure 113 a possible track
layout is sketched out for the funnel and the demolition of walls between the existing tracks. The figure also
shows an option for increased platform capacity by linking track 14 and 15 to the “funnel”
It is recommended to do a detailed study of headway time for future Oslo S when more details are determined.
In this report we have assumed the current track layout at Oslo S, and hence we have only included the
necessary track changes in “the funnel” to allow the current 12 through trains at Oslo S to be routed to four
tracks westwards in the tunnel.
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Figure 112: Track 15, 14, 13 and 12 at Oslo S

Figure 113: Track layout in the “funnel” at Oslo S and potential changes to establish additional
platform tracks.
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15.6

CONSEQUENCES

Landscape
Description
The planned railway coincides in large part with the existing line and will need only minor terrain work. The line
crosses the meandering river Lierelva and the open agricultural landscape in the broad valley Lierdalen.
Lierdalen is registered as a cultural landscape of regional value. The line follows the existing railway line
through large‐scale industrial areas at Lierstranda and further towards the city centre of Drammen, on a new
bridge parallel with existing bridges.
Consequences
The new railway line has an impact on the cultural landscape of Lierdalen, but it is assessed to be minor in
comparison with the existing situation. A new bridge across the Drammen River will be a distinct visual element
of the landscape, but will be located close to existing bridge structures.
The new line is considered to have a no negative impact on landscape qualities. (0)
Cultural monuments and cultural environment
Known cultural monuments
At Strømsø in Drammen, large parts of the old town structures still remain intact. In Tollbugata there still are
the large residential and trading houses, varying in age from the end of the 1600s to the first half of the 1800s.
At Huseby, in the Municipality of Lier, in the county of Buskerud, there is a cultural environment consisting of
automatically protected cultural monuments and church sites. The Huseby Farms are usually reckoned to be
old royal estates.
Evaluation of potential
In consideration of the existing cultural monuments at Huseby in the Municipality of Lier, the potential is large
for finds of automatically protected cultural monuments in part of the line layout for the high speed line
between Oslo and Drammen.
The consequences for cultural monuments and the cultural environment
It is being presumed that the enterprise would only have minor consequences to cultural monuments and the
cultural environment (‐ ).
Natural environment
Existing situation
An extremely large number of registrations have been made on the section, which has a number of valuable
and protected watercourses with abundant edge vegetation, as well as fresh water lakes with important
ecological functions. As regards protected areas, there is the Semsvannet protected landscape area in Asker,
which is located in the corridor. A number of smaller natural areas of lesser value are also located in the
corridor.
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Consequences for the natural environment
The railway line runs in a tunnel from Oslo to Lier, north of the present Lier railway station. This involves there
being locations such as rivers, lakes and marshes that may be affected by the tunnel. The railway passes under
the rivers/streams Hoffsbekken, Lysakerelva, Sandvikselva, Neselva, Askerelva and Sagelva. All the above‐
mentioned streams and rivers have high‐value status. Hence measures must be undertaken in the form of
sealing the tunnel so that the natural qualities are not degraded. The line passes under Nordvannet and
Verkensvannet West, intact lowland marshes, both in the Municipality of Lier, and both with high‐value status.
Measures for preventing drainage must also be initiated here.
To the west of the tunnel entrance in Lier, the line layout runs in an open line to Drammen. It crosses the Lier
River on a bridge to the west of Tuverudveien. No sites on the Lier River are registered as high‐value on this
section, but the river hosts sea trout and salmon, as well as being used for sport fishing. If the crossing point is
on a section that is well‐suited for spawning, then this ought to be taken into consideration during the
construction work. From Huseby, the line layout primarily follows the present railway line. The line layout
touches no registered important natural locations on the section out to Drammen.
The consequences for the natural environment are expected to be minor (‐).
Natural resources
There are an estimated approx. 19,000 m2 of arable land that will be used by the new system. No gravel
resources or drinking water sources have been registered in the area concerned.
The consequences for natural resources are expected to be minor (‐).
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Local environment and outdoor recreation

Figure 114 . Consequences for local environment and outdoor recreation
Hiking trails and other local environment features
The proposed line will not touch hiking trails, lighted ski tracks or athletic facilities.
Buildings affected
The line layout goes closely under a number of buildings between Nationaltheatret and Oslo S, particularly the
complex of buildings at Biskop Gunnerus’ gate and the Storting.

Figure 115: Buildings affected at Biskop Gunnerus’ gate, Strandgata and Skippergata.
Buildings in noise zones
The consequences for the local environment and outdoor recreation are expected to be insignificant (0).
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15.7

ALTERNATIVE UNDERGROUND STATION SOLUTION AT OSLO S

As an alternative station solution for the selected primary concept with connections to existing tracks in the
open at Oslo S, Norconsult's sub‐consultant, Basler&Hofman, has studied a possible underground station
where the solutions are in part adopted from the new Cross Rail Zürich. It is emphasised that this solution is
not completely described with consequence assessments, as the primary alternative is.
The underground station has been studied under the assumption that it will only be used for the high speed
services. It will however be possible to operate mixed traffic on the station, but this option has not been
studied in relation to this report.
The station is placed underneath the four reversing tracks at the southern end of Oslo S and under the historic
Østbanehallen. Towards west the station may be connected to the proposed high speed line to Drammen
following the same alignment as proposed for the eastbound high speed tracks, crossing under the Oslo Tunnel
close to Nationaltheatret Station (as shown on drawing B‐431).
The challenges of such a station location are many such as; construction method of underpinning the existing
building, concept to dewater the construction site, water‐tightness concept for a cut‐and‐cover tunnel and
construction of vertical shafts / installation area west of Østbanehallen. The gradients and ramp lengths to
connect to the existing tracks in the east are also challenging.

Figure 116: Plan for alternative subterranean station.
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Figure 117: Plan and cross-section of alternative subterranean station in southern part of Oslo S.
The Østbanehallen must be preserved and protected. The construction consists of multiple historic parts and is
founded on “floating” wooden piles and thus is extremely sensitive and vulnerable.
The solution involves a tunnel / concrete culvert under the Østbanehallen. Building a new tunnel structure
under the hall is possible with known technology, however it would be extremely demanding. A feasible
solution to divert the load of the building to the ground could be to underpin the building with a rigid concrete
structure (frame) and support it in the near rock. Such concrete structure could be constructed totally
underground. Some works to stiffen the lower parts of the existing walls would need to be executed from
above and from the inside of the buildings. Measures to prevent the box girder from floating must be taken.
Openings in the side walls would allow the groundwater to circulate. The concrete culvert must be built in
stages and each of the stages must be carried out with special construction methods
The construction of the concrete culvert under the reversing tracks may be carried out from the surface with an
open construction pit that is executed in three phases in order to maintain as many of the tracks as possible in
operation. During the construction period, 2/3 of the reversing tracks could then be in operation at any time.
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Figure 118: Aerial photo and cross-section of the station placed under the Østbanehallen and tracks 14-19.

The station (400 m) is placed in parallel with the foundation for the Østbanehallen and the reversing tracks 14‐
19 at Oslo S. This involves the new station having a curve under the Østbanehallen.
The river Akerselva currently crosses in a culvert under all the tracks at Oslo S. The solution as shown here
involves a crossing under Akerselva. A separate intermediate level is proposed established under the existing
tracks for internal communications between the platforms. The intermediate level will have a length of 175 m
between the Eastern Line Hall and Akerselva. This will allow a good passenger flow from the platforms and will
open areas up for other service functions.
One of the primary challenges of a underground station for high speed trains at Oslo S is the connection further
to the east to both Ski and Lillestrøm. The ramp rates on the Gardermo Line result in a very long tunnel
connection to existing tracks. For the underground station alternative it is therefore studied only one
connection to the east with a gradient of 25 ‰ up to the Follo Line from the underground station.
The number of tracks needed at the underground station has been assessed, given that it must serve all high
speed trains with a half‐hour frequency to Bergen, Stavanger, Gothenburg and Stockholm via the Follo Line.
High speed trains to Trondheim must use existing platforms in open air at the present Oslo S because of no
connection between the underground station and the Gardermo Line.
If all trains are through trains, then 4 platform tracks in total are needed when the minimum occupancy time is
set to 15 minutes. In the situation where trains from the south and east turn around at the platform, there is a
need for a total of 5 platform tracks.
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16
16.1

Quantities/costs

QUANTITIES

As part of this assignment, Norconsult is responsible for stating quantities for each individual line that will then
be used in a costs model for estimating investment costs etc.
The costs model for the high speed rail line project has been developed by Atkins. Norconsult and the other
route consultants have commented on individual elements of the model and contributed to a process of
defining cost elements and provided input regarding unit prices.
A number of working meetings have been held with the other consultants responsible for corridor‐specific
analysis in the other corridors, so as to ensure an agreed understanding of what is included in the individual
cost elements and ensure equal quantity estimation as input for the costs model.
Cost elements have been defined based on the situations for alternatives B, 2* and D1/D2. For alternative B,
some extra cost elements have been added in with adjusted prices for technical upgrading of existing rail line.
Summary of the process and working meetings:
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Atkins reviewed an early draft of cost model, cost elements and quantities input.



Working meetings with the other consultants so as to arrive at an agreed division of cost elements
and associated prices. There was a focus on cost elements for the ground works. The price input
was defined as contract cost, excluding client's costs, rigging and operations and other mark‐ups.
The element costs were based on experience of Norwegian conditions, are in 2011 kroner and
exclude VAT.



Preparing an Excel spreadsheet for input on quantities for the costs model



Quantities were stated in kilometres or per piece for the main elements:
o

A - Trackworks

o

D - Earthworks - Cuttings & Embankments

o

E - Utility Diversions

o

F - Crossings (Bridges)

o

G - Railway bridges (Viaducts)

o

H - Tunnel

o

I - Stations



Sub‐categories were defined within the main elements



For the main elements D and H, 3 categories were defined: easy, medium and difficult.



Add‐on costs were defined for special conditions in each of the main elements. The possibility was
also added of pricing special, unique elements (part sections) as round sums.
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The following conditions have not been evaluated by Norconsult


Consistency in the costs model, including the calculation methodology and the quality of the
output of the costs model.



Mark‐ups to contract costs and calculation of total project costs, including handling uncertainty.



Prices and scope with regard to rail technology, including rail electrical systems and
signalling/safety systems.



Acquisition of land



Operation and maintenance costs

Cost elements
Assumptions and elements in the routs are discussed in chapter 4. The main cost elements which were
included in the bill of quantities were:
A – Trackworks:
Slab track in the tunnels has generally been taken as a basis. Open zones are defined as ballasted track, with a
mark‐up for sections that have slab track. If the distance between tunnels or bridges is less than 5 km, slab
track has been included for these open sections.
D – Earthworks:
This main element includes the elements for earthworks in a standard section with double track in open
sections. The elements include earthmoving, cuttings/embankments, average geotechnical measures, noise,
smaller crossings/culverts, diversions, underground technical systems, drainage, landscaping, supporting walls,
fences etc. Larger structures are included in the main elements F and G.
For a distance of 1 km before and after tunnels, a mark‐up has been included for extending the standard
section so as to accommodate the greater track separation in the two‐bore tunnels. Where the section
between tunnels is less than 3 km, a mark‐up has been calculated for an extra‐wide standard section.


Category D1: Earthworks Easy conditions ‐ Open section in open terrain, undeveloped and minor
impact and measures



Category D2: Earthworks Medium conditions ‐ Open section in undulating terrain with minor
development. This element includes medium impact and measures



Category D3: Earthworks Difficult conditions ‐ Open section in built‐up area or particularly
difficult conditions. This element includes major impact and measures

E ‐ Utility Diversions
Addition for costs associated with technical infrastructure in urban areas.
F ‐ Crossings (Bridges)
Crossings of roads or other rail lines are divided into four categories


Category F1: Four lane motorway



Category F2: Two lane roads



Category F3: Single track roads, footpaths



Category F4: Rail over rail
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G‐ Railway bridges (Viaducts)
Bridge structures are divided into 3 main groups depending on the length of the bridge spans:


Category G1: Span < 50 m



Category G2: Span 50‐100 m



Category G3: Span > 100 m

H‐ Tunnel


Category H1: Tunnel easy conditions ‐ Good normal rock conditions and easy water protection



Category H2: Tunnel medium conditions ‐ Somewhat poorer conditions, limited top cover or
under water or buildings, requiring extra water protection.



Category H3: Tunnel difficult conditions ‐ Poor rock conditions, little top cover or difficult water
protection.



Category H4: Tunnel special conditions ‐ Particularly difficult conditions, several difficulty factors
in combination



Category H5: Cut and Cover ‐ Major and comprehensive culvert solutions made necessary for
various reasons.

I – Stations
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Category I1: Main stations and end station



Category I2: Main stations for passing trains



Category I2: Simple stations for passing trains



Category I4: Stations in tunnel
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Lillestrø
mKarlstad
2*

Lillestrø
mKarlstad
D1

Lillestrø
mKarlstad
D2

SkiKarlstad
2*

SkiÖxnered
2*

SkiÖxnered
D1

OsloDramme
n D1

206,89

123,58

129,54

139,07

183,78

140,74

4,85

15,10

A2:Extra Over for
Slab Track in
Transition/
Open ground km]

0,00

44,19

50,05

38,92

0,00

63,05

4,85

0,00

A3: Slab track in
Tunnels or
Viaducts [km]

0,00

36,54

30,63

33,11

0,00

54,09

35,24

0,00

D1: Easy [km]

124,15

74,33

80,31

78,37

98,36

99,62

2,80

10,87

D2: Medium [km]

34,06

30,50

30,37

41,51

31,63

32,49

1,06

3,59

D3: Difficult [km]

1,43

0,00

0,00

1,24

5,00

1,48

1,00

0,00

D4: Extra: wide
crossection [km]

0,00

17,85

19,79

26,11

0,00

29,32

1,00

0,00

D5: Extra: special
ground Cdns [km]

2,70

0,50

0,50

0,50

9,26

6,31

1,50

0,00

D6: Extra: Urban
Community
Areas [km]

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

3,31

0,00

0

0,00

F1: Road
(motorway)
[Units]

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

F2: Road (double
lane)
[Units]

20

8

8

9

16

9

2

1

F3: Road (minor
roads, footpath)
[Units]

26

18

25

29

23

26

0

14

F4: Rail over rail
[Units]

4

5

3

5

2

4

0

0

F5: Specials
[Units]

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

G1: Span < 50 m
[km]

6,60

5,71

7,39

4,90

1,05

2,38

0,10

0,21

G2: Span 50 – 100
m
[km]

0,54

2,35

1,62

2,04

0,88

0,77

1,10

0,00

G3: Span > 100 m
[km]

0,57

1,70

0,59

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

G4: Specials
[km]

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

H1: Under Normal
Gd Reasonable
Gd Cdns [km]

28,06

32,38

27,48

34,63

22,25

32,46

4,46

0,00

H2: Under
Sea/Lake Bed
Average Gd Cdns
[km]

8,06

13,20

12,43

8,76

18,43

20,03

11,18

0,00

H3: Under Deep
Sea Bed Difficult
Gd Cdns [km]

2,27

0,00

0,00

0,00

4,60

4,66

17,40

0,00

H4: Specials
One Offs as
Identified [km]

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

1,15

0,00

H5: Cut & Cover
[km]

1,15

0,00

0,00

0,73

1,58

0,94

0,00

0,43

11

2

2

6

6

2

0

3

Cost category

Tunnel

Railway bridges

Crossings

Earthworks –Cuttings and
embankments

Trackwork

A1: Plain Line
(Ballast track)
[km]

Station

I [Units]

OsloKongsvinger B

Table 19 Overview of the quantities allocated to cost categories
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16.2

ALIGNMENT DATA

Norconsult has supplied alignment data for the investigated alignments to the other advisors engaged by
Jernbaneverket for phase 3 of the High speed rail study to be included in their work. This route data has been
used for calculation of travelling time and energy consumption.
Route data has been produced for all alternatives except for D1 Ski – Karlstad as no social economic has been
done for this alternative.
The following data is supplied:

Horizontal curvature:


Straight lines: Length and profile number



Curves: Radius, length and profile number



Transition curves: Length and profile number

Vertical curvature:


Straight lines: Gradient, length and profile number



Curves: Radius, length and profile number

Specified information related to the routes:
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Stations



Tunnels



Bridges



New and existing lines



Transitions and connections between alternatives
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